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PREFACE TO THE FIFTH EDITION.

IN the present Edition the first three sections of

Newton s Principia, together with the Chapters headed

Definitiones, and Axiomata, Rive Leges Motus,

which form the Introduction, have been translated

from the Latin edition of Le Seur and Jacquier, with

omission of the Scholia at the end of these Chapters :

notes have been added in small print in cases where

the text seemed to require explanation. This part of

the book is followed by an Appendix, consisting mainly

of examples in illustration of the methods used in the

Lemmas, and of three important propositions from the

first book of the Principia. The ninth and eleventh

sections are added with little alteration from the last

edition of Evans.

A collection of Examples is given at the end, for

which I am partly indebted to the kindness of Mr

Hudson, Fellow of St John s College, partly to various

University and College Examination Papers.



VI

In the course of preparing this Edition I have

received many useful suggestions from friends, and

especially from Mr Besant, late Fellow of St John s

College, which I am glad to take this opportunity of

gratefully acknowledging.

P. T. MAIN.

ST JOHN S COLLEGE,

August 29, 1871.

ERRATUM.

On page 93, last line but three,



NEWTON S PRINCIPIA.

DEFINITIONS.

DKF. 1. Quantity of matter is the measure qf it

arisingfrom ilx density and bulk conjointly.

A itt. when its density is doubled, and it also occupies
twice the space, is quadrupled in amount

;
in thrice the

8pace is increased six-fold. The same is to be understood

when snow or powders are condensed by compression or

liquefaction. And the same rule applies to all bodies

which are condensed in different manners by any causes

whatever.

No account is taken here of the medium, if there be one,

which penetrates freely the interstices between the parts of

bodies.

This quantity &amp;lt;&amp;gt;f

matter is, in what follows, sometimes

called the body, or mass. It is known for each body by
means of its weight ; for it has been found, by very accu

rate experiments with pendulums, to bo proportional to

the weight.

Note 1. It ix found by experiments with pendulums that the

time of oscillation at any given place dcjxMidM on the length of

the pendulum, hut not on the- uature or amount of the B

of which it is composed.
M. N. 1
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From this it is inferred that the motion produced in a pen
dulum by the earth s attraction is produced equally on every

part of the matter of it, so that the whole motion produced
(Def. 2) is proportional to the quantity of matter in it: and for

any two pendulums of the same length, since each oscillates in

the same period, the whole motion produced in each is simply

proportional to the quantity of matter.

This is also confirmed by experiments in tubes exhausted of

air, in which a feather, a lump of lead, of gold, or of any other

substance, are all found to occupy equal times in falling through

equal spaces. The motion produced by gravity in every part of

each body being thus seen to be the same, it follows that the

whole quantity of motion which gravity produces or tends to

produce in each in other words, the weight is proportional
to the quantity of matter.

Note 2. The quantity of matter, or mass, of a body, is

denoted by the symbol M.

Note 3. The density of a body may be defined as the quan
tity of matter it contains in a unit of volume.

If this be represented by p, and the volume by V, we have

M= Vp.

DEF. 2. The quantity of Motion of a body is the

Measure of it, arising from its velocity and the quantity

of matter conjointly.

The motion of the whole body is the sum of the motions
of its several parts ;

and therefore in double the body
with an equal velocity there is double, and with double the

velocity quadruple the quantity of motion.

Note. Let M be the mass of a body, r its velocity, then Mv
is the motion of a body, i.e. the quantity of motion of the body.

DEF. 3. The innate force of matter is its power of
resisting, whereby every body, so far as depends on

itself, perseveres in its state, either of rest, or of uni

form motion in a straight line.
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This is always prr&amp;gt;i&amp;gt;ortional
to the body, and differs in

no respect from the inertia of the mass, except in the

manner of viewing it. To the inertia of matter is due the

difficulty of disturbing bodies from their state of rest or

motion
;
on which account the innate force may be called

by the very suggestive name, force of inertia.

A body, however, only exerts tins force when a change
is made in its state by another force impressed on it ;

and the exertion of it constitutes, from opposite points of

view, both resistance and pressure : resistance, inasmuch
as the body, in order to preserve its own state, opposes
the impressed force; pressure, inasmuch as the body tries,

by yielding with difficulty to the force of an opposing ob

stacle, to change the state of the obstacle.

People in general attribute resistance to bodies at rest

and pressure to bodies in motion
;
but motion and rest, as

ordinarily understood, are only distinguished one from

another in appearance ;
and bodies are not always really

at rest which are popularly supposed to be at rest.

Xotc. To produce a given change in the velocity of a bodv a

force must be exerted on it which will be greater or less according
to the mass of the body, and will in fact be proportional to the

mass, HO that a body of twice the mass will require twice the

force to produce the same change in the velocity. It is in

tlii- sense that a body is said in this Definition to possess an

innate power of restating an attempt to move it, proportional to

its mass.

DKF. 4. An impressed force is an action exerted on
a body, tending tn change it* state either of rest or of

uniform motion in a straight line.

This force consists in the action only, and does not

remain in the body after the action. Kor the body per
severes in each new state by the force of inertia alone.

An impressed force may arise in various ways, as from

a blow, a pressure, a centripetal force.

Note. In modern works on Mechanics it is customary to

restrict the uae of the word force to impressed forces only ; in

1 2



4 Xewtons Princyria.

place, therefore, of the expression, force of inertia, the wcrd

inertia alone is used.

DEF. 5. A centripetal force is one In/ which bodies

are drawn, impelled, or in any other way tend from
all parts towards some point as a centre.

Of this kind is gravity, by which bodies tend to the

centre of the earth
; magnetic force, by which iron ap

proaches a magnet ;
and that force, whatever it may be,

by which the planets are perpetually drawn away from

rectilinear motions, and forced to revolve in curves.

A stone whirled in a sling tries to get away from the

hand by which it is whirled; and by its effort stretches the

sling, and that the more powerfully the quicker it re

volves
;
and as soon as it is released, it flies off. The

force, which opposes this effort, by which the sling per-

potually drags the stone back towards the hand and re

tains it in its orbit, since it is directed to the hand as

the centre of its orbit, is called the centripetal force.

The same account applies to all bodies, which arc

made to move in an orbit. They all try to recede from

the centres of their orbits ; and unless there is some centri

petal force, as it is called, opposing the effort to recede

by which the bodies may be kept back and retained in their

orbits they will go off in straight lines with uniform

motion.

A projectile, if it were deprived of the force of gra

vity, would not be deflected towards the earth, but go
off into space in a straight line; and with uniform motion,
if the resistance of the air were withdrawn. By its gra

vity it is drawn away from a rectilinear course, and per

petually turned towards the earth, and more or less ac

cording to its gravity and the velocity of its motion. The
less gravity it has for a given quantity of matter, or the

greater the velocity with which it is projected, the less will

it deviate from a rectilinear course, and the farther it will

go. If a ball of lead, shot from a cannon by the force of

gunpowder with a given velocity in a horizontal direction,
went in a curve to a distance of two miles before falling
to the ground ;

with double the velocity it would go twice
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as fur, and with ten times the velocity ten times as far
;

provided the resistance of the air were removed. And bj

increasing the velocity the distance to which it is shot

may be increased at pleasure, and the curvature of tho

path it describes bo diminished, so that it may fall at

a distance of ten, or twenty, or ninety degrees ;
or even

go all round the earth, or lastly go right away into space,
and proceed for ever with the motion with which it went
off.

And for tho same reason, that a projectile can bo

deflected by the force of gravity and go all round tho

earth, the moon may, either by the force of gravity, if it

has weight, or by some other force urging it towards tho

earth, be always drawn from its rectilinear course earth

wards, and deflected into its orbit; and without such a

force the moon cannot be retained in its orbit. This force,

if it were less than the
proj&amp;gt;cr amount, would not suffi

ciently deflect tho moon from its rectilinear course
;

if

greater than the
pro|&amp;gt;er amount, it would deflect it more

than enough and turn it out of its orbit earthwards. In

fact it is necessary that the force should be of the right

amount
;
and it is for mathematicians to find tho force by

which a body can be exactly retained in any given orbit

whatever with a given velocity ;
and conversely, to find

the curvilinear path into which a body, moving from any
given place with a given velocity, would be deflected by a

given force.

Tho quantity of this centripetal force is of three kinds,

absolute, accelerative, and motive.

DKK. G. The absolute quantity &amp;lt;&amp;gt;f

a centripetal force
it a measure of it ichich i* greater or less according to

the ejfirary &amp;lt;f
the cauxe irhich propagate* it from the

centre through the regions ofgpace all round it.

Just as magnetic force is greater in one magnet and
less in smother, according to the mass of tho magnet or tho

intensity of its magnetism.

Note. Tljis absolute quantity of a centrip -tal force aming from

any cause, Vich as, for instance, the attraction of the earth, is
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usually measured by the efficacy of the cause at a unit of distance

from the centre of the force, in this case, the centre of the

earth
;
and it is measured by the acceleration (Def. 7) which it

is capable of producing at this distance.

Thus, if
fj.
be the absolute quantity of a centripetal force, the

force is such that at a unit of distance the acceleration produced

by it would be represented by /j..

The absolute quantity of a centripetal force is, for brevity,
called the absolute force.

DEF. 7. The acceleratiee quantity of a centripetal

force is a measure of it proportional to the velocity which
it generates in a given time.

Just as the power of the same magnet is greater at

a less distance, less at a greater. Or, as gracitat ing force
is greater in valleys, less on the peaks of high mountains,
and so (as it is proved to be) less the greater the distance

from the earth
;
but at equal distances the same on all

sides, because it accelerates equally all falling bodies

(heavy or light, great or small).

Note 1. In treating of centripetal forces, where simply the

force is spoken of in Newton s Principia, the acceleratiee quantity
of the force is meant, unless otherwise stated.

The accelerative quantity of a centripetal force is usually

called, for brevity, the accelerating, or accelerative force.

If a body is moving in a straight line to or from a centre of

fores, and the force adds a velocity r in time t, it produces an

accelerating effect equivalent to an addition (during the time /)

of a velocity
- each unit of time, on the average.

A force which adds equal velocities in equal times is called a

uniform, or constant force.

Thus is the measure of an accelerating force when the fore-

may be considered to remain constant during the time t.

Xutc If t be taken sufficiently small may also be taken
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as the measure of a variable force, for a variable force may be

considered constant during a very small time, the variation of

the force bearing a ratio to the force itself which is smaller the

smaller the time is, and which becomes indefinitely small wheu
the time does.

Hence, if v be the velocity generated in time t, the accelerat

ing force is in all cases measured by the limit of , when t is

indefinitely small.

The accelerating force is usually denoted by/; thus / = limit

Xote 3. A force which acts to diminish the velocity of a

body moving in a straight line is called a retarding force, and is

measured, as to its retarding effect, by the velocity subtracted in

a given time; thus a retarding force may be measured by if

it is constant, v being the velocity subtracted in time t
;
and

by the limit of if it is variable.

Note 4. Forces are compared as to their accelerating or

retarding effect by comparing the velocity, r, added or sub

tracted in equal indefinitely small interval* of time.

PF.K. 8. The motire quantity of a centripetal force
Ijt a measure of it proportional to the motion ichich it

ijenerdtes in a given time.

Just as iceiyht is greater in a greater mass, less in

a less mass ; and, in the 8;unc, is greater near the earth,

less in remote space.

This quantity is the body s entire centripotency or

tendency towards the centre of force, and (so to speak) its

weight ;
and it is always known

l&amp;gt;y
the force equal and op

posite to it, by which the fall of the body may be prevented.

These quantities of forces may for brevity be called

motire, accderatire, and absolute force* ; and, for the sake

of distinctness, may bo ascribed severally to the bodies
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which tend to the centre, to the positions of the bodies,
and to the centre of forces : so that, in fact, the motive
force is ascribed to the body, as if it were the effort of the

whole composed of the efforts of all its parts ;
the accele-

rative force to the position of the body, as if there were
diffused from the centre to all places around it some

power efficacious towards moving bodies which are in

those places : and the absolute force to the centre, as if

at this point there were situated something which was the

cause of motive forces being propagated through space in

all directions; whether that cause be some central body
(just as a magnet is at the centre of magnetic force, or

the earth at the centre of gravitating force) or any other

cause which is not ascertained. This is simply a mathe
matical conception ;

the physical causes and seats of the
forces are not here considered.

The accelerative force is, then, to the motive force as

the velocity generated is to the motion. For the quantity
of motion arises from the velocity and the quantity of

matter conjointly, and the motive force from the ac

celerative force and the quantity of the same matter;
for the sum of the actions of the accelerative force on
the several particles of a body is the motive force of the

whole.

Hence, at the surface of the earth, where the ac

celerative gravity, or force of gravitation, is the same on

all bodies, the motive gravity, or weight, varies as the

body ;
but if we ascend into regions where the accelera

tive gravity is less, the weight will diminish equally, and
will be always as the body and the accelerative gravity

conjointly. Thus in regions where the accelerative gravity
is half as great, the weight of a body half or a third as

great will be a fourth or a sixth as great.

Moreover, we may in the same sense speak of attrac

tions and impulses as accelerative and motive. But the

words, attraction, impulse, tendency, of any body towards a

centre may be used indifferently and promiscuously one
for another ;

these forces being here considered not in

a physical, but only in a mathematical sense. The reader

should beware, in using words of this sort, of considering
them as defining the kind or manner of the action, or their
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physical cause or reason ; or of attributing to tho centres

(which are mathematical points) forces in a real physical

sense, when it is said either that tho centres attract, or

that there are forces at the centres.

Note 1. By mot/on is meant, in tins definition, and else

where, the quantity oi motion as defined in Def. 2.

The word fwly U used here in the sense of Def. 1.

If M be the MJIUW of a body, v the velocity generated in it by
a force in time t, Me is the measure of the motion produced in

it in time t
;
and - U the me.iBure of the average motive force

during the time t
;
or of the actual motive force, if t be taken

indefinitely smalL

Note 2. Forces are compared with each other as to their

motive effect by comparing the motion, or J/r, produced in equal

indefinitely small intervals of time.



AXIOMS, OR LAWS OF MOTION.

LAW I. Every body perseveres in its state of rest,

or of uniform motion in a straight line, except in so

far as it is compelled to change that state by forces im-

2)ressed on it.

Projectiles persevere in their motions, except in so far

as they are retarded by the resistance of the air, and
driven downwards by the force of gravity. A hoop, whose

parts continually draw each other from their rectilinear

motions by cohesion, ceases to roll only in consequence
of its motion being retarded by the air. But the larger
bodies of planets and comets, whose motions, both pro

gressive and circular, take place in less resisting spaces,

retain these motions longer.

LAW II. Change of motion is proportional to the

moving force impressed, and takes place in the straight
line in ichich that force is impressed.

If a force produce any motion, twice the force will pro
duce twice the motion, thrice the force three times the

motion, whether it has been impressed all at once, or by
successive gradations. And this motion (since it must

always take place in the same direction as the force which

produces it) is if the body was originally in motion

added to its original motion if that motion was in the same

direction, subtracted from it if in the opposite ;
or if in

an inclined direction, is added to it in an inclined direction,

and compounded with it, the position of the body being
determined by the motion in each direction.
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LAW III. An action is always opposed by an equal

reaction; or, the mutual actions of two bodies are always
equal and act in opposite direction*.

Whatever presses or pulls something else, is pressed or

pulled by it in the same degree. If a man presses a stono

with his finger, his finger is also pressed by the stone. If

a horse draws a stone tied to a rope, the horse will be (so to

speak drawn back equally towards the stone : for the rope

being stretehed at both ends will by the same attempt to

relax itself urge the horse towards the stone and the stone

towards the horse ;
and will impede the progress of one as

much as it promotes the progress of the other. If a body
impinge on another and by its force change the motion of

the other in any way, the latter will in its turn (on account

of the equality of the mutual pressure) undergo the same

change of motion in a contrary direction. To these actions

arc equal the changes, not of velocities, but of motions
;

that is, in bodies not hindered in their motions by other

forces. For the changes of velocities, which also take

place in the same direction, are since the motions are

changed equally reciprocally proportional to the bodies.

This law holds also iii Attractions.

COR. 1. By the combined action of tiro forces a bud//
will describe the diagonal &amp;lt;f

a parallelogram in the name,

time as the tide* would be described by the
b&amp;lt;*ly under the

action
f&amp;gt;f

each force separately.

If a body, by the action of the force M only, im

pressed at A, would move with uniform motion from A to
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B in a given time, and, by the action of the force N only,

impressed at the same point, would move from A to 6
;

complete the parallelogram ABDC ; then, by the action of
both forces, the body will move in the same time on the

diagonal from A to D.

For, since the force N acts in the direction of AC
parallel to BD, this force, by Law II., will not alter the

velocity of approach to the line BD, due to the other force.

Therefore the body will approach the line BD in the
same time, whether the force N be impressed or not

;
and

thus, at the end of the given time, it will be found some
where on the line Bl).

By the same reasoning, it will be found at the end of

the same time to be somewhere on the line CD and
therefore it must necessarily be at the point 1) where these

lines meet.

And it will go from A to D with uniform rectilinear

motion, by Law I.

COR. 2. And hencefollows at once the composition of
a force AD out of other forces AB and AC acting in.

different directions ; and conversely the resolution of any
force AD into two others AB and AC.

Note 1. In other words the parallelogram of forces follows

at once from Corollary 1.

For by Law II. the change of motion of a body, or of the

velocity of the body, is proportional to the moving force im

pressed.

Now, by Cor. 1, the resultant of M and N impresses on
the body a velocity with which it would describe the straight
line A 1) in the same time as the straight lines AB, AC would
be described with the velocities impressed on the body by M
and ^.

Therefore M, JV*and the resultant of these, being, by Law II.

proportional to the velocities impressed by them severally, are

proportional to AB, AC, and AD; and they act respectively in

the^e directions, by Law II.

And thus, if AB, A C be taken to represent the forces M and
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JV in magnitude and direction, AD will represent their resultant

also in magnitude and direction.

As stated under Law II., it is immaterial in what manner the

forces ^f and N act ; if they be measured, as that Law directs,

simply by the change of motion (Def. i) produced.

A ote 2. Force may be conceived to act in two ways; (i) im

pulsively, that is by instantaneously generating a change of motion

of the lody on which it acts : (2) continuously, that is, so as to

generate a change of motion which nhall be finite in any finite

time, but indefinitely small in an indefinitely small time.

A force which ia supposed to act in the first way is called an

impulxire force: and a force which is supposed to act in the

second way is called & finite force,

An impulsive force is measured, by Law II., by the change of

motion produced; a finite force by the change of motion pro

duced in a yiven time (Def. 8).

A finite force is said to be constant, or uniform, if the motion

produced in any given interval of time is always the same. Thus

a constant force produces in a^iven body always the same change

of velocity in a given time. It is hence also called a uniformly

accelerating force. A finite force is said to be variable, when the

motion produced in a given time is not always the same. Thus,

the force of gravitation is variable, the variation depending on

the distance of the attracted from the attracting body.

Xotf 3. When force is constant, since equal changes of motion

are produced in equal intervals of time, tho change of motion

produced in any time is proportional to the time; this is not the

case with variable forces. Iut in either c.i*e the amount of

force impruKHed in any yircn time is measured by the amount of

motion produced in that time.

Forces are compared with one another by comparing the

motions generated in the same given time
;
hence conttttnt forces,

since they generate equal amounts of motion in equal times,

are to one another in a ratio indejtendcnt of the time in ichich

they ycneratc their motiont.

Again, during any indefinitely am.Ul
[&amp;gt;eriml (Def. 7, Note 2),

krariatile force produce*, in equal times, motions proportional to

the times ; therefore the motions produced by any two vuriabl .

forces iu given equal times are to one another ultimately in a ratio
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independent of the time in which the motions are generated,
when the time is indefinitely diminished.

If therefore forces whether uniform or variable be compared

among one another by comparing the motions produced by them
in equal times w?ten those times arc indefinitely diminished, their

measures will be independent of the time in which they generate
their motions. For this reason forces are always estimated by

comparing the motions produced by them in cyual indefinitely

small intervals of time.

COR. 3. TJie quantity of motion, which is obtained by

taking the sum of the motions which take place in tltc

same direction, and tJte difference of the motions in oppo
site directions, is not changed by any action

&amp;lt;f
bodies

among one another.

For an action and its opposite reaction are equal, by
Law III.

;
and therefore by Law II. equal changes of motion

are produced by them in opposite directions. Therefore, if

the motion of two bodies take place in the same direction,

whatever is added to the motion of the foremost, will bo

subtracted from the motion of the hindermost, so that the

sum remains the same as before. And if the bodies

meet there will be an equal loss of the motion of each, and
tlierefore the difference of the motions taking place in

opposite directions will remain the same.

COR. 4. The common centre of gravity of two or
more bodies does not change its state of motion or rest

through the mutual actions of the bodies ; and hence, in

the absence of external actions or resistances, the common
centre of grarity either is at rest or maces uniformly
in a straight line.

COR. 5. Bodies inclosed in a given space hare the

game motions relatively to one another, whether that

space be at rest, or be moving uniformly in a straight
line without rotation.

COR. 6. If bodies arc moving relatively to one another
in any manner, and are urged by equal accelerating
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forces in parallel directions ; they will all continue to

more relatively to one another in the same manner as if

they tecre not acted on by those forces.

[The proofs of Cors. 4, 5, and G, together with the Lemma
on which they depend, are given in the Appendix.]



SECTION I.

On the Method of Prime and Ultimate Ratios.

LEMMA I.

Quantities, and ratios of quantities, which tend con

stantly to equality during any finite time, and approach
each other more nearly thanfor any assignable difference,

become ultimately equal

If not, let them become ultimately unequal, and let

their ultimate difference be D.

Therefore, they cannot approach each other more

nearly than for the difference 1); contrary to the hypo
thesis.

Note 1. In this Lemma, the quantities, and the ratios of quan
tities, are supposed to remain finite throughout.

When, as in succeeding Lemmas, quantities are concerned

which become indefinitely small, or \vhich become indefinitely

great, another set of quantities is taken which bear constant ratios

to the quantities with which we are concerned, and one at least

of which remains finite.

The ratios of the quantities inter se is then the same for each

set; and to these ratios, if they remain finite, the Lemma applies.

Note 2. If the quantities tend constantly to equality during
a time which is not finite, they will not necessarily become equal
iu any finite time.
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Note 3. // a, b, and c be quantitie*, which at the end of a
finite time vanish together, and the ratio of & to b be ultimately a
ratio of fjuality, the ratio o/a + c to b + c shall be ultimately a
ratio of equality.

For, take A, /?, and C always proportional to a, b, and c

respectively, and such that A in ultimately finite
;

then, ultimately, A = H
;

therefore, ultimately, A + C= ll + C;

therefore, ultimately, the ratio of A+C to B + C is one of

equality.

But, by hypothesis, = = -

always; and each of these frac

tions is equal to -&quot;

,
and

C
therefore

a+c b + c

&quot;d

and this being true always, is true ultimately ; therefore the ratio

of a + c to b+c is ultimately a ratio of equality.

The ultimate value of a quantity or a ratio is called its limit;
thus limit of a +x (when x vanishes) is a

;
this word Ls sometimes

abbreviated into It., thus,

It.

Note 4. The ultimate value of the ratio of two quantities is

often called the limiting ratio
; as we shall frequently have occa

sion to speak of limiting ratios, we shall allude to them by the

abbreviation L. B.

Thun, in the previous note, it is proved that, if the limiting
ratio of a to b is one of equality, the limiting ratio of a + c to

b + c is one of equality ; or, if L.R. of a to b is one of equality,
then L.R. of a + c to b + c is one of equality.

Again, a ratio of equality will for brevity be often designated

simply by 1.

Thus, if L.B. of a to b is 1
, then also L.R. of a + c to b + c is 1 .

Note 5. Two quantities are said to be cyual when their dif-

M.N. 2
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ference vanishes, and to be ultimately equal when their differ

ence ultimately vanishes.

The ratio to one another of two equal quantities is a ratio of

equality.

But the limiting ratio of two quantities which are ultimately

equal is not necessarily a ratio of equality ;
for the quantities

themselves may vanish, and their ultimate ratio may then be any
whatever.

The student is therefore advised, in any reasoning in which

vanishing quantities are concerned, not to say merely that two

quantities are ultimately equal when he means that their ratio

becomes a ratio of equality. If this distinction be not borne in

mind, he will be apt sometimes to draw, from the fact that two

quantities are ultimately equal, the inference that their ratio is

one of equality, where such inference is not warranted.

In Note 3, we proved that ultimately

and we inferred that ultimately the ratio of A + C to H + C is a

ratio of equality ;
this is correct, because their difference vanishes,

but they themselves do not. We were not able to infer from the

fact that a + c is equal to b + c, that the ratio of a + c to 6 + c is

one of equality, because both these quantities vanish.

In fact, we can infer, from two quantities being ultimately

equal, that their limiting ratio is one of equality, only v:hcn the

quantities do not vanish.

LEMMA II.

If in any figure AacE bounded by the straight lines

Aa, AE, and the curve acE, there be inscribed any number
of parallelograms Ab, Be, Cd, ... on equal bases AB,
BC, CD, &c., and with sides Bb, Cc, Dd, ... parallel to

the side Aa of the figure; and the parallelograms aKbl,

bLcm, cMdn, ... be completed : then, if the breadth of
these parallelograms be diminished and their number
increased indefinitely, the ultimate ratios irhicli the

inscribed figure AKbLcMdD, the circumscribed figure

AalbmcndeE, and the curvilinear figure AabcdE bear

to one another are ratios of equality.
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For the difference of the inscribed and circumscribed

figures is the sum of the parallelograms A7, Mm, Nn, Do;
which is (since all the bases are equal) the rectangle con-

taincd by one base Kb and the sum of all the altitudes Aa.
i.e. the parallelogram ADla.

But this parallelogram, when its breadth is diminished

indefinitely, becomes less than any assignable quantity.

Therefore by Lemma I., the inscribed and circumscribed

figures, and a fortiori the curvilinear figure which is in

termediate between them, are equal. Q.E.D.

LEMMA III.

The same ultimate ratios are also ratios of equal fit/,

when the breadths AB, BC, CD... of the jxirallclograms
are unequal, and are all diminished indefinitely*

For let AF\&amp;gt;c equal to the greatest breadth, and let

the parallelogram FAafbc completed.

/

This will l&amp;gt;c greater than the difference between tho

inscribed and circumscribed figures; but when its breadth

22
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AFis diminished indefinitely, it will become less than any

assignable rectangle. Q. E. D.

COR. 1. Hence the ultimate sum of the vanishing

parallelograms coincides in all respects with the curvilinear

figure.

COR. 2. And a fortiori the rectilinear figure, bounded

by the chords of the evanescent arcs ab, be, cd..., coincides

ultimately with the curvilinear figure.

COR. 3. As also does the circumscribed rectilinear

figure, bounded by the tangents to the same arcs.

COR. 4. And consequently these ultimate figures (in

respect of their perimeters acE) are not rectilinear but

curvilinear limits of rectilinear figures.

Note. By this is meant that the curvilinear perimeter of any
curvilinear figure is identical with the limit of a rectilinear peri

meter of a polygon ; consisting either of an infinite number of

sides which coincide ultimately with consecutive chords of in

definitely small arcs of the curve into which the polygon degene

rates, or, which is the same thing when the limit is reached, of

tangents to consecutive points of the curve
;
so that any propo

sition regarding the perimeter of such a polygon is true of the

curve which is its limit.

This corollary gives implicitly a means of measuring an arc of

a curve in terms of an indefinite number of indefinitely small

straight lines, which may be either the series of consecutive

chords or of consecutive tangents. It is tacitly assumed that

these two measures would be ultimately the same. This is

easily proved by Newton s meihod
t(vide Appendix, Lemma VII.).

LEMMA IV.

If in the two figures AacE, PprT there be inscribed

two series of parallelograms, and there be the same
number in each series, and if when the breadths are in

definitely diminished the ultimate ratios of the parallelo

grams in the onefigure to the parallelograms in the other
are the same, each to each; the two figures AacE, PprT
are to each other in that ratio.
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For as the parallelograms are to each other, each to

each, so (componendo) is tho sum of all in one figure to tho

sum of all in the other, and so therefore the one figure to

tho other; the former figure being to the former sum, anil

the latter figure to the latter sum (by Lemma III.)) in a

ratio of equality. Q. E. D.

COR. Hence if two quantities of any kind whatever bo

divided in any manner into tho same number of parts; and

those parts, when their number is increased and their size

diminished indefinitely, have a given ratio to each other,

the first part to tho first, the second to the second, and the

rest to the rest in their order, the whole shall bo to each

other in the same ratio. For if, in the figures of this

Lemma, tho parallelograms be taken to each other in the

same ratios as the parts, the sums of the parts will bo to each

other always as tho sums of the parallelogram! ;
and there

fore, when the number of the parts and parallelogram* is

increased and their magnitude diminished indefinitely, in

the ultimate ratio of parallelogram to parallelogram, i.e. (by

hypothesis) in the ultimate ratio of part to part.

Note. The proof of this Lemma requires to be amplified ;
for it

aiaumcH that for the puqmses of the proof each parallelogram in

MM figure bears to the correHponding parallelogram in the other

the game ratio, whereas this in not supposed to he true till the limit

has heen reached. We may, however, say that tho Hum of the

parallelograms in the first figure, hears a less ratio to that in the

other than it would if each parallelogram of the firet figure were

to each parallelogram in the second in the greatest of the ratios of
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the corresponding parallelograms, and a less ratio than if each

parallelogram were to each in the least of these ratios
;
and thus,

since these greatest and least ratios are both, by hypothesis,

ultimately the same, we infer that the sum of one set of parallelo

grams is ultimately to the sum of the other set in that ratio.

LEMMA V.

The homologous sides, both curvilinear and rectilinear,

of similarjigures are proportionals; and their areas are

in the duplicate ratio of the sides.

By Euclid VI. Def. 1, similar rectilinear figures have their

homologous sides proportional.

Hence, componendo, the sum of any number of sides of one

figure has the same ratio to the sum of the corresponding sides of

the other that any side of one has to the corresponding side of

the other. Again (Euclid VI. 20), the areas are in the dupli

cate ratio of the sides.

Now let the number of the sides be increased and their

lengths diminished indefinitely ;
then the sum of the sides in each

figure becomes (Lemma III. Cor. 4) the arc which is their curvi

linear limit, the areas become curvilinear areas, and the similar

rectilinear figures similar curvilinear figures.

Note 1. No proof of this Lemma is given by Newton, the

truth of it appearing at once from Lemma III. Cor. 4, and

Euclid VI. 20, as indicated above.

Note 2. All lines which are proportional in similar rectilinear

figures are proportional in the similar curvilinear figures which

are their limits. And it appears, from Euclid VI. 20, that lines

joining corresponding pairs of points in two similar rectilinear

figures are all proportional to each other; this is therefore also

true of similar curvilinear figures.
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LEMMA VI.

If an \i arc given in position be subtended by a chord

AD, and be tour/ted at a point A in tlie midst of con

tinuous currat are In/ a straight line Al) produced in

either direction ; then, if the points A, B move up to each

other and finally coincide, the angle BAD between the

chord and the tangent shall diminish indefinitely and

ultimately vanish.

For if that angle docs not vanish the arc ACIi will

nuke with the tangent AD an angle equal to a rectilineal

P.

angle, and hence the curvature will not be continuous;

contrary to the hypothesis.

Note. A straight line A D touches a curve .-1 CD when it coin

cides with the limiting position of a straight Hue joining A with a

point of the curve near A which moves up to and ultimately

coincides with -1. Thus the limiting position of A It touches the

curve at A
;
and if it does not coincide with A I), there are two

straight lines touching the curve at A, BO that the curve in pass

ing through A pauses abruptly from contact with the limiting

position of A II to contact with A D ; in this case, the curvature

at A
,
that is, its rate of separation from the line that touches it

at A, changes abruptly, and is therefore not continuous.

LEMMA VII.

Ifany arc gircn in position be tubtenddd by a chord

AB, and be touched at a point A in the midst ofcontinu

ous curvature by a straight line AD; the ultimate ratio

arc, chord, and tangent i* a ratio ofeqiudity.

For while the point II moves up to -f
, suppose All and

A 1) to be produced to distant points b and (/,
so that bd is
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parallel to BD. At Ab let an arc be described always
similar to the arc ACB. Then, when the points A, B

coincide, the angle dAb vanishes, by the preceding
Lemma; and thus the straight lines Ab, Ad and the
intermediate arc Acb coincide, and are therefore equal.
Hence the straight lines AB, AD (which are always pro
portional to Ab, Ad] and the intermediate arc ACB, will

ultimately vanish in a ratio of equality. Q. E. D.

COR. 1. Hence, if BFbe drawn through B parallel to

the tangent cutting any straight line AF through A in F,
this line BF will ultimately have to the vanishing arc

ACB a ratio of equality, since completing the parallelo

gram AFBD it has always a ratio of equality to AD.

COR. 2. And if through B and A be drawn several

straight lines BE, BD, AF, AG, cutting the tangent AD
and the parallel to it BF\ the ultimate ratio of all the

abscissae AD, AE, BF, BG, and of the chord and arc AB,
will be a ratio of equality.

COR. 3. And hence all these lines, in all reasoning on

ultimate ratios, may bo used one for another.

Note 1. By distant points b, d are meant points taken so as

to be always at a finite distance from A (see note to Lemma I.).
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Note 2. By the tangent AD in this Lemma, is meant a part
of the unlimited tangent at A cut off by a line IID which always
make a finite angle with it. For in the proof it is assumed that

the jx)ints b and d coincide in the limit, which they do not

necessarily unless bd makes always a finite angle with Ad.

Note 3. It ia here assumed that Acb is always touched by Ad.

That it is so may be seen thus: by the properties of similar figures

(ride Lemma V. Note 2) straight lines from A to corresj^nding

points on A CII, Acb make the same angle with A II or Ab, and are

proportional to A II, Ab. Hence any straight line through A meet

ing the two curves will be divided by them in the constant ratio

of AH to Ab. If then such a line be supposed to move up to

and ultimately coincide with A D, the portion cut off by A CII

vanishes, since AD touches ACII; therefore the portion cut off

by Acb vanishes, and consequently A D touches Acb.

Note 4. These observations apply also to the two following

Lemmas.

Note 5. In this and succeeding Lemmas Newton .finds the

limiting ratio of vanishing quantities by taking quantities always

proportional to them, one of these new quantities, as Ad, re

maining finite ;
ho thus determines the ratios of quantities which

vanish by means of the ratios of quantities which do not vanish.

The figure which the Lemma is concerned with may in fact

be conceived to be magnified, the magnifying power applied

being continually increased an the figure continually diminishes,

so as to keep the image continually finite.

Note 6. If one anff lc A. of a triangle ADD continually
diminUha and ultimately vanishes, the other* remaining Jinite,

the ratio of the tides including the angle which vaniihcs it in the

limit a ratio of equality.

This proposition is incidentally proved in this Lemma.

Note 7. In this and succeeding Lemmas, the magnified lines

and areas are proved to be equal, by Lemma I. ; and hence the

vanishing lines and areas, which are always proportional to them,
vanish in a ratio of equality.

Tims, in this I^emma, we have Ad equal to Ab, by Lemma I. ;

and therefore AD, All vanish in a ratio of equality.
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LEMMA VIII.

If the straight lines AR, BR make with the chord AB,
the arc ACB and the tangent AD, the three triangles
11AB, RACB, RAD; then, if the points A, B mwe up to

each other, the evanescent triangles are ultimately similar,
and their ratio is a ratio of equality.

For, while the point B moves up to A, suppose AB,
AD, AR to be produced to distant points b, d, r so that

rbd is parallel to RD, and an arc Acd to be described

always similar to ACB.

Then, when the points A, B coincide, the angle IAd
will vanish, and therefore the triangles rAb, rAcb, rAd
(which remain always finite) will coincide, and be, for that

reason, similar and equal. Hence, also, RAB, RACB,
RAD, which are always similar and equal to them, will be

ultimately similar and equal to each other. Q.E.D.

COR. And hence these triangles, in all reasoning on
ultimate ratios, may be used one for another.

Note 1. For the direct application of Lemma I. to the proof of

this Lemma it is essential that the triangle rAd should be finite,

and therefore that its angles, and the angles which are equal to

them of the triangle RA D, should be finite. Hence RD moves

Up to A in such a manner as to make finite angles with A B and

AR
;
and the points R, D ultimately coincide with A.
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Note 1. The Lemma is also true if R is fixed and RD revolveg

about R so as ultimately to coincide with RA, for then r moves

to an infinite distance, and therefore the triangles rAb, rAcb,
rAd are ultimately in a ratio of equality.

Xote 3. Let BT, the tangent at B, meet the tangent at A in T.

Then
}&amp;gt;y usinjr the conduction and method of proof of thin

Lemma it is easy to Bee that the figure ATlilt is ultimately in a

ratio of equality with the triangles A BR, A DR, and the areaA CUR.

Note 4. In the case of this Lemma, and also in the case of

Note 7, that is when A R, BR make always finite angles with A D,

L . R. Rli : RD=.L . R . rl&amp;gt; \ rd = l.

LEMMA IX.

Iftht straight line AK and the curve ABC, giren in

pwition, cut one another at a given angle A, ami ordi
nals* HI), CE be drawn to the straight KM, meeting the

curve in B, C; then if the point* B, C move itft giniul-

tanemusly to tlte point A, the area* of the triangle* A13D,
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ACE will be to each other ultimately in the duplicate
ratio of the sides.

For while the points B, C are moving up to the point
A, suppose AD to be produced to the distant points d and

e, so that Ad, Ae may be always proportional to AD, AE,
and the ordinates db, ec to be drawn parallel to the ordi-

nates DB, EC and meeting AB, AC produced in b and c.

And suppose a curve Abe to be drawn similar to ABO.
and the straight line Ay touching both curves in A, and

cutting the ordinates DB, EC, db, ec in F, G,f, g.

Then the length Ae being fixed, let the points B, C,

coincide with A
; thus, when the angle cAg vanishes, the

curvilinear areas Abd, Ace will coincide with the recti

linear areas Afd, Age, and will therefore (by Lemma V.),

be in the duplicate ratio of the sides Ad, Ac.

But to these areas the areas ABD, ACE, are always

proportional, and to these sides the sides AD, AE.

Therefore also the areas ABD, ACE are ultimately in

the duplicate ratio of the sides AD, AE. Q.E.D.

Note 1. In this Lemma the angle A which AE makes with the

curve must be finite: for the proof will not hold if AE coincides

in the limit with the tangent AD.

Note 2. Since DF is to Dli as dfto db ; and that df is ulti

mately equal to db, because the angle fAb vanishes; therefore the

ultimate ratio of Df to DB is one of equality.
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LEMMA X.

The space* described by a body under the action of

any Jin Iteforce, whether that force be constant or either

continually increasing or continually diminishing, are

at the rery beginning of the motion in tJie duplicate ratio

&amp;lt;f
the times.

Let the times bo represented by tbo lines AD,AE, and

the velocities generated by the ordinates DB, EC.

Then the spaces described with these velocities will be

as tlie areas ABI&amp;gt;, ACE described by these ordinates, that

is at the very beginning of the motion (by Lemma IX.), in

the duplicate ratio of the times AD, AE. Q. E.D.

Note 1. The object of this Lemma is to determine in what

manner the displacement of a body by any finite force will initially

vary with the time during which its action is considered
;
or

starting from any given moment, what amounts of dinplacement
the b idv will experience duo to the action of the force during

indefinitely email intervals of time.

Note 2. By a finite force is meant a force which, if it remained

constant for a finite time, would produce a finite change in the

motion of a body ;
that is, would produce a finite- change in itn

velocity. Thus in the figure, if the initial force had remained

Constant throughout the time At, it would have generated in the

b&amp;lt;xly
the finite velocity tj : and since the velocity generated by

a constant force in equal in equal time*, the velocity generated i*
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proportional to the time; the velocity generated in time A I)

would thus have been DF; and since eg is finite DF bears always,
and therefore ultimately, a finite ratio to AD.

Hence the ultimate ratio of the measure of the velocity gene
rated by a finite force to the measure of the time is finite; so that

Ag makes a finite angle with Aa, and thus Lemma IX. is appli
cable.

Nole 3. To shew that the space described in any time AE by
the action of the force is represented by the area ACE we pro
ceed as follows;

Suppose the timeAE divided into any number of equal intervals

jg 3T TJ

AH, UK, KL, &c., and let parallelograms Ah, Ilk, Kl, &c. on

these bases, be inscribed in the figure Ac as in Lemma II.

Then A h, Ilk, Kl, &c., are the spaces which would be

described in the times AH, 11K, KL, &c., by a succession of

impulses which should cause the body to move during the suc

cessive intervals with the velocities llh, Kk, LI, &c.

Thus the space described in the time AE is represented by the

sum of the parallelograms.

And when these intervals are increased in number and

diminished in magnitude without limit, the space described

becomes by Lemma II. the area A EC; and the series of impulses

then becomes a continuous force causing the body to have at

each instant, as at end of time AL, the velocity represented by
LI drawn perpendicular to A L to meet the curve.
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Xote 4. To find a measure for a force in terms of the space

described from rest by a body under its action, and the time.

By Def. 7. the accelerating force is proportional to the

velocity generated in a given time: thus a uniform force is

measured by the velocity generated in a unit of time; or, which

i the same thing, by the ratio which the velocity generated in a

given time bears to the time. In the same way a variable force

may be measured provided the given time be taken indefinitely

small ^Def. 7, note 2).

Let v be the velocity produced in time t by the action of the

force, s the space described
;
then , when t is indefinitely di

minished, is the accelerating measure of the force. Now in the

figure to Lemma X.,

L. u. of area A ED to triangle ABD= \

or L. B. of space described from rest : vt = 1 ;

.-. /= accelerating measure of the force

= limit = limit -j

.^ 2 x space from rest= limit

(time)
1

&quot;NVe have then /-limit ,

. 2
and /= limit

^

..
2s r*= limit .

..= limit

hence 1 = limit
&quot;

,

iP
and /= limit-.

Thus we have three expressions for the force
;
viz. the limit of
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Note 5. If the force is uniform, let the ordinates BD, CE

C

perpendicular to A E represent the velocities produced by it in

the times AD, AE.

Since the force is uniform DD is proportional to AD; and the

locus of B is the straight line ABC.

Let AD t : BDv: /the accelerating measure of the force :

.-. v=ft.

Again, let s be the space described from rest in time t
;

then s = triangle ADB = vt = ft- :

thus for a uniform force/,

2s

DEF. When a body is moving under the action of a centri

petal force, the space through which it would have to fall from
rest in a straight line to the centre of force, (the force bciri;/ sup-

jwsed to remain constant,) in order to acquire a yiven velocity,

is called the space due to that velocity.

Thus if/be the accelerating force, v the velocity, the space

due to the velocity = -
&amp;gt;.

COR. 1. TTcncc it is easily inferred that, when bodies

which describe similar parts of similar curves in propor
tional times, are disturbed by any equal forces similarly

applied to them, the errors so generated, measured by the
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distances of tlio bodies from those points on the similar

figures which they would have reached without these

forces, are as nearly (is possible as the squares of the times

in which they are generated.

Coil. 2. But the errors generated by proportional
forces similarly applied at similar parts of similar figures,
are us the forces and squares of the times conjointly.

COR. 3. The same is true of any spaces whatever
which bodies describe by the action of different forces.

These are, at the very beginning of the motion, as the

forces and the squares of the times conjointly.

COR. 4. And therefore the forces are directly as the

spaces described at the very beginning of the motion and

inversely as he squares of the times.

Con. 5. And the squares of the times are directly as

the spaces described and inversely as the forces.

Xote 1. By equal forces in Cor. 1 are meant forces capable
of producing equal accelerations

;
for example, the forces exerted

by a planet on the Earth and Moon when these are at the same
distance from the planet are, in this sense, considered equal,
because they produce equal accelerations in the two bodies. It

is found in nature that bodies possess by their attractions a

power of producing acceleration, which power depends on the

mans of the attracting body and on it.s distance from the body
attracted, but not on the mass of the latter body : this power is

called by Newton the arcclcrattiif/ fvrce of the attracting body,
and \K measured by the acceleration produced.

The moving force exerted on a body by this accelerating force

is measured according to the second law of motion by the whole

motion produced, that is, by the mass of the body moved and its

acceleration conjointly.

Note 2. By the error in these corollaries in meant the

d mtance of the point actually reached at the end of the time from

the jKjint which would have been reached if the disturbing force

had not been acting. The change of motion by which the body
IUIH been brought to the former point instead of the latter is, by
the second law of motion, always proportional to and iu the

direction of the moving force to which it is due.

M. N. 3
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If the force were, throughout the small time during which it

is supposed to act, constant in direction, the straight line joining
the points would be the path of the body due to the force, and is

(since the Lemma is approximately true for small intervals of

time) very nearly proportional to the square of the time.

If, however, the direction of the force during that time were

not constant, the motion of the body which is due to the disturb

ing force would be in a curve joining the two points ; the curva

ture of this curve from point to point corresponding to the

change of direction of the force
; but in a small interval of time

this change of direction, and therefore the curvature of the curve,

may be neglected, and the error, which is approximately propor
tional to the square of the time, is approximately the straight line

joining the two points.

Note 3. By proportional forces in Cor. 2 are meant forces

which produce proportional accelerations. The quantities of

motion produced in equal times under the action of forces pro

ducing proportional accelerations, must be, by the second law of

motion, proportional to the moving forces
;
the spaces described

must therefore be in the ratio of the accelerating forces
;
and by

the Lemma, the spaces due to the action of equal accelerating
forces are proportional to the squares of the times.

Hence the spaces due to the action of different accelerating
forces during unequal times are proportional to the accelerating
forces and the squares of the times conjointly.

SCHOLIUM.

If varying quantities of different kinds be compared
together, and one be said to be directly or inversely as

another; the meaning is that the one increases or diminish

es in the same ratio as the latter or as its reciprocal.

And if any quantity be said to be directly or inversely as

two or more others, the meaning is that the first increases

or diminishes in the ratio which is compounded of the

ratios in which the others or the reciprocals of the others

increase or diminish. Thus, if A be said to be directly as

B and 6 and inversely as D : the meaning is that A in

creases or diminishes in the same ratio as B x C x -~ ;

BC
that is, that A and are to each other in a given ratio.
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LEMMA XI.

The ran ixfiing subtense of the angle of contact, in all

curPCS which have finite curvature at the point ofcontact,
is ultimately in the duplicate ratio of the chord of the

conterminous arc.

CASE 1. Let AB bo tho arc, AD its tangent, AB tlio

chord; and let the subtense BD of the angle of contact be

perpendicular to the tangent.

To the chord AB and tho tangent AD draw perpen
diculars BG, AG meeting in G

;
and let tho points /?,/&amp;gt;,

G

move towards the points d, b, g, and 7 be the ultimate

intersection of the lines BG, AG when tho points Z&amp;gt;,
B

move up to A.

It is evident that the distance GI may bo mado le.ss

than any assignable length.

Now (from tho nature of tho circles through the points

ABG, Abg) the square on AJi is equal to the rectangle
under AG and HI), and the square on Ab is equal to tho

rectangle under Ag and bd\ and thus the ratio of the

square on AB to the square on Ab is compounded of tho

ratios of AG to Ag and BD to bd.

But since GI may l&amp;gt;e mado less than any assignable

length, tho ratio of AG to Ag may bo mado to differ from

a ratio of equality by less than any assigned difference, and
therefore the ratio of tho square on AB to tho square on Ab

32
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may be made to differ from the ratio of BD to bd by less

than any assigned difference. Therefore, by Lemma L, the

ultimate ratio of the square on ^47? to the square on Ab is

the same as the ultimate ratio of BD to bd. Q. E. i&amp;gt;.

CASE 2. Now let BD be inclined to AD at any given

angle ;
the ultimate ratio of BD to Id will always be the

same as before (Note 2), and therefore the same as that of

the square on AB to the square on Ab. Q. E.I).

CASE 3. And even if the angle at D were not given,

but the straight line BD were to converge to a given

point or were drawn according to any other law whatever
;

still the angles at
Z&amp;gt;, d, being constructed according to the

same law, will always tend to equality and will approach
each other more nearly than for any assigned difference,

and will therefore by Lemma I. be ultimately equal, and

consequently (Note 3) the lines BD, bd will be ultimately

to each other in the same ratio as before. Q. E. D.

Note 1. In Case 1 it is assumed in the proof that 7 is at a

finite distance from A, or that the circle which touches the curve

at A and passes through B becomes neither indefinitely great

nor indefinitely small when B moves up to and coincides with

A. This is implied in the phrase finite curvature in the enuncia

tion.

Note 2. The ultimate ratio BD to bd is the same in Case 2

as in Case 1, because any parallel straight lines through B and b

make with BD, AD, and with bd, Ad, a. pair of similar triangles.

Note 3. To complete the proof of Case 3, draw a straight

line be always parallel to BD : then, since the angles at D and d

ed D

are ultimately equal, the angles at e and d are ultimately equal,

and their difference, the angle dbe
} ultimately vanishes.
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Therefore, by the proof of Lemma VII., the ultimate ratio of

Id to be Ls one of equality : and thus the ultimate ratio of BD to

/&quot;/ ia the sum&quot; as that of BD to be, that is, it is the ultimate

ratio of the squares on A tt and ^16, by Case 2.

COR. 1. Hence, when the tangents AD, A&amp;lt;1,
the arcs

An, Al&amp;gt;,
and the lines BC,bc, perpendicular to AG, be

come ultimately equal to the chords AB, Ab, their squares
also will ultimately be as the subtenses BD, bd.

COR. 2. The squares of the same lines are also as the

sagittu (Note 1) of the arcs, which bisect the chords and

converge to a given point For these sagittie are as the

subtenses BD, bd.

COR. 3. Thus the sagitta is in the duplicate ratio of

the time in which a body describes the arc with a given

velocity.

COR. 4. The rectilinear triangles ADBt
Adb are ulti

mately in the duplicate ratio of the sides AD, Ad, and in

the sesquiplicate ratio of the sides DB, db; for they are in

the ratio compounded of the ratios of AD and DB to Ad
end db. So also the triangles ABC, Abe are ultimately in

the triplicate ratio of the sides BC, be. The sesquiplicato
ratio which is the ratio compounded of the simple and

subduplicate ratios is also called the subduplicate of the

triplicate ratio.

COR. 5. And since DB, db arc ultimately parallel and
in the duplicate ratio of AD, Ad, the curvilinear areas

ADB, Adb will ultimately (from the nature of the parabola,
Note 2) be two-thirds of the rectilinear triangles ADB,
Adb; and the segments AB, Ab will be the third parts of

tha same triangles.

And hence these areas and these segments will be in

the triplicate ratio of the tangents AD, Ad, and of the

chords and arcs AB, Ab.

Note 1. DEF. By a tayitta of an arc t infant a ttraiyht
line drawn at a finite anyle to \U chonl from the middle point of
it to meet the arc.
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The sagittae of the arcs A B, A b are as the

them.

For let EKFbe the sagitta parallel to BD of the arc A Kit:

The sagittae of the arcs A B, A b are as the subtenses parallel
to them.

so that AB is twice AE, and therefore AD twice AF, and DB
twice EF.

Then by Cor. 1 of the Lemma, since AD is twice AF, DB
is ultimately to KF in the ratio of 4 to 1

; therefore the ultimate

ratio of EF to KF is 2 to 1 ;
therefore that of EK to EF is 1 to

2
;
and hence that of EK to DB is 1 to 4.

Thus the sagittoe vary as the subtenses parallel to them, and

are therefore to each other as the squares of the arcs, chords, and

tangents.

Note 2. Since the ultimate ratio of the square on AD to the

rectangle under DB and Af is a ratio of equality, if a parabola
were described touching AD at A, having A for its vertex and a

latus rectum equal to A I, the ordinates to the parabola and the

curve for any the same abscissa A D are ultimately in a ratio of

equality: hence, by Lemma IV., the areas which AD, DB in

clude with the parabola and with the curve are ultimately in a

ratio of equality.

That this area is two-thirds of the area of the triangle A DB
is proved thus. Complete the parallelogram ADBC as in the

figure to the Lemma. Then the curvilinear urea. ABC is two-

thirds of the parallelogram ADBC (Appendix, Lemma II.);

therefore the curvilinear area A BD is one-third of this parallelo

gram, and thus, two-thirds of the triangle A DB.

SCHOLIUM.

In all that precedes wo suppose that the angle of

contact (Note 1) is neither infinitely greater than the

angles of contact which circles make with their tangents,
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nor infinitely less; that is, that the curvature (Note 2) at

the point A is neither infinitely small nor infinitely great,

&amp;lt;&amp;gt;r that the distance .-I/is finite. For DB can be taken as

AD3
,
in which case no circle can be drawn through the

l&amp;gt;oiiit
A between the tangent A I) and the curve AB, and

consequently the angle of contact will be infinitely less

than in circles. And by similar reasoning, if DB be made

successively as AD 1

,
AD3

, AD\ AD ... there will be u

series of angles of contact extending to infinity of which

each is infinitely less than the preceding. Also if DB be

made successively as AD-, AD$, ADs, AD*, AD*, AD*...
there will be another infinite series of angles of contact, of

which the first is of the same kind as in circles, the second

infinitely greater, and each infinitely greater than the pre

ceding. Arid moreover, between any two of these angles
c-m be inserted a series of intermediate angles extending
to infinity in cither direction, every one of which is infi-

nitcly greater or smaller than the preceding. Thus wo

may insert between the terms AD- and AD* the series

AD**, AD&quot;, AD*, AD*, AD*, AD*, JZ)V, J/V- ,

AD* ...And again between any two angles of this series

can be inserted a new series of angles, intermediate be

tween them, and (littering from them by infinite intervals.

And in the nature of things there can be no limit to tho

process.

The properties proved of curved lines and areas en

closed by them are easily applied to curved surfaces and

contents of solids. But these lemmas have been intro

duced to escape the tedious ad absurdum method of proof

adopted by the old geometers. For the proofs are made
shorter by the method of indivisibles; but as the hy
pothesis of indivisibles is somewhat harsh, and that method

consequently must bo considered somewhat ungeome-
trical, it has been thought better to reduce the demon
strations of the following propositions to the ultimate

sums and ratios of vanishing quantities, and tho prime
sums and ratios of nascent quantities ;

and accordingly to

give, as briefly as possible, demonstrations of these limits.

For while we thus establish the same principles as by tho

method of indivisibles, we shall use them with greater
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safety. In what follows, then, if quantities are treated

as consisting of small parts, or if small curve lines be con

sidered straight, they are to be understood not as being
indivisibles but evanescent divisibles, and their sums and
ratios not as the sums and ratios of determinate parts but as

the limits of sums and ratios; and the force of the proofs is

made to depend on the method of the preceding Lemmas.
It may be objected that there is no ultimate proportion of

vanishing quantities ; for, before they have vanished it is

not ultimate, and when they have vanished there is no pro

portion. But by the same argument it might be contended

that there is no ultimate velocity of a body arriving at a

certain place, where its motion comes to an end
;
for the

velocity before the body arrives at the place is not the

ultimate velocity, and when it reaches it, there is no ve

locity. And the answer is easy : namely, that by the ulti

mate velocity is to be understood the velocity with which
the body is moving, neither before it reaches the ultimate

position where the motion ceases, nor afterwards, but at the

moment it arrives there
;
that is, that very velocity with

which the body reaches the ultimate position, and with

which the motion ceases. And similarly we are to under
stand by the ultimate ratio of vanishing quantities not

their ratio before they vanish nor after, but that with

which they vanish. Similarly the prime ratio of nascent

quantities is the ratio with which they begin to exist. And
prime and ultimate sums are the sums with which they

begin and cease to be (or to be increased or diminished).
There is a limit which the velocity can attain at the end of

the motion, but cannot exceed ;
this is the ultimate ve

locity. And similarly for the ratio of the limits of all

quantities and proportions in their initial and final states.

And since this limit is a certain and definite result it is

strictly a geometrical problem to determine it. But any

geometrical method may legitimately be used in deter

mining and demonstrating other geometrical results.

It may also be contended that, if ultimate ratios be

given of vanishing quantities, it must be granted that they
have ultimate magnitudes : and thus every quantity will

consist of indivisibles, contrary to what Euclid has proved
in reference to incommensurable quantities in the tenth
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book of the elements. But this objection rests on a false

hypothesis. The ultimate ratios with which quantities
vanish arc in fact not the ratios of ultimate quantities, but

limits which the ratios of quantities diminishing without

limit continually approach, and which they can come nearer

to than for any assigned difference, but never go beyond, and
which they cannot reach before the quantities are indefi

nitely diminished. The matter will be more clearly under
stood in the case of quantities which are indefinitely great.
If two quantities, whose difference is given, be increased

indefinitely, their ultimate ratio will be given, namely a

ratio of equality, and yet there is not given any ultimate

or greatest quantities of which that is the- ratio. In what

follows, therefore, if ever, with a view to making any
matter easier to comprehend, quantities are spoken of as

being a.s small as possible or evanescent or ultimate, quan
tities of determinate magnitude are not meant, but quanti
ties which are to be conceived as diminishing without
limit.

Note 1. Angle of contact. Let A D be the tangent at A to

a curve AS; All any tunall arc of the curve: then angle BAD

ia the angle of contact of the arc A B. Draw J1D at ri^ht

angle* to A I). With centre A describe an arc of a circle JIL

meeting the tangent at A in E : then the angle of contact of arc

A li with the tangent at A = ratio of HE to chord A B.

Let A jy l&amp;gt;e the tangent at A to any other curve A IV
\ KE

an arc of a circle cutting the tangent at A in E
;
draw It If at

right angles to A U : the angle of contact of A H is to angle
of contact of A IV a ratio of HE to RE1 M to ratio of chord A It

to chord A If. But the limiting ratio of HE to HE in equal
to ratio of HD to B D (ly Lemma VII. Cor. 1) ;

and the limiting
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ratio of chord .47? to chord A B is equal to the ratio of arc AD
to arc A B

, and of tangent A 1) to tangent A D . Hence, the

limiting ratio of the angles of contact of two arcs of any curves

is the ratio which the ratio of the subtenses bears to the ratios of

the arcs, chords, or tangents : and thus, the limiting ratio of
the angles of contact of two arcs is that of the subtenses of equal

arcs, chords, or tangents.

Note 2. Let A D be the common tangent at A to any two
curves AB, AB : draw DEE at any finite angle to AD meeting

the curves in BB ; join AB, .-1 If. Then the angles BAD, B A D
are the angles of contact of the curves at A with the tangent A D.

When R and B move up to A, the limiting ratio of the angle
of contact of AB to that of A B or of angle BAD to angle B AD
may be finite, or zero, or infinite

;
if zero, the angle of contact of

A /! is said to be infinitely smaller than that of A !&amp;gt;

;
if infinite,

infinitely greater.

If A B be an arc of a circle, the angle of contact of A I) is

said to be finite or infinitely small or infinitely great according as

the limiting ratio of the angle JIA D to the angle B AD is finite,

Zero, or infinite.

Note 3. The curvatures of curves are compared by com

paring at any points the angles of contact with the same or

equal tangents. If the limiting ratio of these angles is one of

equality the curvatures are said to be equal, or the curves are

said to have the same curvature at those points. If the limiting

ratio of the angle BAD to B AD be less than unity, the curva

ture of AB at A is less than that of A B
;

if greater than unity,

the curvature of A B is the greater.

If the limiting ratio of the angle of contact of A B to that of

A B be zero or infinite, the curvature of AB at A is said to be

infinitely less or infinitely greater than that of A tt
; or, if A B

be a circle, to be infinitely small or infinitely great.
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Xote 4. DBF. By the circle of curmtnre of a curve at any

jwint it meant the circle which has the same curvature (Note 3)

&amp;lt;w the curve at that point.

Thus in the Lemma the limiting position of the circle de

scribed about the triangle A li(j is the circle of curvature of the

curve A H at A .

The circle of curvature to a curve at A is therefore the limit

ing position of the circle which has the Bame tangent as the

curve at A and passes through a point B near A, when B moves

up to and coincides with A.

Or, the circle of curvature at A is the circle which touches

the curve at A, and the limiting ratio of the subtense of which

for a given tangent AD to the subtense BD of the curve is one

of equality.

Note 5. DEP. The diameter and radius nf the circle of
curvature at any point P of a curve arc generally called the

diameter and radius of curvature of the curve at that point ; and
a chord of the circle through P in any direction in called the

chord f curcature at P in that direction.



SECTION II.

On finding Centripetal Forces.

PROP. I. (THEOREM I.)

When a body moves in an orbit under the action of
forces tending to a fixed centre, the areas described by
radii to that centre are in a fixed plane, and are pro
portional to the times of describing them.

^^-^-^\^-~~~^\

Suppose the time to be divided into equal parts, and in

the first part the body to describe by its inertia the

straight line AB; the body would, if unimpeded, proceed
in the second part of the time straight on to c (by Law 1),

describing the lino Re equal to AB; so that radii AS, BS,
cS being drawn to the centre, there would be formed the

equal areas AXB, BSc.
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But when the body comes to Z?, suppose a centripetal
force to act on it by a single but great itnpul.se, so as to

in:ike the body swerve from the straight line Be and go in

the straight lino DC. To BS let a parallel cC be drawn,

meeting BC in C : then at the end of the second part of

the time, the body will (by Cor. 1 of the laws of motion) be

found at C in the same plane with the triangle ASB.

Join SC; then the triangle SBC will, because SB, Cc
are parallel, be equal to the triangle SBc, and therefore to

the triangle SA B.

By similar reasoning, if a centripetal force acts succes

sively ;it (\
1&amp;gt;, E, &c. making the body describe in the

several portions of time the several straight lines CfJ, I)E,
J?J \ &c. these will all lie in the same plane, and the tri

angle Sf J) will be equal to the triangle SBC, and SDE
to

*S&quot;67&amp;gt;,
and SEF to SJ)E

;
therefore in equal times equal

areas ure described in a fixed plane : and componendo, any
sums of these areas, as SADS, SAFS, are as the times of

describing them.

Now let the number of triangles be increased and their

width diminished indefinitely; then the limit of the peri
meter ADF \\ \\\ (by Lemma III. Cor. 4) bo a curve; and
thus the centripetal force by which the body is perpetually
drawn away from the tangent to this curve will act inces

santly ; and the areas which are described, as XADS,
SAFS, being always proportional to the times of describing

them, will be proportional to the times in this ease. Q.K.D.

Note. The motion of the body in the proof of tliis propo
sition in determined

l&amp;gt;y impulses towards .S acting at the end
of equal intervals of time in which the body describes A H, HC,
CD, ;

for each one of these times it receives one impulse.
Thus Cc ig the effc-ct of the impulse corresponding to the time t

of dcHcribing A/!: and the impulse is measured as to its ac

celerating quantity (I)ef. 7) by the velocity which it gene
rates in a given time

;
also the accelerating effect of the force in

to generate in an interval of time t the velocity with which the

body describes Cc in time t.

Now velocity generated iu time t =
,
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.-. accelerative measure of the force

velocity generated in time f

= limit of

= limit of
.,

.

Con. 1. The velocity of a body attracted to a fixed

centre is (at any point in its orbit), in non-resisting spaces,

reciprocally as the perpendicular let fall from that centre

on the straight line touching the orbit at that point.

For the velocities at the points A, B, C, D, E are as

the bases AB, BC, CD, DE, EF of equal triangles; and
these bases are reciprocally as the perpendiculars let fall

upon them.

Note. If v be the velocity at A, p the perpendicular on AB
from S, t the time of describing AB; then AB = vt; therefore

rpt = 2 x area of triangle SA B.

Let now 7t = 2xarea described by the body about S in a

unit of time
; then, since equal areas are described in equal times,

ht=2 x area described in t units of time :

= 2 x area of triangle SA B,
or ht = rpt;

therefore h = rp.

This equation is a symbolical expression of the law of equable

description of areas.

Con. 2. If AB, BC are chords of two arcs succes

sively described in equal times in non-resisting spaces by
the same body, and the parallelogram ABCU be com

pleted, and its diagonal BU, in the position which it

ultimately takes when those axes are diminished inde

finitely, be produced both ways; BU will pass through
the centre of forces.

Note. Draw CU parallel to A Be, meeting SB in U: join A V.

Then since CU is equal and parallel to Be which is equal to AB,
A BCU is a parallelogram (Euc. I. 33).

COR. 3. If AB, BC, DE, EF be chords of arcs de
scribed in equal times in non-resisting spaces, and the

parallelograms ABCU, DEFZ be completed; the forces

at B and E are to each other in the ultimate ratio of the

diagonals BU, EZ when those arcs are diminished in

definitely.
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For the motions 7?6 and EF of the body arc com

pounded (by Cor. 1 of the Laws) of the motions lie, BIT
and l\t\ EZ, ; but BU and EZ, being equal to ( c and / / ,

were (in the proof of this proposition) described by the

impulses at 11 and E of the centripetal force, and are

therefore proportional to these impulses.

COR. 4. The forces by which any bodies in non-resist

ing spaces are drawn away from rectilinear motions and
deflected into curved orbits are to one another us those

sugitUu of ares described in equal times which converge to

the centre of forces, and bisect the chords when those arcs

are diminished indefinitely.

For these s:igittie are the halves of the diagonals with

which we had to do in the third Corollary.

Xotc. Let AC meet Ill iny, then Cg^fjA, and % = Bl :

also accelcrative meaauie of force at fl

= limit of
C

t (Prop. I. Note 1),

2%= limit of
; where t ia the time of de-

ncribing ^1 B.

COR. 5. And therefore these forces are to tho force of

gravity as those sagittal are to sajrittw drawn vertically to

parabolic arcs which projectiles describe in the same time.

COR. fi. The same things hold (by Cor. 5 of tho Laws),
when the plane.s in which the bodies move, together with

the centres of forces which are in those planes, are not at

rest, but in uniform motion in a straight line.

PROP. II. (TlIROBEM II.)

Every liody, irhich more* in a plane ritrrc, and tr/u r/t.

?/// a radius dratrn cither to ajixed point or to a point

monny uniformly in a ttraight line dncrifx * areas

about that point proportional to the tf/net, i* acted on by
a centripetalforce tending to that point.

CASK 1. For every body which moves in a curve is

deflected from a rectilinear course by home force acting ou

ty (by Law 1).
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And the force, by which a body is deflected from a

rectilinear course, and compelled to describe the equal in

definitely small triangles SAB, SBC, SCD, &c. about the

fixed point S in equal times, acts at B in a line parallel to

cC (by Euc. i. 40, and Law 2), that is, in the line BS
;
and

at C in a line parallel to dD, that is, in the line CS; &c.

Therefore the force acts always in lines tending to the

fixed point S.

CASE 2. And, by the fifth Corollary of the Laws, this is

true, whether the surface in which the body describes the

curvilinear figure be at rest, or be moving together with

the body, the figure described, and the point AS
, uniformly

in a straight line.

COR. 1. In non-resisting spaces or media, if the areas

arc not proportional to the times, the forces do not tend to

the point in which the radii meet; but deviate from that

direction; in consequential, or towards the direction of

motion, if the description of areas is accelerated
;
in ante-

cedentia, if it is retarded.

COR. 2. Also in resisting media, if the description of

areas is accelerated, the directions of the forces deviate

from the point in which the radii meet towards the direc

tion of motion.
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Note. In this proposition, as in Prop. I., the force is sup

posed to act by impulses at equal indefinitely small intervals of

time, so that the body describes successively AB, BC, CD, &c.:

aLo Be is equal to A B as in Prop. I.; hence

Hince equal areas are described in equal times; therefore by
Kuc. I. 40, cC is parallel to Xli; and by Law 2, cC is tho

direction of the force at B.

SCHOLIUM.

A body may bo acted on by a centripetal force com-

IKmmled of several forces. In this case the meaning of

the proposition is, that the force which is compounded of

them all tends to the point .V. Moreover if any force acts

continually in a direction perpendicular to the surface de

scribed, this will have the effect of deflecting the body
from the plane of its motion : but it will neither increase nor

diminish the amount of surface described, and may there

fore be left out of consideration in compounding tho

forces.

Pnor. III. (THEOREM III.)

Eccry b&quot;(t&amp;gt;/,
which describes areas proportional to the

times about the centre, of another body moving in any
manner, by radii drawn to that centre, is acted on by a

force cumjtoitnded of (he centripetal force tending to thai

tetter b&amp;lt;

-&amp;lt;/!/,
ami of the whole accelerating force by which

that other body in affected.

Let L be the first body, and 7* the other: then (by Cor.

6 of the Laws;, if by a new force equal and opposite to that

(Q) by which the other body T is acted on, both bodies bo

acted on in parallel directions, the first body // will go on

describing about the other T tho same areas as before:

but the force by which the other 7 was acted on will now
Lo destroyed by a force equal and

opj&amp;gt;ositc
to it.

Therefore (by Law 1) T being now left to itself will

either keep at rest or move uniformly in a straight line :

and L will proceed to describe areas proportional to tho

times about T under the action of the difference of tho

4
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forces, that is, of the force which remains [when Z s force

is compounded with Q reversed]. Therefore (by Theorem

II.) the difference of the forces tends to the other body T
as centre [therefore L s force is compounded of Q, which

is 7&quot;s force, and of a centripetal force to T as centre].

Q. E.D.

Note. By the difference of two forces is here meant the re

sultant of one of them and of the other reversed ; and in Cor. 1

of this proposition one force is said to be subtracted from another

when, its direction being reversed, it is compounded with the

other.

COR. 1. Hence, if one body Z, by radii drawn to an

other T, describes areas proportional to the times; and if

from the whole force (whether it be a single force, or com

pounded of several according to the second corollary of the

Laws), by which the first body L is acted on, be subtracted

(by the same corollary of the Laws) the whole accelerating

force by which the other body is acted on : all the remain

ing force by which the first body L is acted on tends to

the other T as centre.

COR. 2. And if those areas are very nearly proportional
to the times, the remaining force tends very nearly to the

other body T.

COR. 3. And vice versa, if the remaining force tends

very nearly to the other body T, the areas will be very

nearly proportional to the times.

COR. 4. If a body L by radii drawn to another T de
scribes areas which are very far from being proportional to

the times, and the body T is either at rest or moving
uniformly in a straight line: cither there is no action of

centripetal force tending to the body T7

,
or it is merged in

and compounded with very powerful actions of other

forces; and the whole force compounded of them all (if

there are more than one) is directed to another centre

(either fixed or moving). The same holds when the other

body (T] is affected with any motion whatever; provided
that force be taken as the centripetal force which remains

after subtracting from the whole force on L the whole
force which acts oil the other body T.
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SCHOLIUM.

Since the equable description of areas indicates the

centre which that force tends to, by which the body is

most affected and by which it is drawn away from recti

linear motion and retained in its orbit; wo shall in what

follows make use of the property of equable description of

areas as a means of finding the centre about which any
orbital motion in free space is performed.

Awjiilar Velocity.

&quot;\Vhen a body P moves in an orbit, its angular velocity round

any point C is the rate at which CP separates from any fixed line

through C; and, if uniform, is measured by the angle described

by CP in a second of time.

Thus the angle described in t seconds = angular velocity x t;

. . . ancle described in t seconds
and angular velocity = .

If the angular velocity be not uniform, the fraction on the

right-hand side will not be independent of t
; but, if t be an in

definitely small fraction of a second, the fraction will in general

approach some limiting value; this limiting value of

angle described in t&quot;

t

is called the angular velocity which the body has at the instant

under consideration; and it is such that if the body moved
round C with such an angular velocity through an interval of

time t, the angle it would describe is in a ratio of equality with

the angle actually described in that interval, when t is indefinitely
diminished.

If therefore PCQ be the angle dcscril&amp;gt;ed by a body in t&quot; after

leaving Pt

the angular velocity = limit
a

&quot;g
|e

The angular velocity at P i, when variable, the angle which
would be described by the body in one second after arriving at /

,

if it remained throughout that second of the same magnitude as

at P.

42
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PROP. To find a relation between the angular velocity of a

lody about any point and its linear velocity.

Let C be the point ; PQ a small arc described by the body ;

38,

join CP, CQ : describe about C an arc of a circle PR cutting CQ
in R

; join PQ, PR.

Let v be the velocity, w the angular velocity about C, and PT
the tangent, at P- and let CP= r, and angle CPT=Q.

Then, the angle CRP, and therefore its supplement the angle

QRP, is ultimately a right angle when Q moves up to P
;

.. arc PR PR . sin PQR
. . Lmit ---- n^= limit __=limit

arc PQ PQ sm PRQ
= sin CPTsm

&amp;lt;p;

arc 7 *
. arc PR .. . CP

but limit
,.T.

= limit -
arc P(^ arc /^

.= limit =
;

arc PQ v

.-. wr = vs
in&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;;

the relation required.

If p be the perpendicular from C on the tangent at P,

p = re\n 0; hence the relation found above may be expressed iti

the form

COR. Since in an ellipse the focal distances make equal

angles with the tangent at any point P, if wl} u
v are the angular

velocities about & and S
,
we have
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PROP. If C be the centre of force about ichich P describes it*

orbit, the angular velocity u= -
.

For, since C is the centre of force,

(Pn.p. I. Cor. 1, Note),

J)KF. When a body describes an orbit under the action of a

centripetal force, its mean angular rehcity about any point is the

angular velocity with which, if it remained constant throughout
a revolution, the body would describe its orbit in the same period
as it actually docs.

Thus, let fl be the mean angular velocity of a body ;
P its

periodic time; then in time/* with uniform angular velocity U
the body would describe an angle lr about the point ;

&amp;gt;_

and 0=~.

DKF. The rcrainc of a circular arc BA , centre S, is the inter

cept AC, cut off by the perpend icular from B on the radius AS.

The versine of an arc HA is, thun, the Bagitta through the

centre S of the circle of an arc BAB
,
which is twice BA.

Let A G be the diameter of the circle : join BQ,

then

pr

(chord

~AO~
(chord)mc = j.
diameter
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PROP. IV. (THEOREM IV.)

The centripetal forces by ichich bodies describe circles

with uniform motion tend to the centres of the circles ;

and are to one another directly as the squares of arcs

described in equal times and inversely as the radii of the

circles.

These forces tend to the centres of tiie circles, by Prop.
II. and Prop. I. Cor. 2; and are to one another as the

versines of indefinitely small arcs described in equal times,

by Prop. I. Cor. 4
;
that is, directly as the squares of those

arcs and inversely as the diameters of the circles, by
Lemma VII.

Therefore, as these arcs are as the arcs described in any
equal times, and the diameters are as the radii

;
the forces

are directly as the squares of any arcs described in equal

times, and inversely as the radii of the circles. Q. E.D.

Rote. By Prop. II. the forces tend to a point about which

equal areas are described in equal times.

By Prop. I. Cor. 2, the point which has this property is

found; and in this case it is found to be the centre of the circle.

That the centre of the circle is the point about which equal
areas are described in equal times in the present case is suffi

ciently obvious; but Prop. I. Cor. 2 is here alluded to as giving
a method generally applicable for finding the centre of forces.

COR. 1. Since these arcs are as the velocities (r) of the

bodies, the centripetal forces are directly as the squares of

the velocities of the bodies, and inversely as the radii (r).

v- n
force oc .

r J

Note. Let t be the time of describing an arc A B of the circle

ABO about a centripetal force at the centre &amp;lt;S

;
then the force

is (Prop. I. Note)

24 C
limit oi . i-j .. .

(time of describing
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2 x (chord

~2 limit of

__( velocity)
2

radius

diameter A(j

(arc AW
_.i&amp;gt;

-
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Or, if v 1x3 tho velocity, r the radius, / the accelerating force,

COR. 2. And, since the periodic times (P} are directly
as the radii and inversely as the velocities; the centripetal
forces are directly as the radii, and inversely as the squares

r
ft
- *

of the periodic times force =c
, . ; and P &amp;lt;x

; therefore

l/y\ 3 r -i

forcc M7r /J-

Note. r
circumfereneo

velocity

COR. 3. Hence, if the periodic times arc equal, and
therefore the velocities are as tho radii, the centripetal

forces will be as the radii
j^for

here force r
~|.
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And conversely if the forces vary as the radii thd periodic

times are equal ;
for here or r : therefore v a r

; therefore

P&amp;lt;x

r
is constant!.

COR. 4. If the periodic times, and therefore also the

velocities, are in the subduplicate ratio of the radii
;
the

ceYitripetal forces will be equal for here P a r
r-

;
there

fore y
r&quot;,

and v a r* ; therefore force a is constant 1 .

v r J

And conversely if the centripetal forces are equal the

periodic times and the velocities will both be in the sub-

duplicate ratio of the radii
;
for here - is constant

;
there-4n+ \ *

tv. v v &amp;gt;~ * ; therefore JP oc - oc r~
v J

COR. 5. If the periodic times are as the radii and con

sequently the velocities equal, the centripetal forces will be

inversely as the radii I for here Pec &amp;lt;xr: therefore v is
L v

T2 i~i
constant : therefore force or a . And couverselv

r rJ

I if the forces are inversely as the radii the velocities will

be equal, and the periodic times will be as the radii
;
for

here - a -
: therefore i* is constant and P a a r

J

COR. G. If the periodic times are in the sesquiplicate
.ratio of the radii, and therefore the velocities reciprocally
:as the subduplicate ratio of the radii, the centripetal forces

will be inversely as the squares of the radii for here
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P y v. r%
; tlicrcforo cat-,; therefore force a, a --

v r
\ r r-J

And conversely
J

if the forces arc reciprocally as the

squares of the radii the periodic times will bo in the ses-

r2
1

quiplicate ratio of the radii; for hero a
; therefore

ex
;
therefore periodic time c* xr*

j.
;
.A c

Con. 7. And generally, if the periodic time be as
r&quot;,

and therefore the velocity reciprocally us /&quot;-
,
the centri

petal force will be reciprocally as r-
&quot;&quot; 1

J

for here

P x ar&quot;; therefore ex
, .; and force or - or

r r&quot;~ r /-&quot;- J

And conversely if the forces are reciprocally as r-&quot;~

}

,

T&quot; 1

the periodic times will be as ;&quot;; for here a thcre-
r rj &quot;~

fore r or
; therefore P ex ct r&quot; I .

r&quot;-

1

r

COR. 8. The same statements with respect to the times,

velocities, and forces, with which bodies describe similar

parts of any timilarfigure* about centres of force similarly
wituated in those figures, follow by applying to these cases

the demonstrations which have preceded. But in applying
them we must substitute the uniform description of ureas
for uniform motion, and the distances of the bodies from
the centres of forces for the radii.

Con. 9. By the method of proof used in this proposition
it follows that the arc described in any time by a body
revolving uniformly in a circle under the action of a given

centripetal force, is a mean proportional between the dia

meter of the circle and the space through which the body
would f.ill by the action of the same force during tho fame
time.
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SCHOLIUM.

The case of the sixth Corollary is that of the heavenly
bodies (as Wren, Hook, and Ilalley inferred independently);
and therefore questions relating to a centripetal force

decreasing inversely as the square of the distance from
the centre of force, is treated of at greater length in a

subsequent part of the work.

Moreover by means of the preceding proposition and
its corollaries wo can determine the proportion of a cen

tripetal force to any known force such as that of gravity.
For if a body revolves by its own gravity in a circle con

centric with the earth, this gravity is its centripetal force
;

and, by Cor. 9 of this proposition, given the space through
which bodies fall by their gravity in a given time, the time

of one revolution is known, and the arc described in any

given time. And it is by propositions of this kind that

Huyghcns in his tract DC Horologio Oscillator io compared
the force of gravity with the centrifugal forces of revolving
bodies.

PROP. V. (PROBLEM I.)

Given at any points the velocities with which a body
describes any figure under forces all tending to one com*
man centre, to find that centre.
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Let the figure described be touched at the points P,
Q. It, by the straight lines FT, TQV, VR which meet in

7* ami V. Draw PA, QB, RC perpendicular to the tan

gents, and reciprocally proportional to the velocities of the

body at the points P, Q, R at which they are drawn : that

is, HO that PA may bo to QB as the velocity at Q to the

velocity at P, and QB to RC as the velocity at R to the

velocity at Q ;
at the extremities A, Bt

(J of these perpen
diculars draw AD, DUE, EC at right angles to them and

meeting in 1) and E. Then the lines
TL&amp;gt;,

VE will meet
in the required centre.

For the perpendiculars from the centre S on the tan

gents PTy QT are (by Prop. I. Cor. 1) reciprocally as the

velocities of the body at P and Q, and therefore, by con

struction, directly as the perpendiculars A P, BQ, that is,

as the perpendiculars from the point D on the tangents ;

hence it easily follows that *S
, /&amp;gt;,

T are in one straight
line.

And by similar reasoning the points f&amp;gt;, E, V may be
shewn to be in one straight line : and therefore the centre

*S is situated at the point of intersection of the straight
lines TD, VE. Q. K. D.

Xote 1. In tluH proposition tho velocities
yit three points P,

Q, R of a given orbit are given; also the orbit being given the

portions of the tangents 1 T, TQ\
r

, and It V are known. Only
three points are taken in the proof, that number being sufficient,

as the pmof Hhews.

Note 2. It is shewn in the proof that the perpendiculars
from ,S on FT, QT are directly as AP, BQ ; that is, directly as

the perpendiculars from /&amp;gt; on PT, QT ;
and it is inferred that

S, 1), T are in one straight line.

Thi i easily Keen thus : the jK-rpendiculars from N and 1) on

PT are to each other in the ratio of the distance of .S and /&amp;gt; from

the point in which&D produced meets PT; and these perpendicu
lars are, by what han been proved, as the perpendicular* from .S

and /&amp;gt; on ({T, that is, as tho distances of *&amp;gt; an 1 / from tho

point in which fil) produced meets (T.
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Hence SD produced is divided by the point in which it meets

PT in the same ratio in which it is divided by the point in which

it meets QT : and therefore SD produced meets PT and QT in

the same point, that is, in T.

PROP. VI. (THEOREM V.)

If a bod// revolce in non-resisting space in any orbit

about a Jixed centre, and describe any indefinitely small

arc in an indefinitely small time; and a sagitta of the

arc be drawn to bisect the chord, and so as to pass through
the centre offorces when produced ; the centripetal force
on the body while describing the arc will be directly as

the sagitta, and inversely as the square of the time.

For the sagitta of the arc described in a given [inde
finitely small] time is proportional to the force (by Prop. i.

Cor. 4) ;
and as the time increases in any ratio, since the

arc increases in the same ratio, the sagitta (by Lemma XI.
Cors. 2 and 3) increases in the square of that ratio

; there

fore, the sagitta varies as the force and as the square of
the time. Hence, dividing both sides by the square of
the time, the force varies directly as the sagitta and in

versely as the square of the time. Q. E. D.

This proposition is also easily proved by Lemma x.

Cor. 4.

Note 1. In the proof of this proposition we must suppose
the same construction and the same suppositions made as in

Prop. I. ; then, referring to the figure of Prop. I., we have,

velocity added in each equal interval of time by the impulse to

S, proportional to Cc, which is equal to JiV
;
but half 11V is the

sagitta of ABC, which is described in a given interval : thus,

the sagittae of arcs described in equal (indefinitely small) times

are proportional to the forces. This is the substance of Prop. I.

Cor. 4.

Again, in the same orbit described by the same body under
the same forces, the sagitta of an indefinitely small arc through
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any given point is (by Lemma XI. Cor. 3) in the duplicate ratio

of the time in which the body describes the arc with the velo

city it then lias at that point. Thus, in equal times the sagittas

vary as the forces : and with equal forces as the square of the

time : and therefore, the sagittae of arcs described in various

indefinitely .small times under various forces vary conjointly a*

the force and the square of the time.

Note 2. Again, as in Lemma X. Note 4, a force is mea
sured by the ratio which the measure of the velocity produced

by it in any given time bears to the measure of the time; if,

then, ? measure the velocity due to the impulse at B (fig.

Prop. I.), t the time of describing A
/&amp;gt;,

the force at B 5* mea

sured by

But t is the velocity with which Cc is described in time I;

hence the measure of r in ;

therefore, the measure of the force at ft is
u ,

nagitta of arc A BC
and this Prop. I. Cor. 4)- 2 x It. .

(time of describing A B)*

No(f 3. Let Pu be the an?itta to S of a small arc QPQ, :

QR , ({ If subtenses parallel to HP (nee 6guie on next page) :

then, by Lemma XI.,

L.H. (IR : Q /r L.R. QP* : Q I

= L. it. Qw a
: (/u

2
(by Lemma VII. Cor. 1) ;

= 1;

therefore, since Pu is intermediate l&amp;gt;etween QR and Q R ,

L. H. Q/Z : Pu : (jit -1.

Hence, force at P

^ 2xlt
* W

(time of describingPQ? (time of dwcribing/^)

OR.
^-2 It.

t , where t is the time of describing -P^.
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Note 4. By Note 3, since t is the time of describing the

area PSQ about S, if any curves touch each other at P and

pass through Q, the forces to S by which they may be described

vary (when Q moves up to P) inversely as the square of the

times of describing equal areas. For QR is the same for all the

curves, and the areas PSQ are ultimately in a ratio of equality.

7,&quot;

Hence, since these curves have ultimately the same curvature

at P, the forces to the same centre, at a point in which any curves

touch each other and have the same curvature, are inversely
ns the square of the times of describing equal areas : that is,

directly as the squares of areas described in equal times, or

directly as 7t
2
(Prop. I. Cor. 1, Note).

COR. 1. If a body P revolving about a centre S de

scribe the curve APQ, and the straight line PR touch the

curve at any point P, and from any other point Q, QR be
drawn parallel to SP, and QT perpendicular to SP, the

SP- x Q T-
centripetal force will be reciprocally as

,
that

value of this fraction being always taken which it has in

the limit when the points P and Q coincide.

For QR is equal to the sagitta of an arc double of the

arc QP, of which P is the middle point ;
and twice the

triangle SQP, or SP x Q T, is proportional to the time in

which that double arc is described, and may therefore be

written for that time.
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Xote 1. By Note 3 of the proposition, QR is ultimately in

a ratio of equality to the sagitta Pit of an arc tyPQ, ,
which is

ultimately double of the arc QP.

\otc 2. By Prop. I. Cor. 1 , Note,

twice the triangle SQP = ht :

therefore SPxQT.-ht;

and force at 7 = 21t. ,

Con. 2. For the same reason the centripetal force is

reciprocally as the fraction
-rj-

,
SY being the per

pendicular from the centre of forces on the tangent PR to

the orbit.

For the rectangles ,S l&quot;x QP and SP x Q^arc equal.

Xvtc. L. R. .V Y&amp;lt;PIi : SPxQT-= L. R. A S7*P : A .S (,)P ;

therefore L. u. SYrPQ : SPxQT--- 1
;

hence force at P- 2 It.

-^-

* &quot;

,

^7, x A

COR. .]. If the orbit cither is a circle, or touches or

cuts a circle concentrically, that is touches or cuts the

circle at the least possible angle ; having the same curva
ture and the same radius of curvature at the point /

;
and

if PI be the chord of this circle drawn through the centre
of forces, the centripetal force will bo reciprocally as

For PI is the limit of
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Note 1. Let AD be a small arc of a curve
;
and let a circle

be described passing through A and 13, and having at A the

same tangent A D as the curve : this circle touches or cuts the

curve at the angle BAD.

Now let n move up to nnd coincide with A : the limiting

position of this circle will touch or cut the curve at the least pos-
aible angle; this limiting circle is concentric and coincides with

the circle of curvature at A, and in this sense touches or cuta

the curve concentrically.

Note 2. If on passing from A to // the curvature of the

curve remains constant, AB coincides with an arc of the circle of

curvature; but if it diminishes, A 13 falls between AD and the

circle of curvature
;

if the curvature increases from A to /?, tho

circle of curvature falls between AD and AB.

In general, in any indefinitely small arc BA 13
,
the curvature

is either continuously increasing or coutinuousiy diminishing
from B to B

;
and thus, if the curvature increases from B to A,

it diminishes from 13 to A
;
and vice versa. Hence, the circle of

curvature, in general, falls between the curve and its tangent at

one side of its point of contact, and inside the curve on the other

side of the point. In this sense the circle of curvature in general

cuts the curve at the point of contact.

The only cases in which the circle of curvature touches the

curve at the point of contact, in the sense of falling outside the

curve on both sides, or inside the curve on both sides of the

point, are the cases in which the curvature of the curve increases

as we proceed in both directions from the point, or diminishes as

we proceed in both directions
;
that is, at points of minimum or

maximum curvature.

Note 3. Describe a circ e touching the curve at P and cutt ng
it at Q., and meeting PS produced in V: then L

&amp;lt;}Plt
= L PVQ

(Euc. in. 32) ;
and L RQP=L QPV: thus A PQR id similar to

&PVQ-,
therefore P V : PQ = PQ : Pit

,

hence PV=
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and P r is ultimately the chord through S of the circle of curva

ture, or, in the words of the Corollary, of the circle which touches

or cuts the curve concentrically.

And force = 2 It. ^
thus F= ..,

r - 2
)

COR. 4. Under the S inic circumstances (as in Cor. 3)

the centripetal force varies directly a.s the square of the

velocity and inversely as the chord PV.

For the velocity is inversely as the perpendicular KY,
by Prop. I. Cor. 1.

Xutc 1. Thus force -2 It.
-.-.,./ p ^ (Cor. 3, Note 3),

or F Jv (Prop- I- Cor. 1, Note).

Note 2. Let K be the space through which the force /
,

if it

remained constant, would be required to draw the body from n-st

in order to give it the velocity r; this space is called tin

due to the velocity v.

Now r* 2/ .

and by Note!
,

therefore

M. N.

PV
-!.,

PV=
4
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hence, the space dnc to the velocity at arty point of an orbit de

scribed about any centre of force is one-fourth of the chord of

curvature through the centre of force.

COR. 5. Hence if any curvilinear figure APQ be given,
and also the point S in it to which the centripetal force con

tinually tends, we can find the law of the centripetal force

by the continuous action of which any body P may be

drawn from its rectilinear course, and made to move in the

perimeter of that figure, and to describe it as an orbit. In

fact we have simply to find the value of -

,j .^
or of

SY*xPJr
t
which are reciprocally proportional to this

force. Examples of this will be given in the problems
which follow.

Note. And by Cor. 1, Note 2, the measure of the force is

given by 2 limit
SpZ T̂i ,

or
&amp;gt;

bJ Cor - 3 Note by $y ~&amp;gt;^ p r
where PV is the chord of curvature through the centre of

forces S.

PROP. VII. (PROBLEM II.)

A liody mores in the circumference of a circle : re

quired the laic of centripetal force tending to any given

point.

Let VQPA be the circumference of the circle, /S the

given point to which the force tends as its centre
; P u
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point on the circumference at which the body has arrived,

Q a point very near to P towards which the body is

moving, and PRZ the tangent to the circle at / .

Through the point *S* draw the chord PV
\
draw the

diameter I A and join AP \
draw (}T perpendicular to

XP meeting the tangent PR in /,
; and, lastly, through Q

draw LR parallel to XP and meeting the circle in //, and
the tangent PZ in R.

Then, from the similar triangles ZQR, ZTP, VPA
t

SP*
Multiply both these equals by , and, as the points

and Q coincide in the limit, write PV for RL.

AV* ^-
Therefore by Prop. VI. Cors. 1 and 5) the centripetal

SP*x Plr *

force is inversely a.s ~^y\ J that is (since A V i&

given , inversely as the square of the distance SP and the
cube of the chord P V. Q. E. I.

\ntf 1. The triangles ZTP, VPA aro Hin)ilar by Euc. III. 32,
as in Prop. VI. Cor. 3, Note 3.

Nott 2. The law of th: force is found in this proof by the

exprt-Hsion fur it in Prop. VI. Cor. 1.

Tbe measuro of tbc force is found by Prop. VI. Cor. 1,

Note 1
; thus,

an&amp;lt;1 ll-

xp&amp;gt; x T*
=
SP* x p r

(M pr Ted in the Pror sition
) ;

52

2A F*
hence force at P=
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Note 3. The measure of the force is often found to consist

of two factors, one factor depending on the position of the body
with respect to the centre of force, and the other factor constant

for all positions of the body. The constant factor is usually

denoted by /A.

Thus in the above expression,

the force at P =

where yur=2.i F 2 x h&quot;.

ANOTHER PROOF.

Draw SY perpendicular to the tangent PR produced ;

then from the similar triangles /SYP, VPA,

AV : PV :: SP : SY,

AV

Therefore (by Prop. VI. Cors. 3 and 5) the centripetal

tSP-x PV*
force is inversely as

Ay* J
that is, since A Fis given,

inversely as SP* xPV A
. Q. E. i.

Note. In this proof the law of force ia found by Prop. VI.

Cor. 3.

The expression for the force is found thus by Prop. VI.

Cor. 3, Note 3.

Force at 7&amp;gt;
= 2 . gy;*^

2A V 2 x A2

COR. 1. Hence if the given point S, to which the

centripetal force always tends, be situated on the circum

ference of the circle as at V, the centripetal force will be

inversely as the fifth power of the distance SP.
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COR. 2. Tho force by which a body P is made to

revolve in the circle APTV about a centre of forces *S
,
is

to the force by which the same body P may be made to

revolve in the same circle and in the same periodic time

about any other centre of forces A* as RP- x SP to SG 3
;

where SG is a straight line drawn from the first centre of

forces A to the tangent PG to the orbit, parallel to RP
the distance of the body from the other centre of forces.

For, by the proposition, the former force is to the latter

as RP- x PTJ to HP- x /&amp;gt; T a
;
that is, as SP x RP* is to

SP* V
~ or (since the triangles PSG, TPVo.ro similar),

aa ,V/J x RP- is to NO*.

Not? 1. On referring to the figure and proof of Prop. I., it

is seen that the force at any point /. is known if ( is known,
anil the intervul of time between successive impulses: or by
Cor. 4, if the Hagitta of an indefinitely small arc ia known, and

the time of describing the arc
;
or again, Ly Prop. VI. Note IJ,

if the subtense (J]{ be known, and the time t of describing J Q :

() /?

the force beiug in ail cases proportional to the limit of ,

This expression is proportional to the force at any point of any
orbit, BO that the forces at different point* of the same orbit and
iit any points of different orbits are all propoitional to the limits

of this exprcttHion in the different cases.

When, aa in the Corollaries to Prop. VI., and in the suc

ceeding applications of them, expressions are obtained by til&amp;gt;-

Btitu .ing for the time t of describing 7 V, the area Pity about
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S, which is proved in Prop. I. to be, in any yivcn orbit described

about a fixed centre of forces, proportional to the time, it must
be remembered that this proportionality is only true for the same

orbit, described in the same manner by the same body ;
in dif

ferent orbits the areas described in equal times differ in general :

and thus the expressions so obtained are only in general appli
cable for comparing the forces at different points of the same
orbit.

If two bodies describe the same orbit in the same periodic

time, they will describe any given fraction of that orbit in the

same fraction of the periodic time ; that is, they will describe

any the same area in the same time
; hence the expressions ob

tained in the Corollaries to Prop. VI. are available for comparing
at any points, the same or different, the forces with which bodies

are acted on which describe any the same orbit In the same periodic

Note 2. By Prop. I. we have, in any orbit about a fixed

centre of forces,

area PSQ area described in I&quot; area of orbit

-&quot; 1 periodic time in seconds

or, if the periodic time in seconds be P, and ^ = 2xarea de

scribed in one second,

2 area PSQ _ 2 area of orbit_____ _____

Thus the expressions for the force in the Corollaries, found

by substituting for t the area PSQ, are available for comparing
forces at points of the same or different orbits provided h is the

same
; or, provided the area of the orbit and the periodic time

are the same (or proportional) in the two cases.

Con. . }. The force by which a body describes any orbit

about a centre of forces /S
,

is to the force by which the
same body P can be made to describe the same orbit in

the same periodic time about any other centre of forces R,
as SP x HP2 that is, the product of the distance of the

body from the first centre of forces /S
,
und of the squarc.of

the distance from the second centre of forces R to the
cube of /S 6r, which is the lino drawn from the first centre *S

T

to the tangent PG to the orbit, parallel to the distance

RP of the body from the second centre of forces.
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For the forces in this orbit at any point of it, /
,
arc

the same as in a circle of the same curvature.

Note. The proofs of Prop. VII. and of its Corollaries 1 and 1

apply to any orbit, the circle referred to in the proot and in the

results being the circle which touches the curve at P and passes

through (J, or the limit of that circle when Q moves up to 1\
that is, the circle of curvature at P.

For SP, QTand QR are the same for the curve and the circle,

SV* x OT*
and, therefore, the limit of

*&quot; v
,
on which (Cor. 2, Note 2)

the expression for the forco depends, is the same for both.

PROP. VIII. (PROBLEM III.)

A bodi/ moccx in a semicircle PQA ; to Jind the law of
centripetal force tending to a point S tchich is * distant,

t/utt all lines, a# PS, KS, draicn to it may be considered

]inndlcl.

From tho centre C of tho semicircle druw the semi-

liumcter CA cutting those parallels in M and ^V; and

join CP.

Because tho triangles CFM, PZTaiul ItZQ arc similar,

CP1
: PM* :: PIP : QT* ;

and Euc. in. 36)
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or, when the points P and Q coincide,

.-. CF1
: PJ/ 2

:: QRxZPM : QT* :

QT* 2P3/3

72
~
CPT

QT xSP*
R CP*

Therefore (by Prop. VI. Cors. 1 and 5), the centripetal
2jP7J/ 3 x

/&amp;gt; /*&quot;- /
force is inversely as

T^pr &amp;gt;

^iat ŝ
(
neglecting the

2f)P2 \
constant ratio

y,,,2 j,
inversely as PM 3

. Q. E. i.

The same result is also easily obtained by means of the

previous proposition.

Note 1. The measure of the force is (Prop. VI. Cor. 1,

Note 1)

wliich in the case of this Proposition is shewn to be equal to

h- x OF*

fi Vx cr-
tliua force =

;J
; where /x= .

,

SCHOLIUM.

And by somewhat similar reasoning it can be shewn

that a body may be made to describe an ellipse, or even

a hyperbola or a parabola, by a centripetal force which

varies inversely as the cube of an ordinate drawn towards

a very distant centre of forces.
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PROP. IX. (PROBLEM IV.)

A body rerolees in a spiral PQS ic/iic/i cuts all the radii

SP, SQ, &c. -in the game gicen angle (an equiangular
spiral] ; to find the laic of centripetal force tending to the

centre of the spiral.

(Jivcn any indefinitely small angle PSQ, the form of

the figure SPRQT is given, since till its angles are given.

QT Q T-
Thereforo the ratio - is given : and is as Q T, that is

(incc the form of the figure is given), as SP.

Now let the angle PSQ be changed in any manner ;

then (}K, which subtends the angle of contact Ql Ji, will

(by Lemma XI.; be changed in the duplicate ratio of Pit, or

QT*
of

&amp;lt;}T. Therefore -=- will remain the same as before,

that is, proportional to SP.

Q T* * A7J1

Therefore . varies as SP* : and thus (by Prop.

VI. Cors. 1 and 5) the centripetal force varies inversely as

the cube of the distance ,S7*. Q. K. I.

ANOTHER PUOOF.

The perpendicular SY on the tangent and the chord
/ / of the circle concentrically cutting the spiral (that is,

of the circle of curvature at /
,
are to the distance SP in

given ratios; and thus S7 &amp;gt;3 varies aa &amp;gt;ST-x7M
,
that is
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(by Prop. VI. Cors. 3 and 5), inversely as the centripetal
force.

Notel. DEF. An equiangular spiral is a citrre which cuts

all radii from a certain point called the focus at the same anylc :

and this angle is called the angle of the spiral.

Given any radius SP of an equiangular spiral, the curve is

known through P for any distance in either direction, if the

angle of the spiral is known : hence if SQ be taken making a

given angle with SP, the figure SPRQT is completely known;
and its angles (and the angles of all the triangles into which it

can be divided) and the lengths of its sides depend only on SP,
the angle of the spiral, and the angle PSQ. The angles of this

figure are therefore known in terms of the angle of the spiral
and the angle PSQ ;

and the sides in terms of SP and those

angles.

Hence, if in any the same equiangular spiral an angle PSQ
be given, all the angles of all the triangles into which the figure

SPRQT is divided are given, and the ratios of the sides to each

other : the figure is therefore given in respect to its angles and
the ratios of its sides, but not in the absolute magnitudes of the

sides
;
this is what is meant in the Proposition by the form of

the figure being given.

Note 2. The angles of the triangle SPY are known, the

angle of the spiral being known, and therefore the ratio of SY to

SP is given.

Again, the circle touching PY in P and passing through Q,

is given in magnitude and position if the angle PSQ, the angle
of the spiral, and SP are given : hence P V is known in terms of

SP and those angles, and therefore the ratio of P V to SP is

given in terms of the angle of the spiral when the angle PSQ
vanishes, that is when PV becomes the chord through S of the

circle of curvature.

Note 3. To find the expression for the force to the focus by
which an equiangular spiral is described.

By Prop. VI. Cor. 3, Note 3, the force to S=
,

&amp;lt;Si

- x PV
let the angle of the spiral

= a
;
then SY=SP sin a

;

and force to S .

SP2 xPV x&quot;sin
a a
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To find PV.
An equiangular spiral is the limit of a polygon, the lines

joining whose angular points with S form a number of similar

triangles (Note 1).

Let PSB, BSC be two successive triangles of the series into

hich the polygon is divided, so that PSB=LllSC\ and
SPB = .SHC: draw CV parallel toAS meeting 7^6 produced

Then / SPIl= L SBC;

.-. zs SPB, SBP^L PBC;
and LPSB=LPVC;

. . Zs SPB, SBP, PSB^L* PBC, PVC;
thuH L*PBC\ PR?- 2 right angles;

therefore the circle through P, Bt C passes through F.

Now the limit of the circle through P, B, (J is the circle of

curvature when P, H, C coincide.

Again, bcc.iuse Sit make.s equal angles with SP, SC
; and VC

is parallel to SB
;

. . L CVS^L VCS,

.-. fiV=SC=SP ultimately.

Ilence PV the chord of curvature at P through S -2SP
;

2/i9

Ibenrfora force to S-
SP2 x P V x sin 3 a

where
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Note 4. In this case, and in all cases in which the variable

factor in the expression for the force is some power of the dis

tance of the body from the centre of force, the constant factor p
is the absolute force (Def. C, Note).

LEMMA XII.

All parallelograms described about any conjugate dia

meters of a gicen ellipse or hyperbola are equal to one

another.

(See Besant s Conic Sections, pp. 69 and 113.)

PROP. X. (PROBLEM V.)

A body moves in an ellipse; required the centripetal

force tending to the centre of the ellipse.

Let CA, CB be the semiaxcs of the ellipse ; OP, DK

any conjugate diameters
; PF, QT perpendiculars on those

diameters
; Qr an ordinate to the diameter GP

; then,

completing the parallelogram QcPjR, we have (Besant s

Conic Sections, page 6G, Prop. XX.),

Pr.vG : Qc* :: PC 2
: CD*;

and, from the similar triangles Qr T, PCF,

Qe~ : QT- :: PC2
: PF&quot;;

. . componendo,

Pc.rG : QT1
:: PC1

: C
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For Pv put QR, and (by Lemma XII.) BC.CA for

CD.PF; and (as the points P and Q coincide) ZPC for

rf7, and we have

Qlt ~P&

&quot;~yit PC

Therefore (by Prop. VI. Cor. 5) the centripetal force is

0/f/ 3 /* A*

inversely us
, ;

that is (since &quot;BCT-.CA* is
^ c/

given), inversely as . -,, or directly as the distance PC.

Q. E. I.

Note 1. The expression for the force is

X X

Vfhere

Xote 2. Since

A 2 x area of the ellipse ...

(Prop. VII. Cor. 2, Isote 2)
periodic time

2irA C x

P

ami force --7 CP.
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Note 3. The forces at different points of the same ellipse

described about a centre of force in the centre vary as the dis

tance of the body from the centre.

The forces at points of different ellipses described about

centres of force in the centre vary as the distance directly, and
the square of the periodic time inversely. Hence, in ellipses

described about the centre in the same periodic time, the forces

at all points vary as the distance.

COR. 1. The force therefore varies as the distance of

the body from the centre of the ellipse. And conversely,
if the force vary as the distance the body will move in an

ellipse whose centre is at the centre of the forces
;
or else

in the circle which the ellipse may become in a particular
case.

Note 1. Since the circle is a particular case of the ellipse,

the forces to the centre by which bodies describe different circles

vary as the radii of the circles directly, and as the squares of the

periodic times inversely (see Note 3 to the Proposition) ; and, if

the periodic times are equal, the forces to the centre by which

different circles are described vary as the radii of the circles.

COR. 2. The periodic times of all bodies which describe

ellipses about the same centre of force in the centre of the

ellipses will be equal.

For (by Prop. TV. Cors. 3 and S) the periodic times are

equal in similar ellipses ;
and in ellipses having the same

major axis the periodic times are directly as the whole

areas of tho ellipses and inversely as the portions of the

areas which are described in equal times ;
that is, directly

as the minor axis, and inversely as the velocities at the

extremity of the major axis
;
that is, directly as the minor

axis, and inversely as the ordinatcs at the same point of

the common major axis : or (since these ordinatcs are as

the minor axes) in a ratio of equality.

Note 1. In this Corollary the periodic times in any two

ellipses A and li about the centre are compared by comparing

(1) the periodic time in A, (2) the periodic time in B with that in

an ellipse similar to A, and having a major axis equal to that of B.
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Xote 2. If P is the periodic time (in seconds) in an ellipau

whose major axis ia given, about a centre of force in the centre,

P 1 = 1.
&quot;2 :&amp;lt; area of ellipse &quot;2 x area described ill 1&quot; A

area of ellipse BC
. . Pot - - oc , since A C is given.

And if V Ls the velocity at the extremity of the major axis,

h = V x A C V, since -4 C is given ;

and the velocity 1&quot; varies as the arc described in a given

indefinitely small time, or as the ordinate (Lemma VII. Cor. 1)

corresponding to a given indefinitely small abscissa from A
;
and

such ordinates in different ellipses are as the minor axes.

Thus A - BC ; and therefore P is constant.

ITT-

Orthus; by Note 2 to the Prop. P1
;
and therefore the

periodic times are all equal if p is given.

SCHOLIUM.

If the ellipse is changed into a parabola by its centre

being removed to an infinite distance, the body will move
in this parabola ;

and the force tending to a centre at an
infinite distance becomes constant. This is Galileo s theo
rem. And if the parabolic section of the cone, by varying
the inclination of the plane, be changed into a hyperbola,
the body will move in the perimeter of this hyperbola with
a centrifugal in place of a centripetal force.

And just as in a circle or an ellipse, if the forces tend
to the centre of figure which is a point on the abscissa

and if the figure be altered by increasing or diminishing
the ordinates in any given ratio, or by changing the angle
of inclination of the ordinates to the abscissa, the forces

are in all CJIHCS increased or diminished in the ratio of the
distance from the centre, provided the periodic times re

main unchanged ; so, in any figure whatever, if the ordi

nates be increased or diminished in any given ratio, or

their angle of inclination to the abscissa bo changed, the

periodic time iu the new figure being the same as in the
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old
;
the forces tending to any point whatever on the .ab

scissa as centre, will be changed, in the case of each ordi-

nate, in the ratio of the distance from the centre.

Note. Let PR be the tangent at P to the small arc PQ of

any curve described about a centre of force C : draw CD parallel

to PR, and = ^PVx CP, where PV is the chord of curvature

at P through C. Then P V is also (Besant s Conic Sections,

Art. 162, Cor. 3) the chord of curvature at P of the ellipse

whose centre is C, and of which CP, CD are semi-conjugate
diameters.

Now the forces at P to C by which the ellipse and curve

may be described in equal periodic times are to each other

(Prop. VI. Note 4) as the squares of the areas described in

equal times, and therefore as the squares of the whole areas of

the ellipse and the curve.

Now let the ordinates of the curve and ellipse be all changed
in either of the ways mentioned in the Scholium : in each case

the areas of the curve and ellipse are altered in the same ratio

(see Lemma IV. Appendix) ;
also the ellipse still becomes an

ellipse with centre C. And since the limiting position of a

secant through P of the curve and ellipse is the same for both,

being the common tangent at P, the limiting position of the corre

sponding secant to the altered curve and ellipse is the same for

both, and is a tangent at the point (jp) corresponding to P ;
and
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the limiting position of the circle touching at P, and passing

through a point near P of the curve or ellipse, is the same for

both, and becomes in the altered figure an ellipse having the

same curvature aa each of the altered figures at the point of

contact.

Thus the ellipse and curve have, after the alteration of the

ordinates as in the Scholium, the ratio of their areas unaltered,

and still have a common tangent and common curvature at the

point p corresponding to P.

Hence the forces at p to c by which the altered ellipse and
curve are described in the same periodic time are to each other

as the squares of their areas, that is, as the squares of the areas

of the original ellipse and curve, or, by what was proved, as the

forces at P to C by which these curves are described in equal

periodic time*.

Therefore

force at P in original curve : force at P in original ellipse

= force at p in altered curve : force at p in altered ellipse.

And hence the forces at P and p in the curves are to each

other as the forces at P and p in the ellipses, or as CP to Cp ;

the
]&amp;gt;eriodic

times beuig equal

I. N.
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On the Motion of Bodies in Excentric Conic

Sections.

PROP. XL (PROBLEM VI.)

A body revolves in an ellipse ; required the laic
f&amp;gt;f

cntripetalforce tending to one of the foci.

Let 8 bo the focus. Draw SP cutting the conjugate
diameter I)K of the ellipse in E, and its ordinate Qc in x

;

and complete the parallelogram QxPR.
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Then PEiA equal to the semi-axis major AC (Besant s

Conies, p. 58).

Draw Q T perpendicular to SP. Then tho centripetal

$P2 x Q T1

force to .S&quot; varies inversely as the limit of ^nT when

Q and P coincide (Prop. VI. Cors. 1 and 5).

Xow QR : Pc^Px : PC,

PE : PC,

=AC : PC.

A^r
ain, if the normal at P meet DK \\\ F,

QT* : Qj*~~PF- : PE*

*--PF* : CA*

CB- : CD- (Conies, p. CD) ;

and Q.r* : Qr* is a ratio of equality when Q and P coin

cide (Lemma VII. Cor. 2);

also Qr- : Gc.Pc = CD- : CP-.

Thcrcfwre, cmnpiiiinding these ratios,

QT&quot; : fir. Pr 6V/- : CP-

but Gr.Po : iCP.Po is :i ratio of equality when Q and
P coincide ;

hence ultimately

QT .CP* CWxZCP.P, .

therefore p

and, from above,
&quot;

-

^ ;

G 2
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f\ T* 2 O C* 7?2

therefore lfc-77~ = V*l =L ^
(&amp;lt;;/i

C/^i

where Z is the latus rectum of the ellipse.

Thus

and force varies inversely as L x SPZ
,
or inversely as the

square of the distance SP. Q. E. I.

Note. Hence, measure of the force to the focus of an

ellipse

= 2 H. -^f^U (Pr P- VL &amp;gt;

Cor 2 Note
)

M=
, where ,*

=

ANOTHER PROOF.

Since the force tending to the centre of the ellipse,

l&amp;gt;y
which the body P can be made to revolve in the ellipse,

varies iby Prop. X. Cor. 1) as the distance CP of the body
from the centre 6

,
draw CE parallel to the tangent PR.

Then the force, by which the same body P can be

PE A

made to revolve about any other point /S
y

,
varies as ^r^ (by

Prop. VII. Cor. 3); that is, if tf be a focus of the ellipse,

und PE therefore constant, inversely as /SP2
. Q.E.I.

We may proceed in the present case with the same
ease as in Problem V. to extend it to the case of motion
in a parabola or hyperbola ; but on account of the import
ance of the problem, and of the use that will be made of

it, it will be desirable to confirm the other cases by inde

pendent proofs.
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PROP. XI I. (PROBLEM VII.)

A body moves in a hyperbola: required the law of

centripetalforce tending to one of the foci.

Let CA, CD be the semi-axes of the hyperbola: PG,
DK any conjugate diameters : PF perpendicular to DK :

and Qr an ordinate to the diameter GP.

Draw KP cutting the diameter 7&amp;gt;A&quot; in E and the ordi

nate Qe in .r, and complete the parallelogram QRPx.

Then PE is equal to the transverse semi-axis Af
i Besant s Con leg, p. 99).

Draw QT perpendicular to *9P. Then the centripetal

ftpi x Q ft
force to A varies inversely a the limit of - -

,
when

Q and P coincide (Prop. VI. Core. 1 and 5).

Now, QR : PF Px : Pr,

PE : Pf,
= AC : B&amp;lt;\
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Again, QT- :
Q.u&quot;

= PF* : PE 1
,

CB- : CD&quot;
1

(by ConiesV.

and Q.r- : Qr
1
*
is a ratio of equality, when Q and P coin

cide
; (Lemma VII. Cor. 2.)

also, QK- : GrxPv = CDz
: CP\

Therefore, compounding these ratios,

but Gr x Pv is in a ratio of equality with 2CP x PC when
Q and P coincide ;

. . Q T* x fP2 = Cff2 x 2(7P x PC
;

QT~ 2(77?-

P^
&quot;

CP
PC CP
(}R

~

AC

therefore It. ,
.^

.
,

-L (a),

where L is the latus rectum of the hyperbola :

- P5,r/^- =^x^2
;
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therefore force varies inversely as L x SP*, or inversely as

the square of the distance *SP. Q. E. I.

Xte. Hence the measure of the force to the focus of

hyperbola

M t

=
, where M=-.

ANOTHER PROOF.

Find the forco tending to the centre C of the hyper
bola

;
this will be found to be proportional to CP.

Hence (by Prop. VII. Cor. 3) the force to the focus S

will vary as
; that is, since PE is constant, inversely

as SP*. Q. E. i.

In the same manner it may be shewn that if this centri

petal force be changed into a centrifugal the body will

move in the conjugate hyperbola,

LEMMA XIII.

The parameter of any diameter of a parabola i* four
time* the focal distance of tJie vertex of that diameter.

(Conies, p. 32.)

LEMMA XIV.

The perpendicular from the ftcus of a paral&amp;gt;ola
on

any tangent is the mean proportional bcticeen the ditt-

tanr.e* of tht focnxfrom the point of conUict and the vertex

of the parabola. (Conic*, p. 23.)

Con. 1
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COR. 2. Since 8A is constant SY Z varies as SP.

COR. 3. The perpendicular from the focus on any tan

gent meets it on the tangent at the vertex.

PROP. XIII. (PROBLEM VIII.)

A body moves in a parabola : required tlie law of
centripetalforce to the focus.

Let the tangent PM at any point P meet the axis of
the parabola in M : draw SY perpendicular to PM.

From a point Q very near P, draw QR parallel and
QT perpendicular to 8P : and Qv parallel to the tangent
meeting the diameter PG in r, and &P in x.

Then, from the similar triangles Pxv, SPM, since

XP= SM, P.c (or

Again, Qc2 4RP x Pv (Lemma XIII.)

And in the limit when the points Q, P coincide, Qv is

to Qx in a ratio of equality ;
therefore in the limit,

Q.r&amp;gt;

= 4,S
YP x QK.

And by similar triangles QxT, SP Y,

SA : SP (Lemma XIV. Cor. 1),
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or in the limit

QT* : ASP x QR = ASA x QR : ASP x QR ;

. ^xQr_
QR

or, since ASA is constant, the centripetal force (by Prop.
VI. Cors. 1 and

f&amp;gt;)

varies inversely as the square of the

distance SP. Q. E. I.

Note. Hence the measure of the force to the focus of

parabola

QR x A* 2* 1

where M = -
,

COR. 1. From the last three Propositions it follows that,

if a body / be moving at the point P in any direction PR
with any velocity whatever, and is at the time under the

action of a centripetal force varying inversely a.s the square
of the distance, it will move in a conic section having a

focus in the centre of force
;
and conversely.

For given a focus, a point of contact, and the position

of tho tangent at the point, a conic section can be de

scribed having a given curvature at that point. Now the

curvature is given by the centripetal force and the velocity

of the body being given : and there cannot be two orbits

touching each other descril)ed with tho same velocity and

tho same centripetal force.

[ForthecentriiMJtal force is that which deflects the body
towards tho centre of force

;
and a body which is moving

from a given ix&amp;gt;int
in a given direction with a given vclo-
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city, and is deflected in a given manner, has obviously its

whole motion given, and can describe but one orbit.]

Note. Given the focus and three points of a conic the direc

trix can be found (Besant s Conies, p. 215, Prop. V.): hence by

making the points move up to one another, we see that a conic

can be described having a given focus, touching a given straight

line at a given point, and having a given curvature at that point.

In the case of this Corollary, we have v and p given, and

therefore h (Prop. I., Cor. 1, Note) ; and by Prop. VI. the force

at any point is known if h, p, and PV are given; and hence con

versely P P(and therefore the curvature) is known when h, p, and

the force at P are known, as in the case of this Corollary.

If then a conic be described having the given centre of force

as a focus, and passing through the given point, and having the

given tangent and curvature at that point, it may by the present
and preceding Propositions be described by a body under the

action of the given force, varying inversely as the square of the

distance.

Also, the motion of a body starting from a given point with

a given velocity depends simply on the force at that point and the

law of variation of the force, and is therefore completely deter

mined if these are given.

Thus not more than one orbit can be described under the

given conditions; and the body will therefore move in the conic

section found above.

COR. 2. If the velocity with which a body moves at P
be that with which a body can describe the very small

straight line PR in any given very small time, and the

centripetal force is such as could move the body in the

same time through the space QR, the body will move in

some conic section, the latus rectum of which is the limit

QT~
of

Y.-JJ-
when PR and QR are diminished indefinitely.

In this Corollary a circle is reckoned as a particular

case of an ellipse ;
and the case of motion in a straight

line to the centre is not included.
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.Vote. The orbit which the body will dessribe has been

proved in Cor. 1 to be a Conic Section.

And it has been proved for all the Conic Sections that

C) 7 &quot;

It. = L, the latus rectum [see equations (a), Props. XI.,

XII., XIII.].

PROP. XIV. (THEOREM VI.)

If any number of bodies revolre al&amp;gt;out a common
rent re, and the centripetal force to that centre vary in-

rersi /i/ as the square of the distance from it; tlie latera

recta of the orbits are as the square* of the areas described

in equal times by radii drawn from the bodies to t/w

centre.

For (by Prop. XIII. Cor. 2) tho latiLs rectum L is equal
OT~

to the limit of when P and Q coincide.

But tho indefinitely small line QR described I M a giren
time in tho direction -S7

,
is in the limit as the centripetal

force which produces it, i.e. (by hypothesis) inversely us

SP*.

Therefore varies as QT* x SP-
;
that is, the latus
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rectum L as the square of the area ^QTxSP described in

a given time. Q. E. D.

Note 1. In the figure to the present Proposition, let QR he

the subtense of an arc PQ of one of the orbits, described in any

given indefinitely small interval of time t.

Then (Prop. VI., Note 3) the forces in the different orbits vary
Cl /?

as It. -j- ; or, since I is given, as It. QR.

Note 2. Since in each orbit the areas described are propor
tional to the times, the ratio of areas described in equal times

in any two of the orbits is independent of the time
;
and there

fore the ratio of areas described in the two orbits in a given

indefinitely small time is equal to the ratio of areas described in

anv the same finite time, and is the ratio of h : h ,
if h, li aro

twice the areas described in the two orbits in a unit of time.

COR. Hence the whole area of an ellipse (also the rect

angle contained by its axes, which is proportional to this

area) varies in the ratio of the periodic time and in the

subduplicate ratio of the latus rectum conjointly.

For the whole area is proportional to the product of

the area QTxSP described in any given time, and the

periodic time.

Note 1. The area of an ellipse
= ITA C . EC (Appendix,

Lemma IV.).

Note 2. The whole area is equal to the product of the area

described in a unit of time, and the periodic time (Prop. I.).

Also from Prop. XIV. the area described in a unit of time

varies as square root (or in the subduplicate ratio) of the latus

rectum.

Note 3. In any orbit about a fixed centre of forces, if P be

the periodic time,

AP = 2 x area described in time P (Prop. I. Cor. 1, Note)

= 2 x area of the orbit;
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also by the preceding Propositions, if the force vary inversely as

the square of the distance, the orbita will be conic sections with

the centre of force in the centre; and if L be the latus rectum in

2A2

one of these orbits, the absolute force p. ,
.

L

Thus, area of the orbit=~ = ^ J^ .

PROP. XV. (THEOREM VII.)

If any number of bodies revolve about a common
centre, and the centripetal force to that centre rary in

versely a* the square of the distancefrom it ; the periodic
time* in tfu&amp;gt; ellipses are to each other in the senquipiicate
ratio of the major tuces.

For

/. 2ACx2BC varies as (2AC)* x Z* :

but (by Prop. XIV. Cor.) tho rectangle contained by the

axes varies as L- and the periodic time conjointly : there

fore the periodic time varies as (2AC)*. Q. E. D.

Note. As in Prop. XIV. Cor., Note 3,

2 x area of orbit =hP= J^ . /
,

or 2*A C x BC= V -
^&quot;

/
;A

Uicrefore P^J^.
COR. Tho periodic times in ellipses arc the same as in

circles whose diameters arc equal to the major axes of the

ellipses.
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PROP. XVI. (THEOREM VIII.)

Under the same conditions, if tangents be drawn to

the orbits at any points, and perpendiculars from the

common focus upon them; the velocities of the bodies at

these points are inversely as the perpendiculars and di

rectly in the subduplicate ratio of the latera recta.

Draw SY from the focus S perpendicular to the tan

gent PR; then the velocity of the body at P shall be
SY

inversely as
i

.

L-
For the velocity is as the arc PQ described in a given

indefinitely small time; that is (by Lemma VII.), as the

tangent PR. And, since QTis equal to the perpendicular
from R on SP,

RP : QT = SP : SY;

therefore PR = ^P * ^~
:

or PR varies inversely as /SY and directly as FPxQT.
And SP x QT varies as the area described in a given time,
that is (by Prop. XIV.), in the subduplicate ratio of the

latus rectum. Q. E. D.

Note. Let v be the velocity at P,

then v=
k

(Prop. I., Cor. i, Note) = -^^-.
P V 2 x p
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COR. 1.&quot; The latera recta are proportional to the pro
duct of the squares of the perpendiculars and the squares
of the velocities. \L tfY - x (velocity)

2
.]

2Aa
Note. Since n= ,

COR. 2. The velocities of bodies, at their greatest and
least distances from the common focus, vary inversely us

the distances and directly in the subduplicate ratio of the
latent recta.

For the perpendiculars are in these cases the same as

the distances.

COR. 3. And thus the velocity in a conic section at

the greatest or least distance from the focus is to the

velocity in a circle at the same distance from the centre
in the subduplicate ratio of the latus rectum to twice that

distance.

Note. For the circle is an ellipse whose latus rectum is equal
to its diameter, that ia to twice the distance of the body.

COR. 4. IJodies moving in ellipses about a common
focus have velocities at their mean distances from the

common focus equal to the velocities in circles at the same
distances

;
that is (by Prop. IV. Cor. 6), inversely in the

subduplicate ratio of the distances.

For the perpendiculars hero are tho semi-axes minor,
and these are mean proportionals between the mean dis

tances and the latent recta. Inverting this ratio and com

pounding with the dfrect ratio of tho latera recta, we have
the inverse subduplicate ratio of the distance.

Note. The mean distance, that is, the mean of the greatest
and leant distances, ia the semi-axis major AC, and the points at

thin distance from the focus are tho extremities of tho minor

axis.
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Velocity at the point B = =
*

-

r

^AV&amp;gt;*
AC

velocity in circle radius AC

(Prop. IV., Cor. i, Note).

COR. 5. In the same figure, or in different figures

whose latera recta are equal, the velocity of a body is

inversely as the perpendicular from the focus on the tan

gent.

Note. For v =
h
-

,
and this (Props. XI., XII., XIII., Notes),

=
_ , when force varies inversely as the square of the dis-

Jt.p
tance.

COR. G. In a parabola the velocity is inversely in the

subduplicate ratio of the distance of the body from the focus
;

in an ellipse it varies more than in that ratio, in a hyper
bola less.

For (by Lemma XIV. Cor. 2) the perpendicular from

the focus on a tangent to a parabola is in the subduplicate
ratio of the distance. In the hyperbola the perpendicular
varies in a ratio less than this, and in an ellipse more.

Note. In any orbit v = -
; thus in a imrabola, since

__
SP . SA 2SP . SA SP&quot;&quot;

in an ellipse, since

. S T = BC*, and SP + SF- 2A C,

,S F2 SY.S T KC*
therefore

^p2
= -

sp-^p
=
^p^C-SP)
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and **= **

thus &amp;gt; =-- =-
SY* JiC* SP

_V_ 1AC-SP
~AC ~~&quot;SP~

ftL 2AC-SP
SP ;

or v-
~SP~ AC

in a hyperbola, since SP-SP

_
SP&quot;. SP

~
SP (2AC+SP)

AC SP

From (1), (2), and (3), we see that the velocity is in all cases

Ies8 the greater the distance, and vice vend. Take any two

points /
, Q ; and suppose them to be points on a parabola de

ucrilxxl about the centre of force at 5, varying inversely as tin.

H.juare of the distance ; next suppose them to be points on an

ellipse ; and lastly on a hyperbola, about the Hame centre of

force. Then by (1), (2), and (8), the ratios of the squares of th&amp;lt;:

velocities at PQ, in the three canes are respectively

Sq SQ 1AC-SP ,

SP VAU-SQ SP VAC + SQ
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o/&quot;)

If now SP be greater than SQ, is less than unity,

1AC-SP . 1AC+SP .

thus, in the parabola the ratio of the square of the velocities is

less than unity, in the ellipse is still less, and in the hyperbola it

is nearer unity than in the parabola. In other words the ine

quality between the velocities at any two points is greater for

the ellipse, and less for the hyperbola, than it is for the parabola.

The equations (1), (2), (3) give the velocity at any given

point of a conic section described about a centre of force varying

inversely as the square of the distance. The student should

commit them to memory.

COR. 7. In a parabola the velocity of a body at any
distance from the focus is to the velocity of a body revolv

ing in a circle at the same distance from the centre as the

square root of 2 is to 1 : in an ellipse the ratio is less than

this, in an hyperbola greater.

For, by Cor. 2 of this proposition, the velocity at the

rerte.c of a parabola is in this ratio
;
and by Cors. 6 of this

proposition and of Prop. IV., the same proportion obtains

at all distances. Hence also, in a parabola the velocity is

at every point equal to the velocity of a body revolving in

a circle at half the distance, in an ellipse less, and in a

hyperbola more.

Note. The velocity in any orbit = -r at the vertex
P J2.p

A of a parabola p is the same namely SA both for a body
describing the parabola and a circle radius SA

;
thus velocity at

A in the parabola and circle varies as the square root of the

latus rectum of the parabola and circle, that is as v 4&4 : v 2SA

or as N/2 : 1.

Again, in a parabola, at P, ^ = -^ (Cor. 6, Note) ;
and in a

circle, radius SP,v* = --, . SP (Prop. IV., Cor. 1, Note).~
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therefore at any point P, velocity in parabola : velocity in circle

COR. 8. The velocity of a body describing any conic

section i.s to the velocity of a body describing a circle at

the distance of the semi latus-rcctum of the conic, as that

distance is to the perpendicular from the focus on the

tangent to the conic. This appears from Cor. o.

Note. For the latus rectum of the circle is double its radius,

that in, it i equal to the latus rectum of the conic section
;

and the velocities are inversely as the perpendiculars on the

tangents ;
hence

Vel7
. in conic : vely . in circle semi-latus rectum : perpen

dicular on tangent to the conic.

COR. 9. Hence, since (by Prop. IV. Cor. (J) the velocity
of a body describing this circle is to the velocity of a body
revolving in any other circle inversely in the Bubduplicate
ratio of the distances ;

it follows that the velocity of a body
describing any conic section is to the velocity of a body
describing a circle at the same distance, as a mean pro-

jKjrtional between that common distance and the semi-

latus rectum is to the perpendicular from the common
focus on the tangent to the conic.

li&quot; u.L
Note. (Vely

.)&quot;
in any conic section at P=

a
=

;

(Vel .j* in circle radius SP =
p ,

x &P =
j&amp;gt;\

hence these two velocities are in the ratio (SP x L)- to SY.

PROP. XVII. (PROBLEM IX.)

Giren that the centripetal force it inversely propor
tional to the square oj the distance from the centre of
force*, and t/te abt dute quantity of tk.it force it knoicn ;

72
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required the path described by a body which moves from
a giccn point in a given direction with a given velocity.

Let the centripetal force tending to the point # be that

with which a body p describes any giccn orbit py, and

suppose the velocity of the body at p to be known. From
the point P let the body P move in the direction PR,

from which it is deflected by the action of the centripetal
force so as to describe some conic section PQ ;

the straight
line PR will therefore touch the orbit at P. Let pr be
the tangent at p to the orbit pq.

Then, if from S perpendiculars be let fall on the tan

gents at P and
/&amp;gt;,

the latus rectum of the required conic

section PQ will be to the latus rectum of the given orbit

pq (by Prop. XVI. Cor. 1) in a ratio composed of the du

plicate ratio of the perpendiculars and the duplicate ratio

of the velocities, and is therefore given. Let L be the

latus rectum of the conic section PQ : its focus S is given ;

and the angle RPti being the supplement of RPS is

given, and therefore the line P/S
,
in which is the other

focus
*$&quot;,

is given in position.

Draw SK perpendicular to PS ;
and let BC be the

semiaxis minor.
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Theii

AP - 2PA . PS + PS 2 = AST* = 4OS *

= (AP 4- PA )
2 - * (AP + PA ) ;

/. Z x (AP + PA&quot;)
- 2AP x PA&quot; + 2PA~x PA&quot;

= PA&quot; (2AP 4- 2 PA&quot;);

. . AP + PA&quot; : PA&quot; :: 2AP + 2PA&quot; :
;

tlms P.S&quot; is given in length as well as in direction.

If, now, the velocity of the body at P be such that the

latus rectum L is less than 2AP 4- 2P
A&quot;,

P// lies on the

same .side of the tangent as PA ; and therefore the figure

will be an ellipse, and will be determined from the known
foci A

, A&quot;,
and the major axis AP + PA&quot;.

If, however, the velocity is so great that the latus rec

tum L is equal to 2AP + 2A P, PA will bo infinite; and
thus the figure will be a parabola whose axis is a straight
line through A parallel to PA&quot;, and the parabola is deter

mined since the focus, axis, and one point are given.

If the velocity with which the body moves through the

point P l*c still greater L will be greater than 2AP + 2PA ,

AP + PA&quot; AP
and therefore the ratio ,

or 1
&quot;*-yyr,/&amp;gt;

being equal

4&amp;gt;AP 4- 2 PA&quot;

to the ratio
~

-,
---

,
is less than unity : thus PA

must be drawn in the opposite direction or on the other

side of the tangent Pit
; hence, the tangent passing be

tween the foci, the figure will bo a hyperbola, whoso major
axis equals the difference between AP and PA&quot;, and which
is therefore determined.

The figure formed in each of these cases is the required

path. For, if the body revolve in the conic section thun

found, it is proved in Props. XI., XII., XIII. that the cen

tripetal force will be inversely as the square of the distance

of the body from the centre of forces A ;
and therefore the
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path PQ has been determined which the body will describe

under the action of such a force starting from the given

point P in the given direction PR with the given velocity.

Q. E. F.

COR. 1. Hence in any conic section, given a vertex

A
,
the latus rectum Z-, and one focus /S

,
the other focus AS&quot;

is given by taking A S to A S as the latus rectum to the

difference between the latus rectum and AA S.

For the proportion

SP + PS&quot; : PS :: 2SP + 2KP : L

becomes in the case of this corollary, since A&quot; and S co

incide

SA + A S 1
: A S :: 4A S : L,

whence SA : A S :: A S-L : L.

COR. 2. Hence, if the velocity of the body be given at

the vertex A
,
the orbit will be readily found, by taking

for its latus rectum a line which is to 2A S in the duplicate
ratio of the given velocity to the velocity of a body de

scribing a circle at distance A S (by 1 rop. XVI. Cor. 3) ;

and then taking A S to A S as the latus rectum is to the

difference between the latus rectum and A S.

COR. 3. Hence, if a body move in any conic section,

and be disturbed from its orbit by any impulse ; we can

find the orbit which it will then proceed to describe.

For, compounding the undisturbed motion of the body
in its orbit, with the motion generated by the impulse, we
shall have the motion with which it will proceed from the

given point in a given direction.

COR. 4. And if that body be continuously disturbed by

any force extraneonsly impressed, the path is known very

approximately, by calculating the changes of motion pro
duced by the force at certain points, and estimating the

changes continually made at intermediate places by inter

polation.
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SCHOLIUM.

If a body describe any given conic section whose centre

is C under the action of a centripetal force tending to any

point R whatever, and the law of the centripetal force in

required ;
draw CG parallel to the radius RP

y meeting the

tangent PG in G
;
then the force will by Prop. X. Cor. 1.

C7fr
3

and Scholium, and Prop. VII. Cor 3) rary :i&amp;gt;

Note. By Prop. VII. Cor. 3, if the conic section be de

scribed in the same periodic time under forces to R and C, force

to R : force to C =C (TJ : CP . RP*
; also, by Prop. X. Cor. i,

and Scholium, force to C varies as CP ]

CO3

therefore, force to It varies aa .



APPENDIX.

On the Parallelogram of Forces.

1. THE parallelogram of forces, deduced from the se

cond law of motion in Cor. 1 of the laws of motion, can be

expressed conveniently in another form, thus
;

Since the resultant of forces, which act at a point and
are represented in magnitude and direction by the sides

AB and AC of a parallelogram, is represented in magni
tude and direction by the diagonal AD ;

and since the side

BD of the triangle ABD is of the same magnitude and in

the same direction as AC;

therefore the forces represented by AB and BD have for

resultant a force represented by AD and thus the force

which will with the forces AB, BD form a system in equi

librium, may be represented by DA ;
or in other words,

forces which act at a point and are represented in mag-
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nitude and direction by the sides AB, Bl), DA (taken

in order) of the triangle ABD form a system in equi

librium.

This proposition is called the triangle offorces.

2. The following is yet another form in which the

same proposition may be expressed, which is sometimes

useful.

Ifeither (1) two forces and their resultant, or (2) three

force* in equilibrium, act at a point and hate directions

parallel to the sides of a triangle ABD, their magnitudes
shall be proportional to the same sides.

(1) Let AB, BD be the directions of two forces

acting at a point, AD that of their resultant; then the

magnitudes shall be proportional to AB, BD, AD.

Complete the parallelogram BC : and represent the

magnitude of the force in direction AD by AD : then the

forces in directions A B, A C, of which AD is the resultant,
are found by drawing DB parallel t&amp;lt;&amp;gt; AC and DC parallel
to AB, so as to form the parallelogram BC

; they are
therefore represented in magnitude (as well as in direction)

by AB and AC, or by AB and BD.

Thus the magnitudes of the three forces are propor
tional to.//f, BD, AD.

(2) Let Alt, BD, DA bo parallel to the directions of

three forces in equilibrium, the magnitudes of these forces

shall be proportional to the sides AB, BD, DA.

For since a force in direction parallel to DA is in

equilibrium with forces parallel to AB, BD, the resultant

of these two forces must be in direction parallel to AD:
and the proposition is therefore proved for the magnitude
of the forces in this case in the same manner as in case (1).

3. By considering the proof of Cor. 1. of the laws we
see that the parallelogram and triangle of forces may bo

applied, mutatis mutandis, to velocities.
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LEMMA XXIII.

If two straight lines AC, BD be terminated at A, B,
and have a given ratio to one another, and the straight
line CD, joining the rarialle points C, D,be cut in a given
ratio at K : the point K will lie on a straight line given
in position.

Let the straight lines AC, BD meet in E. On BE
take BG to AE as BD is to AC; thus BG is given and

the point G is given in position ; take DF always equal to

the given length EG ;

then from the construction, GD-EF -,

therefore EC : EF=EC : GD

AC : BD, a given ratio
;

thus the triangle EFC is given in form.

Divide CF at L so that

CL : CF=CK : CD, a given ratio,

then the ratio of LF to CF is given :

also the ratio of EF to CF is given :
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therefore the ratio of EF to FL is given, and the triangle
EFL is given in form, and thus the point L will lie always
on a straight line EL given in position.

Join LK
&quot;;

then the triangles CLK, CFD are similar;
also FI&amp;gt; is given ( * AY?) ; and the ratio of Z A&quot; to /7&amp;gt; is

given : thus AA is given.

Take Ell^LK; then ELKII is always a parallelo

gram. Thus A&quot; lies always on the straight line //A&quot;, which

passes through a fixed point // and is parallel to EL, and
i* therefore given in position. Q. E.D.

Con. Since the triangles ELF, ECF SLTQ given in form,
the three straight lines EF, EL and ( that is, GD,
UK ;tnd EC are to each other in given ratios.

Note i. Thus if two bodies moving iu the same plane are at

tho s.-une instant at A and H, and describe the indefinite straight
lines AC, 11D with uniform velocities, and arrive simultaneously
at C and D, their centre of gravity K will describe a straight

line IIK
; and it will move with uniform velocity, since HK ia to

EC and f/D, and therefore to AC ami /W, in constant ratios.

Mite 2. If the bodies move in different planes, let AC, /ID

be the projections on a given plane of tho spaces described by
them in a given time, and let K be the projection of the centre

of gravity; then K divides 6 /&amp;gt; in a given ratio
; hence, by the

construction and proof of this Lemma, A describes a straight
line IIK with uniform velocity ; thus the centre of gravity of

the two bodies describes a path the projection of which on any
plane is a straight line, and which is therefore itself a straight
line

;
and it describes it with uniform velocity, since its projec

tion A describes UK with uniform velocity.

We now proceed to the proofs of Core. 4, 5, and 6 of the

laws of motion.

COR. 4. The common centre of yrarity of tiro or
more bodies does not change itg state of motion or rest

throuyh the mutual action* of the bodies; and hence, in

the absence
&amp;lt;&amp;gt;f

external action* or resistances, the common
centre of yrarity either is at rest or motes uniformly
in a straight line.
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For if two points move uniformly in straight lines, and
the distance between the points be divided in a given
ratio, the point in which it is divided either is at rest or

moves uniformly in a straight line (Lemma XXI II., Cor.

and Notes).

If, therefore, any number of bodies move uniformly
in straight lines, the common centre of gravity of any
two either is at rest or in uniform motion in a straight
line: for the line which joins the centres of these bodies

which move uniformly in straight lines is divided by that

centre in a given ratio
;

similarly, also, the common centre of these two and any
third either is at rest or moves uniformly in a straight

line; for this point divides the distance between the com
mon centre of the two bodies and the centre of the third

in a given ratio
;

in the same way the common centre of these three and

any fourth body either is at rest or moves uniformly in a

straight line : for it divides the distance between the com
mon centre of the three and the centre of the fourth in a

given ratio; and so on In infinitum;

therefore, in a system of bodies, which are acted upon
neither by mutual actions nor by external forces, and each

of which therefore moves uniformly in a straight line, the

common centre of gravity of them all either remains at rest

or moves uniformly in a straight line.

Moreover, in a system of two bodies mutually acting on

each other, since the distances of their respective centres

from their common centre of gravity are reciprocally as the

bodies, the relative motions of these bodies to or from that

centre will be equal ;
now the position of the centre of

gravity is moved neither forward nor backward by equal
motions of the two bodies in opposite directions, and hence

it undergoes no change in its state of motion or rest

through the mutual actions of the bodies.

Again, in a system of several bodies, since the common
centre of gravity of any two which act on each other is un

affected in its state of motion or rest by that action; and
since the common centre of gravity of the remainder is
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unaffected by this action, in which they are not concerned ;

since also the distance of these two centres is divided by
the common centre of all the bodies into parts inversely

proportional to the sum totals of the bodies whose centres

they are, so that, those two centres maintaining their state

of motion or rest, the common centre of all maintains its

state also
;

it is evident that the common centre of all the

bodies never changes its state as regards motion or rest in

consequence of the mutual actions of pairs of them.

Now in a system such as wo are considering, all the

mutual actions of the bodies are either actions between
the bodies two and two, or composed of such actions, and
therefore never induce in the common centre of all the

bodies a change in its state of motion or rest.

Therefore, since the centre of gravity of a system of

bodies which do not act upon one another either remains

at rest, or moves uniformly in some straight line
;

it will

continue, * /* spite &amp;lt;&amp;gt;f

mutual actions between the bodies

com{M)sing it, either to remain for ever at rest, or to pro

gress uniformly in a straight line; unless it bo disturbed

from that state by forces impressed on the system from

without.

Thus, there is for a system of several bodies the same
law as for a single body, in respect of persevering in its

state of motion or rest: for the progressive motion, whether
of a single body or of a system, must always be estimated

by the motion of the centre of gravity.

COR. 5. Hollies inclosed in a f/ieen space Jiave the

name motions relatively to one another^ whether that

*p&amp;lt;ice
be at rest, or be mociny uniformly in a ttraiyht

line without rotation.

For the differences of velocities in the same direction,

and the sums of velocities in opposite- directions, are

initially the same in both coses (\&amp;gt;\
hyjM&amp;gt;thesis), and from

these sums and differences of velocities arise the collisions

and the impacts with which bodies strike one another.
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Therefore, by Law II. the effects of the collisions will

be the same in the two cases; and thus the motions of the

bodies relatively to one another in the one case will remain

equal to the motions relatively to one another in the other

case.

The same tiling is proved very clearly by experiment ;

thus, all motions on board a ship take place in the same

manner, whether the ship be at rest or be moving uni

formly in a straight line.

COR. 6. If bodies are moving relatively to one another

in any manner, and are urged by equal accelerating

forces in parallel directions ; they will all continue to

move relatively to one another in the same manner as if

they were not acted on by those forces.

For these forces, being equally accelerating forces, act

on the bodies in motion in proportion to the quantities of

the bodies, and they act in parallel straight lines; there

fore, by Law II. they move all the bodies equally as

regards velocity and can never alter their positions and

motions among1 one another.
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The following propositions are added in illustration of

Lemma I:

1. Iffour quantities of the same kind vanish together
in such a manner Unit the ultimate ratio

t&amp;gt;f
the first to the

second is equal to that of the third to thefourth ; the ulti

mate ratio
&amp;lt;&amp;gt;f

the, first to the third shall be equal to that of
the second to thefourth ; all the ratios being supposed to

remain Jin ite.

Let a, b, c
t
d be the four quantites: take A, /?, (7, D

always proportional to them, making one, say A, always
finite: then, since all the ratios remain finite, the rest

Ji
t
C

,
and 1) remain finite. We have, therefore,

in the limit A : D : : C : D
;

therefore in the limit A : C : : R : 1)
;

therefore the ultimate ratio of a to c is equal to that of

b to d.

2. Straight lines are drairn from a point A cutting
two fired straight lines DB, DC. If B, C; B

,
C are th*

points in irhich they are cut by ttco nf these straight

lines, the limiting ratio of DB to DB /* equal to that of
DC to DC

,
wlwn ABC, AB C move up to and coincide

trith AD.

For, the ratio of DH to DC depends simply on the

angles of the triangle J)JIC; and these angles approach a
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fixed and finite limit; therefore the limiting ratio of DB
to DC is fixed, and is the same as that of DB to DC :

therefore the limiting ratio of DB to DB is the same as

that of DC to DC .

The following propositions are added in illustration of

Lemma II.

1. To Jind the area of any portion of a plane- curm

referred to Cartesian co-ordinates.

Let ABDC be the area required, bounded by the arc

APB, the ordinates AC, BD, and the line of abscissas

DC.

Inscribe, as in the Lemma, n parallelograms on n equal

bases, and let PN be one of these.

Then the area required is by the Lemma equal to the

limit of the sum of the parallelograms when n is indefinitely

increased.

Let DC=a:AC=bl \BD = 1)i:

then area of parallelogram PN=PMx MN* sin i

PMx. x sin i x a sin /,n n
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therefore, area required -limit of a sin / 2 ;

where 2 - indicates the sum obtained by adding all tho

Ji values of PM from bi to ?&amp;gt;2 ,
ai:d dividing by n.

1. To find the area of a portion of a j&amp;gt;arabola cut off

by a diameter and one of its ordinates.

Let Ax be the diameter, PM any ordinate; CB tho

ordinate bounding the area ADC required : AD~h,
CD; L

M. N.
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Then, by a property of the parabola,

PM* AM
BC*

~
AB

^*T ,
. .AM=

A,
h.

Let Ay be the tangent at A : and draw PN, CD
parallel to Ax to meet Aij : let L yAx-- /, then AMPN:

therefore PN=^-h.K

If, now, in the figure ADCP be inscribed n parallelograms
on n equal bases formed by dividing AD into n equal parts,

the area ADC- limit of sPNx x sin /,

AN* , k .= limit of 2 Ax sin t.

k* n

e .= limit of . sin 1 2 --
,k n

by taking all the values ofAN from to AD
;

AD IAD SAD n x AD
these values arc

, , ,
.......

^
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ami the limit of this when n is indefinitely increased

. . area ADC sin i x 7-
// O

r ///v sin
o

o of the parallelogram ABCD ;

3

n
;. parabolic area ABC ~

circumscribing parallelogram.

3. T&amp;lt;&amp;gt; find the volume
&amp;lt;&amp;gt;j

a pyramid.

Let A bo the urea of the base of the pyramid ;
h tho

perpendicular from the vertex on the base. Divide h into

n equaKparts, and through the ;*th point of division from
the vertex draw a plane parallel to the base.

Then the area of the section of the pyramid thus made

on this area as a base describe a right prism, whose iilti-

tude=
7i

;n

I-
2 h r*

the volume of this prism-./! ; . Ah.
n* n ns

therefore volume of tho pyramid

= limit of sum of all the prisms

Ah x limit 2
r

!
3

8-2
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Ah, x limit of ( + - +
)

\3 2n Gn*J

1=
3
Ah

- the volume of a right prism whose base and altitude

are equal to those of the pyramid.

4. The r flume of a solid of revolution may be de
duced by applying the method ofLemma II.

Let ABC be any plane curvilinear area, by the revolu-

c

tion of which about AB the solid is generated, and let CB
be perpendicular to A B.

Divide AB into?* equal parts, and inscribe in the figure
ABC n rectangular parallelograms on these parts as bases.

Then, by the method of Lemma II. it maybe shewn
that the volume of the solid of revolution is the limit of the

sum of the cylinders formed by the revolution of all these

parallelograms such as PN about AB.

The volume of the cylinder described by PN
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then volume of revolution required

= limit of 27rPJ/ 2 x

when n is indefinitely increased,

AB

117

5. Tofind tJic volume
&amp;lt;&amp;gt;f

a right cone.

A right cone is the figure generated by the revolution

of a right-angled triangle about one of the sides containing
the right-angle.

Let ADC bo any right-angled triangle; to find the

(7

a

volume of the right cone described by its revolution about

AB.

Inscribe in the triangle, n rectangular parallelograms
on n equal bases; and let PN bo one of them; so that

then volume of cylinder described by PN

, Ill,&quot; .1/1
X
./7?

X
n
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&quot; AB n

. . whole volume of revolution required

= limit of 2
&quot;&quot;

AB n

e TrBC* AM*
=limitof AB a-

\vhen it is indefinitely increased.

AB 1AB nAB
Now the values of AM are -, ......

n

AM- _
n ri*

.= -
,
in the limit :

volume of cone of revolution required

*

AJF
B &amp;gt;

3

= circumscribing cylinder.
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The following propositions arc added in illustration of

Lemma IV. :

1. If all the ordinates of any given rurre be increased

or diminished in any given ratio, the area of the curve is

increased or diminished in the same ratio.

Inscribe in the given curve a scries of parallelograms as

in Lemma IV., and let PMNQ be one of the series, cor-

JV

responding to a point P of the curve: draw pq parallel to

P( and cutting the ordinate P^f in the given ratio.

Then PMXQ. pMNQ are in the ratio of PM to pM,
that is, in the given ratio: hence the sum of the parallelo

grams PMX(} is in the given ratio to the sum of the

parallelograms pMN&amp;lt;f.

Thus,
l&amp;gt;y

Lemma IV. the area of the given curve is

increased or diminished in the given ratio.

Ex. The area of an ellipse is to that of a circle on its

major axis as diameter a.s the minor axis is to the mnjor
axis.

Hence, area of ellipse- . xirJC 8

AC

= *AC.BC.
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2. If all the ordinates of any given curte be turned

through any giren angle, the area of the curve is dimin
ished in the ratio of the cosine

&amp;lt;&amp;gt;f

that angle.

Inscribe a scries of parallelograms in the given figure,
as in Lemma IV.; and let PMNQ be the parallelogram

corresponding to the point P of the curve: let PM, QN
be turned through the given angle and come into the

positions pM, qN: join pq; then pq is parallel to MN
(Euc. i. 33).

Draw ^72 perpendicular to MN.

Then pMNq : PMNQ =--pR xMN : PM x MN;

hence L.R. pMNq : PMNQ =pR : PM
=pR : pM
= cospMP : l.

Thus, by Lemma IV. the area of the given curve is

diminished in the ratio of the cosine of the angle pMP.

3. To find the area of a portion of a parabola in

cluded between the curce, a diameter, and an ordinate
to the diameter.

Let PMD be the area required ;
EM being the ordi

nate, parallel to the tangent PN.
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Take two points &amp;lt;?, Q near each other, and draw QV,
V; QU, Q U i parallel to PN and PM respectively.

Then, since the (acute) angles at U and V are cadi

equal to the angle at P, they are equal to each other;

therefore the area of the parallelogram QU is to area of

the parallelogram QF as QU . UU : QV . W.
Now, by the nature of the parabola,

QV* 4SP . PI
,

and Q l&quot;* 4SP . PI&quot;;

. . Q l&quot;--QV
2 -4*P . IT,

or (QT +Ql yQ V-
UU

It.

UU 4.S7

:&amp;gt;&amp;lt;&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

r ;

It.

VV

QU. UU 4*P. &amp;lt;&amp;gt;!

QV.VV
~

4SP.PT
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, parallelogram QU _ 1
m

parallelogram QV 2

.-. by Lemma IV, whole area PEN- area PBM\

9
. . area PMB-

.
x parallelogram MN.

3

4. To
/&amp;gt;?d

1?u&amp;gt; volume of a prolate, spheroid; i. c. of

the solid generated ly the revolution ofan ellipse about its

major axis.

Let P, P be two points near each other on the ellipse :

and draw PN, P AT/

, parallel to the major axis, meeting

the minor axis in N, N ;
and PM, PM parallel to the

minor axis, meeting tangent at B in M, M .

Let CA=a, CB =
1&amp;gt;,
PN=r, CN=y, MM ----h

t

,
CN ---- y - k

then

and
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2j-h + A* - Iky + /

~~6*~ ;

It
-&quot;

(1)L
X;&quot;&*.r&quot;

Again, area described by revolution ofAW about C-

volume described by revolution of parallelogram PN

---7r(W-CN 2}FN
- TT (C.V + CN)PN . NX

=ir(2y + Qxk.

Also, area described by revolution of PM (or of BN)

. . volume described by revolution of parallelogram

=
7r(^_y.)/,.

-
.*. these volumes are in the ratio of

% r*
or, in the limit, of _ since /: vanishes) ;** v

and this =2, from the equation to the ellipse.
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Hence by Lemma IV. the volume of the ellipsoid is

twice the volume between it and the circumscribing

cylinder;

. . the volume of tho ellipsoid is two-thirds of the circum

scribing cylinder.

The following proposition was referred to in the note

to Lemma III. Cor. 4.

The limiting ratio of the sum of the scries of chords

joining consecutive joints of a curve to the sum of the

series of tangents at those points is one ofequality.

Let A T, TB be the tangents at two points A and

7?, very near each other on any curve, AB the chord. Pro
duce AB to a fixed distant point b.

As the points A and B move up to one another, draw
bt always parallel to BT, meeting A T7

produced iu t.

Then (by Lemma VI.) the angles TAB, TBA di

minish indefinitely and ultimately vanish : hence also the

angles tAb, tbA, which are equal to them, ultimately vanish.

Thus ultimately t lies on Ab, and therefore the ratio

of At + tb to Ab is a ratio of equality: and by similar

triangles A TB, Atb, the ratio of AT+ TB to AB is al

ways the same as that of At + tb to Ab.

Hence, in tho limit, the ratio of A T+ TB to AB is

one of equality : and this is true with respect to each

chord.
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Thus the limit of the ratio of the sum of the scries of

chords to the sum of the scries of tangents is a ratio of

equality.

The following propositions are added as illustrations

of Lemmas VI. uud VII.

1. AH /* the chord, ami AT, BT the tangents at A
and \$,ofan arc AH, of continuous curvature; HX is a

straiyltt line meeting the tangent tit X. If the angle X Is

aliraijK finite, (he limiting ratio if the triangles ATH,
XTH if one of equality.

For, since the curvature of the curve is continuous,

L. 11. AT: TJl=l (page 130);

ami since the angles TNB, TBX remain finite when BTN
vanishes,

L. 11. TB : TN 1 (Lemma VII. Xotc 0} ;

/. L. n. LA Til : ~ NTD^i,. it. A T : NT

2. T fml the lift!mate ratio of th&amp;lt; segments of tiro

hord* of a curce, ichen the chords inoce up to each

of/vr and coincide.

Let Alt, A 1? bo two equal chords intersecting in O
(fig. next pago).

On OA take Om equal to OA : and on OB take On
equal to OB

; join AA t till .
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Then An-B m-

add A m to each
;

/. AB + A m =A m + B m + nB = A E + nB
;

but AB = A B (by hypothesis),

and by similar triangles AOm JfOu,

AO B O
Ant

~
Bn

. A m ^^ Bn
. . AO X-. =BOx

;Am Bn

Am smAA m
A m~tiinA Am ]

., Am
:. It.

- = tan AAmA in

(since L AmA is ultimately a right angle);

similarly It. -.-. = tan BBn
;

Jin

ta,nAA m tan B Bn

. AO ,. AO _,, tan .fyi 7?i

.-.it.
2/c7

-
.t.-^-

t.

tan ^^;i
;

and the angles AA m, B Bn are ultimately the angles
which yi5 makes with the tangents to the curve at A, B.

Calling these angles a and ft, we have

LR. AO : #&amp;lt;9
= tanu : tan/?.
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3. To find the ultimate ratio of the segments of tico

&amp;lt;&amp;gt;nh cutting off equal arcs of a curce.

Let A By AB bo two chords meeting in (9, and

cutting off equal arcs, so that arc AB arc AB and
therefore arc AA = &rc BB.

A &quot;

l&amp;gt;

Un
l crl&amp;gt;eiulicular to All, Alt : join AA ,

Then i, R. chd AA : chd BB --L. u.arc AA : arc BB -

.
, chord AA

chord BB&quot;
1

1

AA &amp;gt;sin - r - /m
y;// .si

sin A Am

Let the tangents at A and B meet in T;

then It
m

if
8in A Am

Bn
&amp;gt;i n /

. lf
A O sin TV

* BO
~

siiT

(when A, A and B, If coincide) ;

or It
OB~T7i

L.R.AO . ; TA.
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4. The limiting ratio of tiro angles which vanish
together is that of their sines, and tangents.

Let BAG, BAD be two angles which vanish together;
draw DCB perpendicular to AB meeting AC, AD in C

and D : with centre A and radius AB describe an arc of a

circle BC D cutting AC, AD in
6&quot;,
D

;
and draw C E, D F

perpendicular to AB.

We have to shew that the limiting ratio of the angles

CAB, DAB when they vanish is equal to that of C E to

D F; and of CB to DB.

Since the angles at f, 7&amp;gt;,
E and F remain finite, we

have by Lemma VII. Cor. 1, limiting ratio of C E to D F
equal to that of BC to BD

;

again, by the same Lemma, limiting ratio of CB to DB is

equal to that of C B to DB
;

and arc C B is to DB as angle C AB to angle T/A/1:

therefore the limiting ratio of the sines and of the tan

gents is the same as that of the angles.

Remarks on Lemma XI.

1. By this Lemma it is proved that subtenses of arcs

of any curve in the neighbourhood of any given point vary

as the squares of the arcs, provided the subtenses ulti

mately coincide in direction with any straight line through
that point other than the tangent.
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2. Let Jiff, DD be the chord, and tangent at A, of

any arc BAIf
;
C a point on the chord; join CA, and

J&amp;gt;

draw
///&amp;gt;,

///) parallel to CJ. Then yf (7 is intermediate

iu magnitude and position between BD, and ///&amp;gt; .

By the Lemma, L. R. of IW to /? /&amp;gt; is L. R. of A If to

yl /r- if then I, R. of AB to Aft i I, L. R. of BD to ///&amp;gt;

is ulso 1 : and therefore the limiting ratio of AC to cither

BD or h D is a ratio of equality.

And conversely, if //// be drawn parallel to the tangent
at A (or if the limiting ratio of BD to /? /&amp;gt; be one of

equality), the arc BAff is ultimately bisected in A.

Hence, by Lemma VII., if either the arc BAB or the

chord BCB l&amp;gt;e ultimately bisected by AC, AC is ultimately
in a rali&amp;gt;)

&amp;lt;&amp;gt;f equality to the subtenses, drawn parallel to

ACfrom B and B
,
to the tamjent at A

;

and conversely, if either BB be drawn parallel to the tan

gent at A, r the limiting ratio of BD to B D be one.

of equality, the chord, arc, and tangent, are ultimately
bisected in C and A.

3. Again, draw the tangent BT meeting CA pro
duced in T\ then A T, BD being parallel subtenses of the

same arc AB, their limiting ratio is one of equality, by
Lemma XI.

// , therefore, cither BB be drawn parallel to the tan

gent at A, or the arc BAB be ultimately bisected in A, the

limiting ratio o/*TA to AC is one of equality, or TC is

ultimately bisected in A.

M. X. 9
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4. The chord AB of any arc ACB of continuous

curvature makes angles with the tangents TA, TB at the

extremities, icJiich are ultimately in a ratio of equality
ichen the arc is indefinitely diminished.

For, if these angles were ultimately in a ratio of

inequality, the curvatures at A and B would be ultimately

unequal (Lemma XL Scholium Note 3), when A and B co

incide, and the curvature of the arc would not be con

tinuous.

5. Hence, the limiting ratio of TA to TB is one of

equality (page 128).

Also, the limiting ratio of TA or TB to the arc or

chord AB is 1 to 2 : this is seen by constantly magnifying
the figure so as to keep AB finite.

6. Draw any straight line TCD meeting the arc in C
and the chord in a finite angle at D.

Then, since the angles TAB, TBA continually diminish

and ultimately vanish when B and A coincide, the limiting
ratios of AC to AD and A T, and of BC to BD and BT,
are ratios of equality by Lemma VII. Cor. 1

; therefore the

limiting ratios of DA to DB, and of CA to CB, are the

same as that of TA to TB, or arc ratios of equality.

Therefore, the chord A B and arc A CB are ultimately
bisected in D and C; therefore (p:ige 129, Art. 3), the

limiting ratio ofTC to CL) is one of equality.
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On Curvature.

1. If PV be a chord of curvature at a point P of a

tc, PR the tangent at P, PQ a chord, Qll a subtense

parallel to PV, //UM, ?r/t&amp;lt;?n Q mores up to and coincides

with P, P0S

y F- : limit of
*

.

Describe a circle touching the curve at P and passing

through Q ;
the limiting position of this circle is (page 43,

note 4; the circle of curvature at P, Let this circle meet
PFin F; join W.

Then (Kuc. in. 32) L ltPQ= L PTQ ;

and, becauao QR is parallel to PV, L PQR= L QPl&quot;;

therefore the triangles ItPQ, Q VP are similar ;

PK= limit ofPK = limit of
PO*

92
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Also by Lemma VII. the ultimate ratio of PQ to the

arc and tangent of either the circle or the curve is one of

equality ;

(tangent P7?)
2

.-. PV-^ limit of
subtense

&amp;lt;}R parallel to PV
or --limit of

(arc

subtensc^/f? parallel to PI&quot;

2. If the chords of curvature PU, TV at any point
P of a curve meet any straight line parallel to the tangent
at P in u and v, then

PU_Pv
PV Pa

Let a circle touching the curve at P and passing

through Q \i\cciPU, PV\\\ U
,
V: join U V.

Then, LPU V = L 11PV (Euc. in. 32)

= L Pen ;

similarly iPV U / Puv :

. . triangles PHC, PV V arc similar;

P U PU Pr
therefore p y

^ limit of p y ,
=
pu

.

3. The chord of curvature, through the centre, 1. 1 any
ICE

UP

\

point P of an ellipse- , ,
.
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Let PQ be a small arc of the ellipse, QR parallel to

the diameter PCG draw Qc parallel to the tangent PR
meeting PC in r.

Then chord of curvature of the ellipse, through C,

ehunt of

, QP*= limit of p- ;

but
&amp;lt;&amp;lt;&amp;gt;c-

\Po.cG--- CD&quot;- : CP- (Conies, p. 66),

CD-
.-. chord of curvature through C limit of

,
.M

-
. vG

;

and when Q coincides with P, GclCP;

:. cliord of curvature through C=

COR. 1. TJie ch ird
&amp;lt;&amp;gt;f

cureature through the focus

2CD2

CA *

Join / with the focus ft, and let PS meet CD in E\
then, since CD is parallel to / /*,

chord through 8 : chord through C ^ CP : PE\

lCD~ CP
:. chord through S

&quot;

, .

^^,

x, . (Conic*, p. 58).

COR. 2. 77j diameter
&amp;lt;&amp;gt;f

cnrrature
&amp;lt;&amp;gt;f

an ellipse at P

2CD2

1 F

For since the diameter of curvature coincides in di

rection with tho normal / / to tho ellipse,

diameter of curvature : chord through C - CP : PF,
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~ CP
, . diameter of curvature =

,
.

p-^

4. The same results may bo obtained by precisely

similar reasoning for the chord through the centre and

focus, and the diameter, of curvature of a hyperbola.

5. The chord of curvature of a parabola at P par
rallel to the axis =

Let QR be a subtense parallel to the axis
; and Q (

- an

ordinate to the diameter through P then chord of cur

vature parallel to the axis

v .. e-limit of

= limit of

COR. 1. The chord of curvature ofaparabola through
thefocus=4SP.

Let Qc meet SP in x
;

then chord through A : chord parallel to axis = PP : PJC ;

but PC and P.r make equal angles with Qc, which is

parallel to the tangent at P
;
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. . chord through S chord parallel to the axis

COR. 2. T/ie diameter of curvature qf a parabola

4$P-

Let the normal PL meet Qr in u
;

/. diameter of curvature : chord through S-Px : Pu.

j&amp;gt; r
. . diameter of curvature- ,,-.4.SPPa

by similar triangles SYP, Pttx.

G. The diameter
&amp;lt;&amp;gt;f

curvature at any point of a conic

8 normal 3

lutus rectum&quot;

(1) For the ellipse and hyperbola, diameter of curva-

but / / . PL = W?- (Conic*, p. G2},

and CD . PF-AC . DC
(C&amp;lt;mic*, p. 69) ;

2. IC~ BC 1

. . diameter of curvature = r,^ 3

1AC*.BC*.P
BC*

4/JC*

8 normal 3

~
lutiu* rectum-

(2) For the parabola,

4SP-
diameter of curvature =

;O 2
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let Plr meet the axis in M; then HP =SM;
:. PY= YM;

diameter of curvature =

SY.tiA*

8P/y&amp;lt;

S normal3

(iatus rectum/

A o/c. In the following propositions the curvatures of the

curves in the neighbourhood of the points concerned are supposed
to be continuous.

7. The limit of the circle through threepoints A, B, C,
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near one another &amp;lt;&amp;gt;n a cnrre, ichen tJiesc })0tnls coin

cide, is the circle of curcature.

Draw the normal Ag to the curve at A, and let 7 be
the extremity of the diameter of curvature at A

;
draw

CD, Bl) perpendicular to AC and AB, meeting each

other in
/&amp;gt;,

and the normal to the curve at A in G and g.

Then, ;i? in Lemma XI., the points G and g ultimately
coincide with 7

;

therefore Gg vanishes, and the angles DGg, D&amp;lt;jG vanish ;

therefore the triangle DGg vanishes, and D, G, g, and 7
all ultimately coincide.

Now, since the angles ABD, ACD are right angles,
tlio circle through J, B, C passes through 7&amp;gt;,

and AD is

it.s diameter;

ilius the diameter AD of the circle through A, B, (7,

coincides ultimately with the diameter A I of the circle

of curvature, and therefore the circles coincide.

8. Hence, the centre of the circle of curvature is the

limiting petition &amp;lt;&amp;gt;f

the intersection ofperpendicular* to

tir t consecutive chords BA, AC through their middle

l&amp;gt;
iintn.

Fur the distances of this point of intersection from
A, tt, and C are equal, therefore the circle described with
this point as centre at the distance of any one of them will

pass through the others and will bo the circle through the
three points A, H, &amp;lt; .

!). The limitIng position f the intersection
&amp;lt;f

(he
normal* (it tiro near point* A and H &amp;lt;&amp;gt;n a rtirrc, ichen A
d/id B coincide, is the centre of the circle of ctircature.

Let AD, BD be the normals at J, B, meeting in D
;

draw BC perjHMidicular to A I) or parallel to At the

tangent at A, and the tangent BT at B meeting DA
produced in T.
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Then, by the similar right-angled triangles TCB, TBD,
we have

TO. TD=TB &amp;lt;1

;

therefore
TC

Now the limit of TD is AD, when B and A coincide:

and (page 129) since BC is parallel to the tangent at A,

TC is ultimately bisected at A :

TB*
therefore limit of AD = limit of -=- :

but the limit of - - - is (page 132) the limit of the chord of

curvature at B parallel to AD, which is the diameter of

curvature at A
;

1 TB~
therefore, limit of AD ~ limit of

= radius of curvature at A
;

thus, the limiting position of D is the centre of the circle

of curvature at A.
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10. The radius of currature of any arc AB is the

limit nf the arc (lidded by the circular measure of the

exterior angle 13T1) between the tangents at its extremities.

I )raw BD perpendicular to AD :

A D~
then, diameter of curvature = ultimate value of -

. . (p. 132);

and L. R. of DB to AD ^ L DAB (in circular measure) ;

therefore, diameter of curvature = limit of
j

. ,, ,

and (by Lemma VII.) radius of curvature It. . &quot;. ... ;

but, since L. u. of L TAB to L TBA is one of equality,

L. R. of L s TAB + TBA, that is of L BTD, to

2 x L TAB is one of equality ;

arc AB
therefore the radius of curvature -limit of

1 1 . Required th&amp;lt;- radius of curvature (p) at any point

of a curre considered as the limit ofa i&amp;gt;&amp;lt;jly&amp;lt;jon.

Let A, B, C be three points near each other on the

curve
; a, b, c the sides of the triangle ABC \ produce AB

to A :
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then, by trigonometry, diameter of the circle about ABC

A C1

. . (page 137) radius of curvature = limit of . .. :

and, the L. R. of L A BCto sin B is unity (page 128) :

COR. Therefore, L. R. L ABC :
~ - 1.

12. The limit of tho circle touching three tangents to

a curve, ithen these tangents coincide, is the circle of
curvature.

Let AB, CB, CA be the three tangents : t, I
,
r their

points of contact with tlie curve: and T, r tlie points of

contact otBA, BC \\\i\\ the circle touching AB, BC, CA ;

then IBT = BT + BT ^ BA +BC+AC
also

and since Bt, Bt touch the curve the limiting ratio of Bt
to Bt is one of equality (page 130) ; similarly, the limit

ing ratios of At and Ct to AT and CT respectively arc

ratios of equality ;

therefore, L. R. of Bt + Bt to iBt is one of equality ;

and L. R. of At + Ct to A T+ CT, or A (
,
is one of equality ;

and therefore L. R. of 2Bt to BA + BC+ A C is the L. R. of

Bt + Bt to BA + BC+At + Ct
,
or is a ratio of equality,

from (2) j
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thus from (1) the L. R. of Bt to Br is a ratio of equality ;

similarly the L. R. of Bt to BT is a ratio of equality ;

therefore the L. R. of Bt + Bt to BT + BT is one of equality.

But Bt + B( is ultimately in a ratio of equality with
the arc of the curve between t and V :

and BT + BT is in a ratio of equality with the arc of the

circle between T and T :

also the tangents at the extremities of these arcs are the

same, namely BAt and JJCt
;

and thus the radius of curvature, being equal to the L. R. of

the arc to the exterior angle between the tangents at its

extremities page 13!)}, is the same for both the curve and
circle.

Therefore the limit of the circle is the circle of cur

vature.
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The following proposition is given as an illustration of
the method of Section n. Prop. i.

A body describes a curve under tlic action of any forces;

C

to find the accelerations at any point rcsohcd in the

directions of the tangent and normal at the point.

Let the forces be supposed to act by impulses at in

definitely small intervals of time, t.

In one of these intervals let the body describe AB;
then if no force acted the body would describe in the next

interval He, in the direction ofAB produced, equal to AB.

But at B let impulses act simultaneously on the body,

causing it to move iu the straight line BC\ and to describe

BC in the same time in which it described AB.

On BC take BC=AB-Bc : join cC.
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Then the effect of the impulses at B is the same as that

of two impulses, one iu direction BS, parallel to cC, de

flecting the body from c to C, and the other in direction

/?G&quot;, causing the body to describe the space BC instead of

BC, in the interval.

The velocities due to these impulses are respectively

and
J

;
and they are added in an interval of time t

;

. . the accelerating effects of the impulses are rcspcc-
..

,
Cc . CC&quot;

tively p
and

f
, .

But L. n. Cc : Be x L CBc=\ by Lemma VII.
j

AC
or L. K. Cc : Be x = 1 (page 140) ;

..C,-
,

..lie.* AC , ..Be* Ac
:. limit limit - limit

,

^- 2^ x (* 2/j x i-

. t
limit

/;
x f-

(velocity;
2

radius of curvature

Again, CC BC&quot;
- BC= BC -AB

;

CC B( v All
&quot;

t t

&quot;

t

-difference of velocities at A and B;

CC&quot;

. . limit
j
= rate of increase of velocity (*2).

And since L CcB i ultimately a right angle, (1) and

2) are the accelerations of the body resolved normally to

the curve and tangentially.
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The following proposition is often found useful in

estimating the effect on the motion of a body about a

centre of force varying inversely as the square of the dis

tance, produced by a disturbing force.

A body describes a conic section under the action of a

centre offorce in one focus S
;

to rcsolcc the velocity at

any point P into two components, one perpendicular to

the radius vector SP, and the other perpendicular t&amp;gt;j the

major axis*

Draw SY perpendicular to the tangent, PL the normal

and LM perpendicular to SP : then the sides of the

triangle PSL arc at right angles to the directions of the

velocity and of its components, and arc therefore pro

portional to them (page 105).

If then v be the velocity, r^ r.2 the components perpen
dicular to /SP and SL,

SP ,S7&amp;gt; h
91
~
PL 9 &quot;

PL SY
h SP h PL

=
PL SY PL PM^
Jt h

~PM ~
I

where I is the scmi-latus-rcctuin. (Conies, p. 1G.)

* For the proof of this proposition licrc given I am indebted to Mr Besnnt.
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r, SL
Again, :? =

sp

=
e, the eccentricity of the orbit :

therefore vt = evi =
i

Hence, the relocity at any point of a conic section

described by a b
&amp;gt;dy

under t/te action of a force to the

fn-us may be resolced into two constant components, one

( i ) perpendicular
to t/te radius vector, and t/te ottier

I
}

J
perpendicular to tht major axis.

To find the velocity at any point of any orbit described

by a body about any centre of force, the law of the force

being known, we use the formula given in Prop. VI. Cor. 4,

Note 1, from which we get

where r is the velocity at P, F the force, and PV the

chord of curvature through the centre of force.

We will apply this formula to finding the velocities in

the cases of Section II.

In Prop. VII. the orbit is a circle about any point; am
(Prop. VII. Note 3)

LO
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In Prop. VIII. the orbit is a semicircle about a point

infinitely distant; and (Prop. VIII., Note)

also P V=2PM (fig. page 71) ;

=&
In Prop. IX. the orbit is an equiangular spiral, about

the centre of the spiral ;
and (Prop. IX. Note 3)

F--* -

#/

and

!_ P- .

^ASP8

Sp

in Prop. X. the orbit is an ellipse about the centre; and

(Prop. X. Note 1)

:. v* =

and r
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Force faTying as (distance) *. To find the time
&amp;lt;&amp;lt;/

motion &amp;lt;ind t/te velocity acquired by a body fallimi
tltrmujh a yicen space from rest (Props. XXXIII. and

XXXVI.).

Let A bo the centre of force, A the point from which
the body begins to full

;

Let APB be a semi-ellipse, focus S and axis major
ASH; Al)li a semicircle, whose diameter is ASH; and

suppose a body revolving in the ellipse round the focus ,s

to come to /
;
bisect All in O, draw DL*&amp;lt;J perpendicular

to AB, and join Ol&amp;gt;,
&amp;lt;Jl).

Then the time through AP * area ASP x area ASJ)\
and this being true for all values of the axis minor will In-

true when it is diminished without limit, in which c;ise the

ellipse coincides with the axis major and the point / with

6
,
or the body is moving in the straight lino AC\ the point

JJ also coincides with S
,
since AX . &amp;lt;S/J

=
()t a.\L- minor)

1
;

and since space due to velocity at A =
\ chord of curvature

(axis minor) 1

at A through S~\ latus rectum-
4 i //

^ lc

Ixnly begins to move from rest at A.

1C 2
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Hence time from rest through AC x area ADD,

time through AC
time through AB( = \ periodic time in ellipse)

_area ABD
semicircle ABD

.

,. time throuh

Again, velocity at P =
^J ^ .

^p (Prop. XVI.), and

when the ellipse coincides with the axis major,

=

r

COR. Time through AS= \J ,,
.TT -r- =

/v
2/i 2 V/a

= I per. time in an ellipse,

of which A Sis the axis major.

Force varies as distance. To find the time of motion

and the velocity acquired by a body in falling through a

given space,from rest. (Prop. XXXVI 11.)

Let R be the centre of force, A the place from which

the body begins to fall: on AB = 2AX describe a semi-

ellipse APB, and a semicircle ADB, and let a body

moving in the ellipse come to P. Draw DPC perpen
dicular to AB, and join SP, SD.
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Then time through AP x area ASP oc area ASD, and
this being true, whatever bo the axis minor of the ellipse,

will be true when it is diminished without limit, in which
case the body will be at C, having fallen from rest at A,

. . time through AC f- area ASD;

_
time through AC

time through AS (
=

] periodic time in a circle)

sector ASD
} area of a circle

.-. time through,
* AS

AD

Again, let SE bo the semi-axis minor,

then vol. at P semi-conjugate at/* . \fp (page 14G)

/. vol. at C=

= CD Jp.

COB. Time to centre of force =

force in centre.

=
I per. time in an ellipse,
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Henca the times through all distances to the centre of

force are equal.

Yel. acquired in falling through AS= AS *Jp.

If the velocities of two bodies, one of which is falling

directly towards a centre of force, and the other de

scribing a curve about that centre, be equal at any equal

distances, they will always be equal at equal distances.

(Prop. XL.)

Let /S be the centre of force, and let one of the bodies

be moving in the straight line APS and the other in the

curve AQq with radii SQ, Sq describe the circular arcs

QP. qp: let 8Q cut pq in m, and draw mn perpendicular
to Qq ;

and suppose the velocities of the bodies at P and

Q to be equal.

Since the centripetal forces at P and Q are equal, Pp,
Qm may be taken to represent them : Pp is wholly effective

in accelerating /J
,
but the effective part of Qm is Qn, nin

being wholly employed in retaining the body in the curve.

Also since the velocities at P and Q are equal, the times
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of describing Pp and Qq, when the spaces are diminished

indefinitely, are proportional to Pp and Qq ;
honco

force at P : force at Q = Pp : Qn,

and time through Pp : time through Qq Pp \ Qq ;

/. velocity added in describing Pp : velocity added in

describing Qq

= Pp* : Qn . Qq=Qm* : Qn . Qq

= 1:1,

and the same may be shewn at all corresponding points

equally distant from /V. Therefore, If t lie telocities, &c.
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On the Position of the Apsides in Orbits very

nearly circular.

PROP. XLIII. The orbit in which a lady moves re

volves round the centre offorce with an angular velocity,
which always bears a fixed ratio to that of the body ;

to shew tlmt the body may be made to move in the re

volving orbit in the same manner as in the orbit at rest

by the action of a force tending to the same centre.

Let O be the centre of force, and when the body in the

fixed orbit VCP has described the arc VP, let vCp be

the position of the revolving orbit, and
;&amp;gt;

that of the body
moving in it ;

then / vCp L VCP. Also let the angular

velocity of the orbit be to that ofP as G-F : F.

The angles VCv, VCP begin together at F, and their

contemporary increments are as the angular velocities of
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Cc and CP, that is, as G -F : F, therefore the angles

themselves are in that ratio, or

VCc : VCP (

. . componendo VCp : VCP = G : F;
y~r

hence, if the angle VCp be always taken = x angle VCP,

and f p-CP, Vp the locus of/? will be the curve traced

out in fixed space by a body p moving in the revolving

orbit in the same manner as P in the fixed orbit.

Also the body may describe the orbit Vp by the action

of a force placed in 6 .

For let PCK, pCk be the areas described by CP, Cp
in the same small increment of time ;

draw KT, kt per

pendicular to CP, Cp ;
then the contemporary increments

of the areas, described by p and P
t
are ultimately as

Cp .kt : CP . KT~ CP* . sin pCk : CP9
. sin PCK

--- L pCk : L PCK - L vol. of Cp : L vol. of CP = G : F;

and the whole areas begin together at V, therefore they
are themselves in the same ratio

;
hence area VCpv area

VCP v. the time (Prop. I.) ;
and therefore (Prop. 1 1.) a body

may bo made to move in the orbit Vp by a proper centri

petal force placed in C.

DKF. An apse or upside is a point in an orbit at which

the direction of the body s motion is perpendicular to the

distance ; and the angle between two consecutive apsidal
distances is called the apsidal angle.

COR. If a be the
apxi&amp;lt;t&amp;lt;il angle, in tlie orbit VI

,
the

corresponding apitidal angle in tlic orbit Vp a.
r

For the motion of;? is compounded of two motions, one

arising from the angular motion of the orbit, and therefore
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perpendicular to the distance, and the other the same as

the motion of P in the fixed orbit; hence when the latter

body is at an apse, the whole motion of p will be perpen
dicular to the distance, or p will be at an apse ;

also the

angles described in the same time in the orbits Vp and
VP are always as G : F,

C1

:. apsidal angle in orbit Vp = ,a.

PROP. XLIY. To find the difference of the, forces,

by which the bodies are retained in the fixed and re

volving orbits.

Let P and p be contemporary positions of the two

bodies, PK a small arc of the fixed orbit described in t
;

take pk~PK, and with radius CK or Ck describe the

circle Kk
;
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draw A /?, kr perpendicular to CP, Cp and in reproduced

if necessary, take rm = -
*

. kr. Let the velocities of P and

]&amp;gt;

be each resolved into two, one central or in the direction

of the distance, and the other transverse or perpendicular
to it

;
then since PK is very small, PR and RK may be

taken to represent P s central and transverse velocities

respectively ; and since the angular motion of the orbit

affects only the transverse motion of p, pr PR will re

present y s central motion: also transverse vel. = angular

vel. x dist. ;

.-. transv. vel. ofp : transv. vel. of P= L vel. of p : L* vcl.

of/ =--G:F;

/3

/. transverse vel. ofp=
*

. KR = rm.

Hence, in consequence of the two motions pr, rm, p
will be at

//&amp;lt;,
when P is at A . 13ut if we take

L VCn =
G
p L VCK, and Cn = CK,

p must be at w, when P is at
A&quot;,

in order that it may
move in the manner required ; join inn

;
then an ad

ditional force must have acted on 7;, sufficient to draw it

through inn in
t&quot;,

and therefore the difference of the

forces on P and
j&amp;gt;

= 2 liiu.
&quot;

(Lem. X. Note 4, and Cor. 4).

Let ?/i/j, mr produced cut the circle again in t and/,

ink .inf
then inn

nit

fi si _ rr

Now mr=-=.fcr, /. mk^ ~--kr
t

. ,
- .

and mf- p kr ; /. ink . inf = ,,f
-

. kr2
.
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Let 7i = 2 area described by P in
1&quot;,

areaPCTT CP.KR KR h
. . h = 2 hm. - hm.

; /. lim. = -
;

also mt ultimately passes through C and equals 26P
;

mn G*-F* kr-
/.2.hm. ^=2.hm. ^ .

(^2_p-2 fi

. . force on p force on P - ^ . r,r&amp;gt;3 ,
and . . &amp;lt;x

- -
.

PROP. XLV. The law of force in an orbit nearly
circular being given, to Jind an approximate value of the

apsidal angle.

Let -.fr be the force at any distance r, a the greatest

value of r, and a x any other value
;
then

which being expanded in a series ascending by powers of

=

^ (fa-fa . x + &c.) =^ (fa -fa . x] very nearly,

since x is very small.

Let VP (Fig. Prop. XLTII.) be an ellipse of small

excentricity, C the focus, CV the greatest distance = a, L

the latus rectum, and let -j= force at V
\
then (Prop. XL

Note), if A = 2 area described in 1&quot; by a body revolving in

the ellipse round a centre of force in the focus,

2/i2 7i
3

F*=
-j-

= --
,
since L = ^a nearly ; hence,

LI a
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force on p =
-^

4- ^.f .^ (Prop. XLI V.)

* + (G*-F*)a}

} 8inco
O&amp;gt;

=
&amp;gt; or a - #,

Now the values of ^? and F being indeterminate, this

expression may be made equal to the above value of the

force in the orbit, of which the apsidal angle is required,
that is,

from which equation, since it must hold true for the

different values of .r, we obtain

GPa=fa, and /T

*=/ fl,and therefore, ^ =Jf?^

Now since the proposed orbit is nearly circular, (vol.)&quot;

at apsidal distance (a) = force *. nearly (Prop. VI. Cor. 4),

= ./a, and since at an apse the velocity is wholly trans-

r/ 3

verse, (vel.)
8 at V in orbit Vp= -=^.(y&f at V in orbit

(r- F (P
VP, -

., t .
= =

(vel.)* in proposed orbit, since U-n ^fa.

Since then in the orbit I jt, and in that of which tin. npsidal

angle is required, the apsidal distances and the fortes at

equal distances, as well as the velocities at the apsidal dis

tances, are equal, the orbits will be similar, and the apsidal

angles equal ;
but the apsidal aiiglo in the orbit Vp

-
j,.

180 (Prop. XLIII. Cor.; -J
&quot;^

&amp;gt;

;

and therefore the apsidal angle required \l 7&amp;gt;

1W)
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Ex. 1. Let the force =^r
n~ A

;

. . force = j rn = -

(# #)&quot;

~:k(a
*~ na&quot;~ l

#) nearly ;

1 CQO
. . apsidal angle = .

vw

Ex. 2. Let the force -
vr

,
r3

.-. force -
-j {n(a-x]

m + v .(a-xY}

-
-^ [ft

m
4- va&quot; (mfjL .i

m~ + nvan ~ 1

}
x + &c.} ;

/. fa = /^a&quot;
+

i/a&quot;,

/ a = mpa
-1

4- wva&quot;&quot;
1

;

.-. apsidal angle ./J_^^ )
. 180 o.

&quot; n

If a=-l, apsidal angle = A l\
^ + v

-I 180V (mn+nvi

In this manner, as will be shewn in the next section,
the motion of the moon s apsides might be found ap-

proxim itely, if the direction of the disturbing force of the

sun upon tlie moon tended wholly to the earth s centre ;

but since this is not the case, their motion cannot be de
termined by the method here proposed.
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On the Motion of Bodies mutually attracting

eack other.

THE motion of a physical point, attracted to an im

movable centre of force, has been explained in the prece

ding sections. We now proceed to consider the motions

of mutually attracting bodies, of which the masses bear

a finite ratio to each other. In this case the attracting

lx)dy placed in the centre of force is no longer immovable,
for by the third law of motion the actions of the attracting
and attracted bodies are mutual and equal ;

so that if M
represent the mutual attraction of two bodies, whose
masses are ,V and P, the bodies themselves will be acted

on by accelerating forces -~ and respectively, and a

motion will consequently be generated in each, the nature

of which it Is now proj)oscd to investigate.

PROP. LVII. Tiro Indies attracting each other de

scribe similar Jit/urea abuiit t/teir centre ofgravity, and
about eack other.

Let -V and P be the bodies, join f&amp;gt;P and take SC : SP
P : S + P

t
then 6 is their centre of gravity. If C be in

motion, let a motion always equal and opposite to that of

C be applied to the system, then C will continue at rest;

and since the same motion applied to all the parts of u

system produces no alteration in their relative motions,
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the relative orbits described by S and P about C and
about each other will not be affected.

Let ST and PQ be arcs described in the same time
round C , then

TC: CQ =P : S=SC :CP,

. . TC : SC=CQ : CP,

and angle SCT= angle PCQ ; therefore ST and PQ are
similar figures, and they are the figures described about
the centre of gravity.

Again, draw Tp parallel and equal to SP. To a spec
tator at St who is insensible of his own motion and refers

the whole motion to P, P at first will be seen in the
direction SUP or Tp, and afterwards in the direction TQ,
and will therefore appear to have described the an le

pTQ about
&amp;gt;V,

and SP (or 7 : CP^S+P : S= TQ : CQ

:. Tp: TQ = CP: CQ,

and angle ;)7
T

Q = angle PCQ, therefore the curves pQ and

PQ are similar
;
that is, the figure described by P round

S in motion is similar to the figures described by P and
S round their centre of gravity.
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PKOP. LVIII. An orbit similar and fi/ua/ to t/i,

apparent orbit of 1* round 8 in motion may be described
round & Ji.red Inj the action of the same centralforce.

Let PQ and ST be the similar orbits described by /
and S round 6 , their centre of gravity. Take

and tike
S&amp;lt;/ such, that

. . *q = TQ,

and therefore
&amp;lt;/

traces out the apparent orbit of P. Draw
the subtenses (}It, &amp;lt;jr, parallel to CP, tip, and meeting the

tangents at P, p in R, r.

Let a body be projected from p with a velocity r, which
is to V the velocity at P,

-r P :

by similar figures, and let 7
,

t be the times of describing
/ A .

;&amp;gt;/; then ultimately

T = PR ^pr PR / pr /PR _ fait
t

~
V ^

i pr V PR V pr
&quot;

V I 1

M \. , i
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Also the force being the same,

space through which P is drawn in T _ T2 QU
space through which p is drawn in t&quot;

~
t-

~
qr

ultimately,

but ItQ = spnce through which P is drawn in
T&quot;,

and therefore q is the place of the body at the end of
t&quot;\

it

will also continue in the curve, for the forces being equal
and the orbits similar, the resolved parts of the forces in the

directions of the tangents will be equal at all corresponding

points in the arcs PQ, pq ;
hence the increments of the

velocities continually generated, as the bodies describe

the arcs, will be ultimately as the times of describing

similar arcs, that is,

as T : t, as N/tf : N/ +P
;

/. componendo, vel. at q : vel. at Q= v*S + P : \8,

hence the body is under the same circumstances as at p,

and will therefore continue in the curve.

COR. 1. Two bodies, which attract each other icif/t

forces varying as the distance, describe similar ellipse*

about their centre of gravity and about each other a$

centres.

For the orbits described about C and about each other

are similar to that described about /S fixed, which in this

case is an ellipse, whose centre is ti.

COR. 2. TVo bodies, ichich attract each other tcifh

forces varying inversely as the square of the distance,

describe similar ellipses about their centre ofgravity and
about each other asfoeL

COR. 3. Ttro bodies* revolving round their centre of

gravity describe round it areas proportional to the times.

Let PQ, PQ, be arcs respectively similar to pq, pq ,

and let T, T , t, t, be the times of describing the four arcs

respectively ;
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t a+P t

T

also by similar figures,

urea PCQ area p&/ = t = T
area PC&amp;lt;

~
areao*S

~
^
~

7&quot;

. . area /J6Q a time of describing it.

PROP. LIX. Tfte periodic time of P round S af

rat : that of P or S row&amp;lt;/ C = v/S 4- P : v/S.

For the orbits, being similar, may be divided into thr

same number of similar parts, as_/v/, PQ in Prop. LVIII. ;

and time of describing p&amp;lt;i
: time of descri))ing PQ

and the same lx;ing tnie for the times of describing all

the similar ares, we have eomponendo

lcriodic time of P round .V at rest : that of P or .S round C

Puoi . LX. Force ? (difi.)~*. //&quot;(a)
be the axis major

flfthe apparent orbit tltxcribt-d by P round S in motion, (a&quot;)

f/&amp;lt;rt*
f&amp;gt;/

&amp;lt;/w or/yiV described by 1* round 8 &amp;lt;// r&amp;lt;?* //t //

*rt/w/ periodic time, then a : a = v S -f- P : v tS.

Let ;A/ be the ellipse, of which a is the axis major,

that is, let p q be an ellipse described by / round /S at

rest, in the same periodic time as that in which / de

scribes an ellipse round S in motion, or as that in which

P(l is described
;
and let /*/ be the apparent orbit de

scribed by / round ,S in motion
; then, binco the force iu

the two orbits is the same,
112
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periodic time in p qf : periodic time in pq=-a ^
: c$ (Prop

XV.); also by Prop. LIX.

period, time in pq : period, time in PQ = ^/^S+~P : &amp;gt;/#
;

. . period, time in p q : period, time in PQ

the first term of which proportion is equal to the second

by the hypothesis,

PROP. LXIV. To determine the motion of a si/stem o/

bodies attracting each other with forces varying as the

distance between their centres.

Let P and Q be two bodies collected in their respec
tive centres of gravity. Join PQ and take PF : PQ

= Q : P+Q, then F is the centre of gravity of P and Q :

&ud(P+Q).PF- Q.PQ = forcGofQon P; bnt(P+Q)PF
= the force, which two bodies equal to P and Q placed
at F would exert on /-*, therefore P is attracted in the
same manner as if a body equal to the sum of the bodies
were placed at jP, and will therefore describe an ellipse
round F at rest as its centre. Similarly Q will describe

an ellipse round the same point as a centre, and in the

same periodic time, since the absolute force P + Q is the

same in both cases.

Let R be a third body, join RP, RQ, RF ;
the forces

R . PR and R . QR, which R exerts uu P and Q, may be
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resolved respectively into R . PF, R . FR, and R . QF,
R. FR\ the force R . FR, being the same for either

body, produces no disturbance in their relative motions,
and therefore the bodies will move in the same manner
with respect to each other, as if that force did not act.

The other forces R . PF, R . QF, varying a.s the distance

of P and Q from F, will not cause any perturbations in

the orbits described by P and Q round F, and therefore

these bodies will still describe ellipses round F, but since

the absolute force is increased in the ratio of P+Q + R :

I* + Q, the periodic time will be diminished in the ratio of

JP + Q : JP + Q+R.

Again, in FR take FG : FR=--R : P + Q + R, and join

PG, Q(; ;
then G is the centre of gravity of P, Q, R ;

and R . FR - (P + Q + R) . FG hence the force which

R exerts on P is equivalent to the forces R . PF and

P+Q + R} . FG, and the force which Q exerts on P is

equal to (/ + Q) . PF; hence the whole force on P is equal
to (P + Q + R) PF and (/ + Q + R} FG, that is, to

(P + Q + R) PG,znd therefore / will describe an ellipse

round G as a centre. Similarly Q will describe an ellipse

round the same point as a centre, and therefore P and Q
describe ellipses round their common centre of gravity
and round the centre of gravity of the system.

In the same manner it may be shewn that P and R, and

C^and R, will describe ellipses round their common centres

of gravity respectively, and round the centre of gravity of

the system ; and the same may be proved of any number
of bodies.

PROP. LXVI. Force * (dis(.}~-. Tiro bodies S and P
rerolre round a third T in such a manner, that P dt-

mrriln i the. interior orf&amp;gt;it : t&amp;lt;&amp;gt; n/n ir that P trill describe

rund T area* more nearly propfwtional to the tiinex,

and a Jifjtire more nearly retenMinfl an ellipse, if T be

acted on by the attractions
&amp;lt;&amp;gt;f

the other tico, than if it

irere either not attracted by them at all, or attracted

much more or much k*x.

Let PA/1, KSF\)G the orbits of P and ,V respectively.
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1. Let the orbits be in the same plane. Join SP, PT,
TS, and in SP, produced if necessary, take AT? equal to

the mean distance of P from S, and let it represent the

accelerating force of attraction of P to S at that dis-

A*&quot;^
2

tance; take also LS= . ATS, then ^will represent the

attraction of P to at the distance PS. Draw ZJf pa
rallel to PT meeting ST, produced if necessary, in M,
and resolve LS into the forces LM, MS.

P is acted on by three forces, LM, MS and its original

gravitation to T, the last of which would cause it to de

scribe areas proportional to the times and an ellipse, focus

T: the force LM, acting in the direction PT, does not

affect the equable description of areas, but since by com

position with the attraction of T on P it forms a force

not varying as (dist.)-
2
, it will disturb the elliptic form of

P s orbit; and the force MS, neither in the direction PT,
nor varying as (dist.)&quot;

2
,
will disturb both the equable de

scription of areas and the elliptic form of the orbit.

Let NS represent the attraction of S on T
;
then if

MS and NS are equal, these equal forces, acting in parallel

directions on Pand T7

,
will not disturb the relative motions

of the two bodies; but if they are unequal, the disturbing
force on P will be represented by their difference MN

;

hence the less MN is, the smaller will bu the disturbances

produced: now since the distance of P from S is some
times greater and sometimes less than that of T from S,

the mean attraction KS of P to S differs less from NS,
than if T were attracted by a muck greater or much less
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force ; that is, the disturbing force MN will be less, and

therefore the equable description of areas and the elliptic

form of P A orbit will be less disturbed, if T be attracted

by &amp;gt;V,
than if it were not attracted by *S at all, or attracted

much more or much less.

I&amp;gt;KF. The Line
&amp;lt;&amp;gt;f

Nodes is the straight line, in which

the planes of the orbits of P and ,V intersect each other.

2. Let the orbits lie in different planes. The same

construction being made, the force LM acting in direction

PT, which is in the plane of Iy& orbit, produces the same

effect as in the first ease, ami has no tendency to draw P
from the plane of its orbit. But MN, acting in a direction

inclined to that plane, except when the line of nodes passes

through &amp;gt;S , not only produces the effects mentioned in the

first case, but also tends to draw P from the plane of its

orbit; and this and the other perturbations depending on

the magnitude of MX will be least, when MN is least,

that is when NX is equal or nearly equal to AVS ,
as before.

OBS. In the proposition / is supposed to describe an

orbit round T fixed ; this cannot in reality be the ca.se, an

long as its magnitude bears a finite ratio to that of T\ for,

leaving out the consideration of the forces which ,S exerts,

the two bodies P and 7 describe orbits about their centre

of gravity. The orbit here meant is the apparent orbit of

P to a sj&amp;gt;ectator
at T, that is, the orbit pQ in Prop. f&amp;gt;7.

If, however, we suppose a force applied every instant to

P and y equal and opj&amp;gt;osite
to that which P exerts on T.

T will remain at rest, and the gravitation of / to 7* will IK-

the sum of the attractions of T on P, and of P on 7
,

acting in the direction PT ;
so that the whole gravitation

PIIOH. I. To inri ttiynti expression*for the disturbing
orci-f of S on 1

,
on the supposition that P x orbit in

ircular, ami coincident with the plant of S # orbit.

Force of AS on / represented by LS--
..,_,,
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. . force of A^ on P in direction PT

_S_ LM _ S FT S.FT
SP* LS SP - bP~ UP-

this is called the addititious force, and is represented by
LM.

Again, force of S on P in direction TS

S MS 8 $P S.RT

and force of S on T in direction 7^ = T,^, :

fjJ -

. . disturbing force of /S on P in direction 7/S

*

this is called the dblatitious force, and is represented

by MN.

Draw JV^ perpendicular to LM\ then J/i\r is equiva
lent to MR, RN,

RN=MNs\nNMR = S. [j~
-^ sin PTS. ..($),

this force acts in the direction of the tangent at P, and is

called the tangential force.

Similarly, MR^S. JjpJ
- ^j cos P7^,

hence LR- LM-MR

,
......... (4),

this force, which is the resultant of the disturbing forces

of 8 on P in direction PT, is called the central din,

force.

Hence the gravitation of P to T

P+T , (PT
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PKOB. II. To find approximate expressions for thr

altnre disturbing farce*, when ST i* very great compared
with FT.

SP =\ST-- 2A T.PTco* P TS
o

J&amp;gt;T
\ i

= ,ST
j

1
- &quot;

r co.s /&amp;gt; 7W
j

nearly ;

,ST 1 .

S- ST /s-7-
cos

hence tlic ablatitiotts force

3S.PT
x r , cos7/;v,

the tangential force

3.S* / T
7

M S F T
s^ cos P TS. sin / r.?

3
8in 2P TS-

tlie centnil disturbing force

,V PT t

X PT
-

^ y ^
. ;

1
- 3 cos P TS\ nearly

A 7*7
1+3 cos 2

COR. 1. Let /* the mean central disturbing force, or
the force, which, acting uniformly for a whole revolution
of P round T, would produce the game effect :ts the
variable central disturbing force

;
and let the four right

angles through which TP moves in one revolution be
divided into // equal angles ;

then

X.PT 1 ( 4n STT IL TT
S -ft08 4- COS f .

+ cos
tl7T\)

when // is infinite,
&quot; n
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cosf .

27TJ
sin27r

1. 27T
sin -

when w is infinite,

and therefore tlie mean central disturbing force is abla-

titious, and diminishes the gravitation of P to T.

DEF. 1. P is said to be in syzygij, when its orthogonal

projection on the plane of & s orbit lies either in 1ST or in

XT produced, and in quadrature when the projections lie

in a line drawn through Tin the plane of &amp;gt;S&quot;s orbit perpen
dicular to ST.

In the first nine corollaries to the Proposition the planes
of the two orbits are supposed to coincide, and therefore P
will be in syzygies at .1 and C, when crossing the line ST
or ST produced, and in quadratures at B and D, 5)0&quot; dis

tant from A or C. S and P move in the directions EM\
DAB. The distance PS is supposed invariable, and so

great as to bo always considered parallel to 7X In the

eighth and ninth corollaries the excentricity of P s orbit is

taken into account, but the expressions above obtained for

the disturbing forces on the supposition that P s orbit is

circular, may, on account of the smallness of the excen

tricity, be applied without affecting the general correct

ness of the results deduced.

Con. 2. If the planes of the two orbits coincide, the

IS PT
central disturbing force - -- -|_3 when P is in syzygies,

S PT
and=

3
when P is in quadratures; and is therefore

ablatitious in the former case, and addititious in the latter.

DEF. 2. If the Earth, Moon and Sun be supposed to be

represented by T
7

, 7
J
,and V, the Moon is said to be in periyes

when at the nearer, and in apogee when at the farther apse.
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COROLLARIES TO THE PROPOSITION.

COR. 1. &quot;What has been proved as to the disturbances

caused by may bo proved as to those produced by any
other body revolving round T: hence if several bodies/*, *S

,

Jf, &c. revolve about another T, the motion of the inner

most body P will be least disturbed by the attractions of

&amp;lt;V, /?, &c. when T is attracted by the others in the same
manner as they mutually attract each other.

COR. 2. The arcsis, described by P round T in tJie

tome given times, continually increase a-n P mores from
qwidrature t&amp;lt;&amp;gt; sy:ygy, and continually decrease from
#y:yyy t&amp;lt;&amp;gt; quadrature.

For the only part of the disturbing force which affects

the equable description of areas is the tangential force, and

it acts in consequent^ from upper quadrature to syzygy,
and in autecedentia from syzygy to lower quadrature.

Similarly the areas described in the same given times

increase continually from lower quadrature to syzygy, and

decrease from sy/ygy to upper quadrature.

COR. :i. T/is relx-ity of P is greatest in syzyaies, and
least in quadratures.

COR. 4. If P x orbit be originally circular^ the curra-

ture
&amp;lt;&amp;gt;f

tii,&amp;gt; disturbed orbit irill be greatest in quadratures,
ami least in syzyyies.

For the radius of curvature in an orbit nearly circular

vel.
*

ot and therefore the curvature, which varies
central force

inversely OH the radius, varies as Now the force of
(vel.)

8

P to T is greatest in quadratures, and least in syzygics,
and the velocity of P is least in the former case, and
greatest in the latter; hence on both accounts the curva
ture is greatest in quadratures anil le;ist in syzygies.
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COR. 5. Hence P s orbit, if it be originally circular,
will assume the form of an oval, whose axis major passes
through quadratures and axis minor through syzygies.

COR. 6. To consider the effect produced by the dis

turbing forces on the periodic time ofP round T.

The tangential force accelerates and retards P s motion

equally in a whole revolution, and therefore does not affect

the periodic time. But the central disturbing- force in a

whole revolution diminishes the gravitation of P to T,
and therefore increases the distance PT\ hence the

periodic time, which cc -

,
will from both

\/absolute force

these causes be increased by the action of the central dis

turbing force.

OBS. If S approach towards the system 7* and /*, the

central disturbing force, which varies inversely as /ST3
,
will

be increased, and consequently the gravitation of P to T
will be still more diminished, and the distance PT in

creased: hence the periodic time will be still farther

increased.

COR. 7. The orbit of P being supposed nearly circular,
to consider the effect of the central disturbing force on the

motion of its apsides during a uhole revolution.

Let PT=r, and let ^., represent the force of T on P ;

then if vr represent the addititious force, when P is in

quadrature, - Ivr will represent the ablatitious force when
P is in syzygy ;

and therefore the whole attractions of P to

T in quadrature and syzygy respectively will be ^ + vr, and

2~ 2i/r. Hence if the force in quadratures prevailed for a

whole revolution, the apsidal angle would = A / -
. 3GOn

.

\/ p.
+ 4v

which is less than 300, or the apside would regrede; and
it the force in syzygies prevailed for the same time, it would
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. 3GO, which is greater than 360, or the upside

would progrede. At any other point tlie apside will re-

grede or progrede, according as the disturbing force at

tliat point increases or diminishes the gravitation of P to

T
;
but the gravitation is on the whole diminished by the

central disturbing force, and therefore its tendency is to

make the apsides progrede.

OUH. In investigating in this and the following Corol

laries the effects produced on /&quot;s orbit by the different

disturbing forces, it is to be observed that only general
results are obtained: the disturbing force may be supjwsed
to act by impulses, its effects are then examined at the

I&amp;gt;oitits
where its action is most effective, and from these a

general conclusion is drawn as to its effect in a whole

revolution of P.

COR. 8. The orbit to P being supposed eccentric, to

consider the ejfect of the central disturbing force on the

motion of its apsides.

1 . Let the apsidal line be in a syzygy ;
draw the tangent

Py in the direction of /rs motion. As P approaches

perigee, the central disturbing force being ablatitious*,

tends to draw / from T
;
hence the (ic.nte angle TPy is

increased by it, or P arrives at an apse (TT) sooner than it

would have done in the undisturbed orbit; therefore the

apsi.lal line regredes. For a short time after passing

perigee, the disturbing force, being still ablatitions, tends

to increase the obtuse, angle TPy, so that P
apj&amp;gt;ears

to

have proceeded from an apse (n )
still more distant than

TT; hence if the disturbing force now ceased acting, HO that

P described an undisturbed ellipse, the apogee, found by
producing w 7

,
will have regreded more than that found

by producing rr7
,
and therefore both before ami after

perigee, the tendency of the central disturbing force is to

make the apsidal line rcgrede. As /* approaches near to

*
In thi* and tlie remaining Corollaries, the central disturblnt? force is

called ablatltioUB, when it artn In the direction 77
,
and therefore tends to

diminish the gravitation of / to /
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apogee, the disturbing force being still ablatitious increases

the obtuse angle TPy, and . . P arrives at the apse later

than it would otherwise have done, or the line of apses

progredes ;
and in like manner as before it may be shewn

to progrede still farther after P leaves apogee; hence

when P is near apogee the line of apses is progressive.
Now the disturbing force, varying as P 7\ is greater in the

latter case than in the former, hence the progression of the

apsidal line, when P is near apogee, is greater than the

regression, when P is near perigee.

2. Let the apsidal line be in quadrature : then at the

apsides the disturbing force is addititious
;
and it may be

shewn as above, that when P is near perigee, the apsidal
line progredes, and regrcdes when P is near apogee ;

and
the regression in this case is greater than the progression ;

therefore since the whole motion of the apsides for other

positions of P is inconsiderable, in this position the apsidal
line is regressive.

The apsidal line then progredes when in syzygy, and

regredesin quadrature : but the progression exceeds the re

gression ;
for the former is due to the difference of the

ablatitious forces at apogee and perigee, when the apsidal
line is in syzygy, and the latter to the difference of the

addititious forces at the same point, when that line is in

quadrature, and the former difference equals twice the

latter. As the line of apses by the actual motion of S
appears to revolve from syzygy to quadrature, the pro

gression for the same reason exceeds the regression ;
hence

during a whole revolution of A the effect of the central

disturbing force is to make the line of apses progrede.

Moreover, when the apsidal line is in syzygy and there

fore progressive, it is moving in the same direction as #,

and thus continues longer in syzygy than if S werer

quiescent, and hence the progression is increased. When
the apsidal line is in quadrature, the contrary takes place,

and the regression is not so great as if & were stationary.

(Vid. Airy s Gravitation^)

COR. 9. To consider the effect of the central disturbing

force on the eccentricity ofY s orbit.
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As P moves from perigee to apogee, tho ablatitious

force tends to increase, and the addititious force tends to

diminish the obtuse angle TV //, which the tangent Py
makes with P T also the velocity at any point, and there

fore the axis major, remains nearly unaltered; therefore in

tho former case the form of the orbit departs farther from,
and in the latter approaches nearer to that of a circle

;
that

is, the tendency of the ablatitious force is to increase, and
that of the addititious to diminish the excentricity. As /

moves from apogee to
|&amp;gt;erigee,

the acute angle TPy is in

creased by the former force, and diminished by the latter,

that is, the excentricity is diminished by the ablatitious

and increased by the addititious force.

1. When the line of apsides is in cither sy/ygy or

quadrature, the effects in either case of these disturbing
forces separately, a.s P moves from perigee to apogee, are

equal and opposite to those produced by them during P s

motion from apogee to perigee ; and therefore the excen

tricity of / s orbit in either of these positions of the apsidal
line is unaltered by tho central disturbing force.

2. Let the perigee TT lie between lower quadrature and
nearer sy/ygy.

At A and O the disturbing force is ablatitious, and at

the former point P is moving towards, and at tho latter

from perigee; hence at A the force tends to diminish, and
at ( to increase the excentricity : but TC is greater than

TA, and 2 ~&amp;lt; distance is a measure of the ablatitious force

at these points, therefore the combined effect* of the

forces at A and C will increase the excentricity. A
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B and D the force is addititious, and at JJ, P is moving

from, and at D towards perigee, hence the tendency of the

foree at B is to diminish, and at D to increase the excen-

tricity ;
but TD is greater than 77?, and the distance is a

measure of the addititious force at these points, therefore

on the whole the forces at B and D increase the excen-

tricity. Hence in this position of the apsidal line the

excentricity is increased in a whole revolution.

.}. By reasoning similar to the above it may bo shewn,

that as the perigee moves from syzygy to upper quadrature,
the excentricity is continually decreasing ;

that it increases

as it moves through Z&amp;gt;6
,
and decreases through CB; so

that generally, the excentricity continually increases as

the apsidal line revoltsfrom quadrature to syzyyy, and

decreases as that line re voicesfrom syzygy to quadrature.

COR. 10. To consider the effects produced on the in

clination ofVs orbit to that q/ S by the ablatitious force.

Let Nn be the line of nodes: through P draw PI
parallel to TS to represent the ablatitious force at P, IM
perpendicular to the plane of P s orbit, and join PM: the

force PI may be resolved into the two PM, MI, of which

the latter alone affects the inclination of the orbit
;
and

since during P s motion from upper to lower quadrature
the ablatitious force acts in direction TS or PI, and

through the remaining part of the orbit in direction ST
or IP, the perpendicular force in the former case acts in

direction MI, and in the latter in direction IM ;
hence the

perpendicular force tends towards the plane of A$&quot;S orbit

through DH and BN, and from it through nB and ND\
and similarly, whatever be the position of the nodal line,

the perpendicular force tends towards the plane of &amp;gt;S&quot;s

orbit, except when P is between quadrature and the

nearer node.

In the plane of P s orbit, draw ZTZ perpendicular
to Nn.

1. &quot;When the nodes are in syzygy, since no part of the

disturbing force acts out of the plane of P s orbit, the in

clination will not be affected by it.
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2. Let tho node W lie between upper quadrature and
farther syzygy, and let tho portion NPn of its orbit bo

above the plane of that of & From upper quadrature to

Z, P is moving from tho plane of *S&quot;s orbit
;

let P\j the

tangent at P (fig. 2) be produced backward to meet that

plane in u, draw Pm parallel to MI; then Px, the new

direction of 7&quot;s motion will fall between Ptj and Pm, and
when produced backwards will cut the plane in v at a less

angle than that in which yP cuts it, and therefore the

inclination of /&quot;a orbit, the position of which is determined

by the point T and the direction of P n motion, is dimi

nished. From 7, to n, P is moving toward* tho plane of

S&quot;s orbit, and therefore, as appears from fig. . }, Px will cut

tho plane at a greater angle than that at which Py cuts it,

or the inclination i.- increased.

M.N. 12
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From n to lower quadrature P is moving from the

plane, and the perpendicular force now tends from the

plane, and therefore, as in fig. 4, the inclination is increased.

In a similar maner it may be shewn, that as P moves

from B to Z the inclination is diminished, that it increases

from Z to N, and also from JV to D
;
hence if NTD =

a,

the inclination in this position of the line of nodes is in

creased, whileP describes 180 + 2a and diminished through
180u -2a.

3. When the nodes are in quadrature the inclination is

as much increased as it is diminished, and therefore at the

end of one revolution it is unaffected by the ablatitious

force.

4. Let N lie between C and B at an angular distance

(a) from B
; then it may be shewn by reasoning similar to

the above, that in this position the inclination is increased,

while P moves through 180 -2a, and diminished through

As the node recedes (see Cor. 11) from quadrature to

syzygy, the inclination is increased, and from syzygy to

quadrature it is as much diminished, so that in a whole re

volution of the nodes the inclination is neither increased

nor diminished. The inclination is a maximum when the

nodes are in syzygy, and a minimum when they are in

quadrature; and least of all when the nodes are in quad
rature and P in syzygy.

COR. 11. To consider the effects produced on the motion

of the Nodes by the ablatitious force.

Let P be the place of the body ;
resolve the ablatitious

force at P into two, one perpendicular to and the other in
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the plane of P s orbit: and let PQ be a small arc of the

orbit which / would describe, were there no perpendicular
force ;

P( a small arc of the disturbed orbit.

Then it is manifest that when P is ascending from the

node, N the node of PQ will lie behind or before A
,
that

is, the node will be retrograde or progressive, according as

(/ is at a less or greater distance from the plane of *S&quot;s

orbit than (J, that is, according as the perpendicular force

tends towards or from that plane; and the same is true of

the node ;/, when P is approaching that node. Now by
what has been shewn in the first part of Cor. 10, the force

tends always towards the plane, except between quadrature
and the nearer node ; hence the motion of the node is

always retrograde, except when P is moving between quad
rature and the nearer node.

If a be the angular distance of the node from quadra
ture, the node will be progressive while P moves through
2a&quot;,

and retrograde through .MO 2a.

Since a is less than !&amp;gt;0 except at svzygy, the nodes in a

whole revolution of P regrede more than they progrede.

If the nodes be in quadratures, they will regrede during
the whole revolution

;
when they are in syzygies, the dis

turbing force acting in the plane of P n orbit, produces no
effect u|M)ii the node, which therefore remains stationary;
it will however pawn out of syzygy by the motion of A

,
and

become retrograde.

12-2
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COR. 12. The effects produced by the disturbingforces
are greater, when P is in conjunction than when in op
position.

For when P is at nearer syzygy or in conjunction, the

S PT
addititious force = ~.

-j ,
and when at farther syzygy or in

AJ^I

S T5 T
opposition, it = ^3 &amp;gt;

and SA being less than SC, tlie

former value is greater than the latter. Also in the former

3&amp;lt;S PT
case the ablatitious force

,
and in the latter itaA

*\ V 7? T
,
and therefore is greater in conjunction than in

opposition. Hence, the effects produced by these forces

will be greater in conjunction than in opposition.

COR. 13. The reasoning employed in this proposition is

wholly independent of the magnitude of S; if therefore S
be so great, that the system of P and T revolves round S
fixed, the disturbing forces will be of the same kind as

when S moved round T fixed
;
but since each varies as Sy

they will all be increased in the same ratio as that in which

we suppose S to be increased.

COR. 14. If S and the distance ST vary, whilst the

system of P and T remains the same, the angular error

o/*P as seenfrom T, produced in a given time by the dis

turbing force of S, will vary inversely as the square of
the periodic time of T round S, or directly as the cube of
the apparent diameter o/&quot;S as seenfrom T.

For let S and S Tbc other values of S and ST; then

in any given position of P, since PT is the same, the dis
ci ^/

turbing forces of S on P are to those of S as ~
3

: -^^ ,

and therefore the linear errors produced by them in the

same unit of time are in the same ratio, and PT being

given, the angular errors as seen from T will be propor
tional to the linear errors; and the same being true of all

corresponding angular errors, componendo, the angular
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or o/

errors generated in a given time will bo as ^^ :

^r,~
,

that is, by Prop. XV. as

(l&amp;gt;er

r
. time)

8 of T round (per
1

, time) of Ground &quot;

and therefore the angular error varies inversely as

(per*, time)
- of T round ft.

Also if D diameter of ,S
,

* D3
,
and therefore angu-

J)A
lar error a - a the cube of the apparent diameter of

S as seen from T.

Con. 15. Ifthi rt I, tiro gi/9i?ms P, T, S and P
,
T

,
S

,

xucA that S : S -T : T
,
and IT : ST - PT : S T ; *nd if

tin 1
, orbits f P and V be similar and similarly situated,

tln ir periodic amjular errors round T and T arisimj

fr&amp;lt;)in
tk&amp;lt;&amp;gt; disturbingforces ofS and S will be eqtud.

The bodies P and Iy at any two similarly situated

]&amp;gt;&amp;lt;iiits
in each orbit, arc similarly acted on by proportional

forces, and therefore the linear errors, generated while

they move through small similar parts of their orbits, will

be similar and proportional, and will therefore be respec

tively as the diameters of the orbits; hence, the angular
errors through those small parts will bo equal ; and this

being true of the errors through all corresponding parts,
the periodic angular errors will be equal.

Con. ir,. /// a ni/ tim itynffm* P, T, S and P
,
T ,

S
,

in ic/iir/t the &amp;lt;&amp;gt;rf&amp;gt;i(g of 1 &amp;lt;in&amp;lt;l V ari&amp;gt; similar and similar/ /

situated, t&amp;lt;&amp;gt; C
tni]&amp;gt;arc

the periodic angular errors round T
and T.

Let P and p be the periodic times of T round V and of P
round 7

/ and// .............................. T ..........S&quot; and of/&quot;

round T.
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In T&, produced if neessary, place a body s such that

* : S = T : T
,
and at a distance sT from 77

,
.such that

T 7&amp;gt; T
T : PT-^S T :P T

;
:. s = S

,
and gT=

~^,f .S Tf
.

Then by Cor. 15, the periodic angular errors in the system
P

,
T

,
S equal the errors in the system P, T, s. Again,

by Cor 14, in the systems P, T, S and P, T, a the angular
errors in a given time, and therefore the periodic angular
errors are

S PT3 S P T Z

~ST3 ~T &T * T r as

therefore the periodic angular errors in the systems P,

T, S and P
, T\ S are as

J?
: ^ .

Hence, if the orbits of two satellites be similar, and

equally inclined to the orbits of their primaries, the periodic

angular errors in their orbits will vary directly as the

squares of the periodic times of the satellites, and in

versely as the squares of those of the primaries.

The errors here spoken of are the angular motions of

the nodal line, apsidal line, &c.

COR. 17. To compare the mean additit ions force icith

theforce /T &n P.

Let P be the periodic time of T round S,

p that of P and T round their centre of gravity ;

/~P + T
therefore \f , .p time in which P would revolve

round 7* at rest at the same distance TP, by Prop. LIX.
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o r&amp;gt; v*

Now, mean addititioiw force = ~~sf3~ &amp;gt;

and force of S on T = -
;

.-. mean addititious force : force of S on T = PT : ST,

and by Prop. IV.

ST PT T
force of S on T : force of Ton P=^ :

- r . p~^

. mean addititioiw force : force of Ton P= ,^ :
-

The force of 7* on P licro spoken of is that with which

7&quot; alone draws P, and this force is to that with which P
and jTare drawn towards each other as T : P+ T; hence

compounding this with the above proportion, we have

mean addif. force : force of P and T towards each other

1 1



The formulfE which we subjoin have been proved in

Sections II. and III., but are here collected together on

account of their great use in examples on motion in conic

sections about a force to the centre or a focus.

In all orbits,
h= vp,

PV
and v* =F~.

In an ellipse or hyperbola about the centre,

F=.CP = nr,

h = fjp.. ab,

in an ellipse about the centre,

In an ellipse about the focus S,
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in a hyperbola about the focus, the same formulae except
for r, which is

in an ellipse about the focus,

in a parabola about the focus,

r being the distance of the body from the centre of force,

L the latiiH rectum, a, b the semi-axes of the ellipse or

hyperbola, and p the absolute force.

In order to understand the relation which numerical

results given by these formula} have to numerical measures
of sjwice and time, consider any force/ whatever, and sup

pose it to act constantly on a body fur time t and to gene
rate in that time a velocity with which a body would
describe a space x in an equal time t

;
then if t were our

unit of time f would bo numerically equal to s (Def. 7,

page G) ;
if not, the velocity generated is represented by ,

and therefore the force by or by .,.
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Thus 4.= *
2

;
that is, /is a linear space, and is so related

to the space s that the ratio of s to /is equal to the square

of the ratio which the time t of generating the velocity

bears to the unit of time
j
or briefly, -, is the square of

a time.

We will apply this consideration to the expressions
above given for the forces in an ellipse about the centre,

and about the focus.

(1) The orbit is an ellipse about the centre :

here

And if s be any linear space,

,=,
is the square of a time,

Jc

or ,
,-=5

is the square of a time ;

let

then

or - is a constant time connected with the variable

VA*
time t by multiplying the latter by the variable ratio

The periodic time in the orbit must bear some definite

numerical ratio to this time r- : or P=j- ;
where c is

\/v \v
some number. This number is (page 79) STT, or 6 18...
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(2) The orbit is an ellipse about the focus S:

here f

And if x be any linear space,

is the square of a time
;

,etthen -

/v
x .S&quot;/*

2

is the variable time t :

thus
fji

must contain a factor expressing linear space in

such a manner as to bear a ratio to if x XP*.

Let then I be any given length, and let n = n l*
;

therefore \J
*

= t:V J

Thus - -
(or \/ )

is a time, which is constiint,
NV \ M/

/.T

because I and
/i,

and therefore -, are constant and i

M
connected with the variable time t by multiplying the

/ /*
latter by the variable ratio A/ .,

/r
, .
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The periodic time in the orbit must bear some definite

numerical ratio to this time - - or \/ -
: hence^ *

where c is a numerical constant : if / be taken equal to

a the semi-axis-major of the ellipse, we have (page 93)

As another example, let a body describe an orbit about
a centre of force varying as the inverse wtu

power of the

distance.

Here F= *-

and, if s be any linear space,

=P, where t is a time
;

let p = l*

where /is a constant length ;

then ~

thus -
is a constant time :

hence
c /I&quot;*

1

,

= c \f -
V

-

where n is the absolute force, c a numerical constant, I a

constant length.
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The following examples are added to he worked out by
the processes employed in Newton s first three sections.

In some of them the following proposition will be found
useful

;
for the proof of which we refer the student to

Todhuntcrs Algebra, Art. (JG6.

PROP. The limiting value of the fraction

when n i.s indefinitely increased, is

p + l



EXAMPLES.

SECTION I.

1. Two straight lines A B, A B cut off the same area from

a given oval curve ;
find their point of ultimate intersection

when A B moves up to coincidence with AB.

2. Two circles have their centres on a given curve and pass

through a given point ;
find the limiting position of their chord

of intersection as their centres move up to coincidence with a

given point of the arc.

3. Circles of the same radius R are described cutting a

straight line ABC in AB, AC respectively ; prove that when C

approaches indefinitely near to B the line joining the centres

of the circles is inclined to A BC at an angle whose sine is -^ .

2fi

4. AP is a chord of a given circle, AQ a chord near AP
;

find the position of the point of ultimate intersection of circles

described on AP, AQ, as diameters, when Q, approaches and ulti

mately coincides with P.

5. A/i, AE are two straight lines intersecting in A
;
AE is

divided into three equal parts in C, D ;
S is any other point ;

SC
t SD, SE cut AB in M, M , M&quot;. Prove that

MM _ 3
* M M&quot;~V

when AE is indefinitely great.

6. In a right-angled triangle the altitude is constant, and

the base variable : find the ultimate ratio of the increment of

the base to the increment of the hypothenuse.
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7. A and /? are two fixed points, CD is a fixed straight
line, and cd is another straight line moving, subject to the con-

dition that the rectangle under the perpendiculars upon it from
A and // is equal to the rectangle under the corresponding per

pendiculars upon CD. If the lines CD and cd intersect in P,
prove that, ultimately, when CD and cd coincide, the angle
APC will be equal to the angle HP2).

8. Prove that the surface generated by the revolution of a
semicircle round its bounding diameter is to that generated by the

revolution of the same semicircle round the tangent at the ex

tremity of the diameter in the ratio of the length of the diameter
to the length of the semicircle.

9. Two tangents are drawn to an ellipse ;
draw a third so

that the area of the triangle formed shall be the least possible.

10. Two similar lumps of ice are melting, and the diminu
tion of volume at any instant is proportional to the area of the

surface of each lump. JL&amp;gt;o the volumes tend to equality I

1 1 . Find the area of a portion of a circle cut off by the

diameter A II and a chord A P.

12. Find the area bounded by a portion of a hyperbola,
two ordinatea parallel to one asymptote, and the other asymp
tote.

13. There are n curves of which the areas cut off by ordi-

nates at any the same distances from their vertices are as

,
:n,,... : a,,. Shew that if they revolve about their axes, the

solids of equal heights so generated are as
,&quot;

: a.^ ... : n
a

.

14. Find by Lemma II. the area bounded by the curve

a4
y = jc?

t
the ordinate y = &, and the axis of jc.

15. Find the volume generated by the revolution of the area

bounded by the curve y
A = iix

1

) the ordinate y (j,
and the axis of

f, about the same axis.

16. Find the position of the ordinate which bisects the area

bounded by the curve ay
3
-x*, the ordinate y-6, and the axis

of x.

17. Find the area of the curre ra = aa cos 0.

18. Find the area of a loop of the curve r^a* COB 30.
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19. Apply Lemma IV. to shew tbat the volume of a right

cone is one-third that of the cylinder on the same base and of

the same altitude.

20. Assuming the area of a parabolic segment to be two-

thirds of the circumscribing triangle, deduce the volume of a

sphere by comparing it with a right cylinder having for its base

the parabolic segment described upon a diameter for chord and

latus rectum.

21. Compare the volume of the ring generated by revolution

of a circle round a line in its own plane with the volume of a

cylinder whose base is the circle and whose height is the distance

of the axis of revolution from the centre of the circle.

22. If two bodies move so as to have their velocities at

every instant in a constant ratio, shew that the spaces described

by them will be in the same ratio.

23. Similar conterminous arcs which have a common tan

gent at one extremity have parallel tangents at the other ex

tremity.

24. ST is perpendicular to the tangent at P to a curve

from a fixed point S
;
and SZ is the perpendicular from S on

the tangent at Y to the locus of Y: shew that SY is a mean

proportional between SP and SZ.

25. AB the chord of an arc ACB is bisected at right angles

by CD ;
shew that, as B approaches A, C becomes the middle

point of the arc.

26. Equilateral triangles are described about a given oval

curve ;
shew how to draw a tangent at any point of the curve

described by their vertices.

27. If S be a fixed point PT, the tangent at P to a curve,

PQ a small arc of the curve, ST perpendicular to SP, QR per

pendicular to SP ; shew that

L.R. QJt : SQ-SP = ST : SP.

28. If a circle touch a parabola at the vertex, and their centre

and focus coincide, and a straight Hue parallel to the axis cut

the common tangent and the curves in T, P, Q, ; then when these

points move up to coincidence at A,

L. B. area TAP : area PAQ = L
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29. If the curve in Lemma X. be an arc of a parabola the

axis of which is perpendicular to the straight line along which

time is measured, prove that the accelerating effect of the force

will vary as the distance from the axis of the parabola.

30. One circle rolls uniformly within another of twice its

radius ; prove that the resultant acceleration of a particle situated

on the circumference of the rolling circle tends to the centre of

the fixed circle, and varies as the distance from that centre.

31. An arc of continuous curvature P(jQ is bisected in Q ;

PT is the tangent at P
;
shew that, as

&amp;lt;/ approaches P
t
the

ultimate ratio of the angle Q, PT to the angle QPT is two to

one.

32. APB ia a semicircle and PN is an ordinate to the dia

meter A n
;

if from AP, AQ be cut off equal to PN, shew that

the area enclosed by the curve traced out by Q is one-fourth the

area of the semicircle.

33. A fixed line intersects a curve in the point P ; a point

Q in the line is joined with two fixed points A, B ; QA, QB,
meet the curve in R, S. find the limiting ratio of QJi to Q8,

ag Q moves up to P.

34. The extremities of a straight line slide upon two given

straight lines, so that the area of the triangle formed by the

three straight lines is constant : find the limiting position of the

chord of intersection of two consecutive positions of tho circle

described about that triangle.

35. A straight line of constant length moves with its ex

tremities upon two given straight lines
;
find the limiting posi

tion of the chord of intersection of two consecutive positions of

the circumscribing circle.

36. All is a diameter of a circle, P a point contiguous to A
t

and the tangent at P meets HA produced in T: shew that ulti

mately the difference between HA, BP is in a ratio of equality

to TA.

37. If PQ be an arc of continuous curvature, and the tan

gent and normal at Q meet the tangent at P in T and JV, prove
that L.R. &PQN : &PQT= 2 : 1.

38. The circle of curvature at a point of an ellipse passe*

through a vertex
;
find the abscissa of the point.

M.X. 13
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39. If the circle of curvature at one extremity of the major
axis of an ellipse passes through the farther focus

;
find its excen-

tricity.

40. The foci of all parabolas which have the same curvature

as a given curve at a given point lie on a circle.

41. If the angle between the tangent and radius vector of

a curve is a maximum or a minimum, the chord of curvature

through S= 2SP.

42. Two curves of finite curvature touch each other at the

point P, and from T, a fixed point in the common tangent, a

secant is drawn cutting one curve in the points A, B, and the

other in the points A ,
fi

,
and the lines AP, A P, BP, B P are

drawn
;
shew that, if the secant moves up to and ultimately

coincides with the tangent, the angles APA ,
BPB will be ulti

mately in a ratio of equality.

43. In the curve in which the difference between the arc

and the intercept of the normal on the axis of abscissae is con-

gtant, the difference between the ordinate and the normal is also

constant.

44. From a point on the circumference of a vertical circle

a chord and tangent are drawn, the chord terminating in the

lowest point, the tangent in the vertical diameter produced.

Compare the velocities acquired by a heavy body falling down
the chord and tangent when they are indefinitely diminished.

SECTIONS II, III.

45. If a particle describe an ellipse about a focus S, the

rate of description of areas round the other focus S&quot; varies as

6&quot;Z
2
,
where ti Z is the perpendicular from S on the tangent.

46. A particle P moves in space under the action of two

centres of force S and S
;
shew that the projection of P on n

plane perpendicular to SS describes areas in equal times about

the point where &S&quot; meets the plane.

47. If a particle acted on only by a central force, not neces

sarily continuous, move with constant velocity, prove that its

path will be a straight line, a circle, or straight lines alternating

with arcs of circles.
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48. In a central orhit the velocity of the foot of the per

pendicular from the centre on the tangent varies inversely aa the

length of the chord of curvature through the centre of force.

49. A point moves on the circumference of a circle
; prove

that the angular velocity about all points in the circumference is

the same.

50. A body is describing an ellipse round a centre of force

in one of the foci. Prove that the velocity of the point of inter

section of the perpendicular from that focus upon the tangent at

any point of the orbit is inversely proportional to the square

upon the conjugate diameter.

51. A number of bodies describe different circles round

the same centre of force varying as
.. , setting out together from

the same radius vector
;

find the curve in which they will be

situated when one of them has completed a revolution.

52. Find the time of revolution of a conical pendulum.

53. A body describing an orbit about a central force equal t&amp;lt;

has, at the distance of 27 feet from the centre, a velo

city of 15 miles pt-r hour
;
find the numerical value of /z (1) when

a foot and a second are the units of space and time, ( !) when a

yard and a minute are the units.

54. If the angular velocity about the centre of force varies

as the linear velocity, find the orbit.

55. Two equal circles are described in equal times under

the action of forces to the centre and a point in the circumference

respectively. Compare the absolute forces.

50. A biwly moves in an ellipse with uniform velocity under

the action of two central forces at the foci : shew that the force-&amp;lt;

to the foci are always equal and vary inversely an the product
of the focal distances.

57. If in an ellipse the velocity varies as the diameter pa
rallel to the direction of motion directly and as the distance from

the major axis inversely, shew that the centre of force is in

finitely distant.

58. T describes a circle uniformly about C P describr*

another circle uniformly about T as centre in the same direction,
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and their velocities are as CT : PT. Shew that P describes a

circle about (7, and find the force on P tending to (7.

59. T describes a circle uniformly about C
;
P describes

another circle uniformly about T as centre in the opposite direc

tion, and their velocities are as CT : PT, Shew that P describes

an ellipse about C, and hence that an ellipse may be described

by a force to the centre which varies as the distance.

60. What is the acceleration of a point in the circumference

of a circle which rotates uniformly while its centre describes

a straight line ? In what case would such a point describe a

cycloid ?

61. A parabola can be described by a body acted on by two

forces, one a constant repulsive force to the focus, and the other

u force inwards along the normal and varying inversely as the

normal.

62. If a perfectly elastic particle describing an equiangular

spiral impinge upon a hard plane, prove that after impact it will

describe an equiangular spiral. How must the plane be placed
that it may describe a similar spiral ?

63. What impulse must be applied to a body moving in an

equiangular spiral to make it proceed to describe a circle ?

64. In an ellipse described about a centre of force at the

centre the square of the velocity at the end of the equi-conjugate
diameters is the arithmetic mean between the squares of the

greatest and least velocities.

65. Two bodies are describing -equal and similar concentric

ellipses under the action of a force tending to their centre, the

axis-major of the one being at right angles to the axis-major of

the other; determine the time that each is within the orbit of

the other, and find its limiting value as the excentricity is inde

finitely diminished.

66. In an ellipse described about a force to the centre, shew

that the time in which any given area will be swept out by the

radius vector is independent of the exceutricity of the ellipse if

the area of the ellipse be given.

67. A particle describes an ellipse about a centre of force

in the centre. Prove that the angular velocity of the particle

about a focus is inversely proportional to the distance from that

focus.
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68. If a triangle be inscribed in an ellipse so that its centre

of gravity coincides with the centre of the ellipse, prove that

the velocities of a particle describing the ellipse under the action

of a force t the centre when at the angular points A, Ji, C will

be proportional to the opposite sides of the triangle, and also

that the times from A to H, Ji to C, C to A will be equal to

each other.

61*. Two particles describe concentric, similar, and similarly

situated ellipses under the action of the same force tending to

their common centre
;
shew that their centre of gravity moves

iu another concentric, similar and similarly situated ellipse.

7&amp;lt;X An ellijwe is descril&amp;gt;ed by a body under a force to the

centre. If the accelerating effect at the extremity of the axis-

major is equal to that of gravity, and the period is a day, find

the number of miles in the axis-minor.

71. Two particles descrile the same ellipse about the same
force in the centre in the same periodic time: shew that their

directions of motion at any time intersect on a similar ellipse.

72. A particle is describing an ellipse about the centre, and

when it arrives at one extremity of the minor-axis the centre of

force is suddenly trannft-rred to the other
;
find the orbit sub

sequently described. What is the excentricity of the ellipse if

the new orbit is a circle ?

73. A body is describing an ellipse about a force to the

centre ;
when at the extremity of an equi-conjugate diameter

the direction of motion is suddenly changed the velocity remain

ing unaltered ; find the position of tin: axes of the new orbit,

and the condition that it may be a circle.

74. A body moves in a parabola about a centre of force in

the focus. If the velocity be diminished in the ratio of *J2, : 1

when the body is at the extremity of the latua rectum, find the

|&amp;gt;-itioii
and axes of the new orbit.

7.1. If any number of bodies describe parabolas about a

common centre of force in the focus, the square of the time of

passing from one extremity of the latua rectum to the other

varied as the cube of the Latus rectum.

7&amp;gt;&amp;gt;.
A body describes an ellipse about a centre of force in

a focus
; prove that the velocity of the point of intersection of
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the perpendicular from that focus upon the tangent at any point
of the orbit varies inversely as the square of the conjugate
diameter.

77. The ratio of the periodic times of two bodies revolving
about two centres of force varying inversely as the square of the

distance is
--

, and the ratio of the mean distances of the bodies

from the centres of force about which they respectively revolve

is -
; compare the absolute forces at the two centres.

78. If v, v be the velocities of a body desciibing an ellipse

about a centre of force at one focus, at the extremities of any
focal chord, and n that at the extremity of the latus rectum,
then will v2

,
it

2
,
v 2 be in arithmetical progression.

79. The time of moving in an ellipse from P to D, the ex

tremities of equi-conjugate diameters, by a body acted on by a

force to the focus, is one- fourth of the periodic time.

80. In an ellipse about the focus -S
,
the velocity may be

resolved into two equal velocities perpendicular respectively to

SP and HP, and each varying as HP.

81. A particle describes an ellipse about a centre of force

in one of the foci
;

if lines be drawn always parallel to the

direction of motion at a distance from the centre of force pro

portional to the velocity of the particle, these lines will touch a

similar ellipse.

82. A particle moves in an ellipse about a centre of force

in the focus S
;
when the particle is at J3, the extremity of the

minor-axis, the centre of force is changed to R in SB, so that

RB is one-fifth of. 811, and the absolute force is diminished to

one-eighth of its original value; shew that the periodic time is

unaltered, and that the new minor-axis is two-fifths of the old.

83. A body describes a hyperbola round a centre of force at

the nearer focus. Find, when possible, the point in the orbit

at which the angular velocities about the foci are in a given ratio,

and state the limits between which the given ratio may vary.

84. A body describes a hyperbola under the action of a

force tending to one focus. Prove that the rate at which areas

are described by the moving particle about the centre of the

hyperbola, is inversely proportional to the distance of the par
ticle from the centre of force.
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85. A body is moving in a given hyperbola under the action

of a force tending to the nearer focus S
; when it arrives at a

point P, the force suddenly becomes repulsive, find the position

and magnitude of the axes of the new orbit; shew that the dif

ference of the squares of the excentricities of the new and old

orbits varies inversely as &amp;lt;SP.

86. A particle describing an ellipse about a force in the

focus comes to the extremity of the major-axis nearer to the

centre of force ; find in what ratio the absolute force must be

then suddenly diminished so that the particle may proceed to

descril&amp;gt;e a hyperbola whose excentricity is the reciprocal of that

of the ellipse.

87. Three tangents are drawn to a given orbit, described by
a particle und&amp;lt;;r the action of a central force, one of them being

parallel to the external bisector of the angle between the other

two. If the velocity at the point of contact of this tangent be

a mean proportional between those at the other two points,

prove that the centre of force will lie on the circumference of a

certain circle.

88. A body describes a parabola under a force to the focus,

and a straight line is drawn from the focus perpendicular to the

tangent and proportional to the velocity ; prove that its extre

mity describes a circle.

S J. A perfectly elastic particle, describing a parabola about

a centre of force in the focus and moving towards the vertex,

impinges on a fixed plane passing through the latus rectum and

perpendicular to the plane of the parabola; determine it* sub

sequent motion.

JO. A body moves in a parabola about a centre of force in

the vertex ;
shew that the time of moving from any point to the

vertex varies as the cube of the distance of the point from the

axis of the parabola.

91. Two particles describe the same ellipse about a centre

of force in one of the foci, starting simultaneously from opposite
extremities of the transverse axis. When will they be moving
with equal velocities?

(t 2. Two bodies describe the same ellipse, one about a focu,
the other about the centre

;
the forces are such that at the point

where they are equal the velocities are also equal ; prove that

the periods an; as 1 e : 1.
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93. When a body arrives at P in an ellipse about the focus

S, the centre of force ia suddenly transferred to the other focus,

and the same orbit is described
;
shew that, if X, X are the absolute

forces, X:X = P2
: S P2

.

94. A particle is describing an ellipse about the focus
;

when it comes to the extremity of the conjugate axis, the abso

lute force is diminished by one-third. Determine the position

and dimensions of the new orbit, and prove that the distance

between its focus and its centre is bisected by the conjugate axis

of the original orbi,t.

95. If a body be moving in an ellipse under the action of a

force =
-j , and if at any point the velocity V and the absolute

force
/u,
be increased by very small increments such that the ratio

of the increment of V to V is half that of the increment of p
to

/u.,
shew that the orbit will remain unaltered, but the periodic

time will be changed.

(A.M11KIDGK: PK1NTKD BY C. J. CLAY, M.A. AT THJS UMV
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, 1875. York Street, Covcnt

London.

EDUCATIONAL BOOKS.

Ti?i01iotljcca Classica.

A Series of Greek and Latin authors, with English notes
; edited

&amp;gt;y

eminent scholars, under the direction of G. LONG, Esq., M. A.,

ormerly fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge ;
and the late Rev.

\. J. MACLEANE, M. A., Head Master of King Edward s School,
Uath. 8vo.

AKSCHYLUS. By F. A. Puley, M. A. New edition

ci iscd. iSs.

CICERO S ORATIONS. By G. Long, M. A. 4 vols.

3/. 4?. Vol. I. i6s.
;
Vol. II. i^-. ;

Vol. III. iGx. ; Vol. IV.
I&r.

DEMOSTHKNKS. By R. Whiston, M. A., Head Master
of Rochester Grammar School. Vol. I. iCs.

; Vol. II. \6s.

EURIPIDES. By F. A. Paley, M. A. 3 vols. i6j.cach.

HOMER. Vol. I. Iliad i 12, with Introduction. By
1-. A. I alcy, M. A. 12s. Vol. II. I4J-.

HERODOTUS. By Rev. J. W. Blakcslcy, 15.1).

2 vols. 32^.

HESIOD. By F. A. Paley, M. A. los. 0&amp;lt;S.

HORACE. By Rev. A. J. Macleanc, M. A. Artw edition.

revised
\&amp;gt;y George Long. iSs.

JUVENAL AND PERSIUS. By Rev. A. J. Madeane,
M.A., Trinity College, Cambridge. New eiiilL&amp;gt;n % revised l.y

George Long. 12s.
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PLATO. By W. H. Thompson, D.D., Master of Trinity
College, Cambridge.

Vol. I.,
&quot;

Phaedrus,&quot; ft. 6d. Vol. II., &quot;Gorgias,&quot; Js. 6d.

SOPHOCLES. ByRev.F.H.Blaydes,M.A. Vol.1. i8j.

CONTENTS : CEdipus Tyrannus. CEdipus Coloneus. Anti

gone.

TACITUS : The Annals. By the Rev. P. Frost. Price

i$s.

TERENCE. By E. St. J. Parry, M.A. i8j.

VERGIL. By the late J. Conington, M.A. Corpus, Pro
fessor of Latin at Oxford. Vol. I., The Bucolics and G-eorgics.
Third edition, 12s. Vol. II., The yKneid, Books I. to VI.
Second edition, \&amp;lt;\s.

Vol. III., Second edition, i^s.

Uniform with alwe.

A COMPLETE LATIN GRAMMAR. By J. W.
Donaldson, D. D. 7Yrird edition, i^s.

A COMPLETE GREEK GRAMMAR. By J. W.
Donaldson, D. D. Third edition. i6s.

For other Critical and Annotated Editions see pages 71-73.

Classics.

A Series of Greek and Latin authors, with English notes, edited

by eminent scholars
; especially adapted for use in public and gram

mar schools. Eoolscap Svo.

CAESAR
DE BELLO GALLICO. Edited by George

Long, M . A. New edition. $s. 6d.

CAESAR DE BELLO GALLICO. Books L III. With
English notes for junior classes. By George Long, M. A.
New edition. 2s. 6d.

CATULLUS, TIBULLUS, AND PROPERTIUS. Se
lected Poems. Edited by the Rev. A. II. Wratislaw, of Bury
St. Edmunds School, and F. N. Sutton, B. A. With short

biographical notices of the Poets. 3^. 6&amp;lt;/.

CICERO : De Senectute, De Amicitia, and Select Epis
tles. Edited by George Long, M. A. A r

tio edition. 45. 6d.

CORNELIUS NEPOS. Edited by the late Rev. J. F.

Macmichael, Head Master of the Gramma* School, Ripon.
2J. &/.
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HOMER: Iliad. Books I. XII. Edited by F. A.
I aley, M. A. 6s. 6,/.

HORACK. Edited by A. J. Macleane, M. A,, late Head
Master of King Edward s Scliool, Bath. With a short Life.

Nay edition, rrcised. 6s. 6d.

JUVENAL: Sixteen Satires (expurgated). By Merman
Prior, M.A., late Scholar of Trinity College, Oxford. 4^. 6(/.

MARTIAL: Select Epigrams. Edited by F. A. Paley,
M. A., and the late W. II. Stone, Scholar of Trinity College,

Cambridge. With a Life of the Poet. 6s. G&amp;lt;/.

OVID: The Six Books of the Fasti. Edited by F. A.
I aley, M. A. AVrt/ edition, $s.

SALLUST : Catilina and Jugurtha. With a Life. Edited

by George Long, M.A. $s.

TACITUS: Germania and Agricola. Edited by the
Rev. I*, Frost, late Fellow of St. John s College, Cambridge.
3*. 6,/.

VTRGIL : Bucolics, Georgics, and . Eneid, Books I. IV.
T.y the Kev. J. G. Sheppard, D.C.I,. Abridged from Profes
sor Conington s edition. 5*. 6&amp;lt;/.

- ^neid, Books V. XII. Abridged from Professor

Connington s edition, by II. Nettleship, Fellow of Lincoln

College, Oxford, and W. Wagner, I h.D. 5*. 6,/.

KENOPHON: The Anabasis. With Life, Itinerary,
Index, and Three Maps. Lditcd by the late J. F. Macmichael,
late Head Master of the Grammar School, Ripon. New edition,

revised, corrected and enlarged. 5?.

- The Cyropacdia. Edited by G. M. (Jorham, M. A.,
late Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge. Ne-M edition. 6s.

- Memorabilia. Edited by Percival Frost, M. A., LUe
Fellow of St. John s College, Cambridge. 4-f. 6&amp;lt;/.

Uniform *viih the Series.

IHE NKW TESTAMENT, in Greek. With English
Notes and Preface, Synopsis, and Chronological Tables. By
J. F. Macmichael, H. A. Fcap. 8vo. (730 pp.). -]s. (x(.
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CambriDge &amp;lt;S5ucefc ana latin Ccrt.s.

AESCHYLUS.
Ex novissima recensione E. A. Paley,

A.M. 3J .

C^SAR DE BELLO GALLICO. RccognovitG. Long,
A. M. 2s.

CICERO de Scnectutc ct de Amicitia, ct Epistolae
Selects. Recensuit G. Long, A.M. is. 6d.

CICERONIS Orationes, Vol. I. (in Verrem). Ex recen
sione G. Long, A. M. 3.^. 6&amp;lt;i.

EURIPIDES. Ex recensione E. A. Paley, A.M. 3 vols.

35. 6d. each.

CONTENTS OF VOL. I. Rhesus. Medea. Hippolytus.
Alcestis. Ileraclidae. Suppliccs. Troades. Index.

CONTENTS OF VOL. II. Ion. Helena. Andromache.
Electra. IJacchae. Hecuba. Index.

CONTENTS OF VOL. III. Hercules Furcns. Phoenissae.

Orestes. Iphigenia in Tauris. Iphigenia in Aulide. Cyclops.
Index.

HERODOTUS. Recensuit J. G. Blakcslcy, S. T. 15

2 vols. 7-r.

HOMERI ILIAS I. XII. Ex novissima recensione
F. A. Paley, A. M. 2s. 6tt.

HORATIUS. Ex recensione A. J. Macleane, A.M. 2s. 6rf.

JUVENAL ET PERSIUS. Ex recensione A. J. Mac-

leane, A. M. is. 6d.

LUCRETIUS. RecognovitII.A.J.Mimro,A.M. 2s.6&amp;lt;/.

SALLUSTI GRISPI CATILINA ET JUGURTHA,
Recognovit G. Long, A. M. is. 6&amp;lt;/.

TERENTI COMOEDIAE. Gul. Wagner relegit et

emendavit. 3-r.

THUCYDIDES. Recensuit J. G. Donaldson, S. T. P.

2 vols. yj.

VERGILIUS. Ex recensione J.Conington, A.M. 3^.6^.

XENOPHONTIS EXPEDITIO GYRI. Recensuit J.
V. Macmichacl, A. 15. 2s. M.
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NOVUM TESTAMENTUM GRAECUM, Textus Ste-

phanici, 1550. Accedunt variae lectiones editionum Uezae,

El^eviri, Lachmanni, Tischendorfii, Tregellesii, curante F. II.

Scrivener, A. M. Atea edition, qs. 6&amp;lt;/. An Edition with

wide margin for notes, js. 6&amp;lt;/.

EURIPIDES. Alccstis. School edition, with Notes
and Introduction. l!y F. A. Paley, M.A., abridged from the

larger edition. Fcap. 8vo.

AESCHYLUS. Prometheus Yinctus. School, edition,
with Notes and Introduction. By ! . A. Paley, M. A., abridged
from the larger edition. Fcap. 8vo. [Preparing.

Public Sefcool cries.

A Series of Classical Texts, annotated by well-known scholars,
with a special view to the requirements of upper forms in Public

Schools, or of University Students.

ICERO. The Letters of Cicero to Atticus, Bk. I.

i. With Notes, and an Essay on the Character of the Writer.

Edited by A. Pretor, M.A., late of Trinity College, Fellow
of St. Catharine s College, Cambridge. Crown 8vo. 4/. &/.

DEMOSTHENES cle Ealsa Legatione. Fourth edition,

carefully raised. By R. Shilleto, M. A., Fellow of St. Peter s

College, Cambridge. Crown 8vo. Os.

- The Oration Against the Law of Leptines. With

English Notes and a Translation of Wolf s Prolegomena. Hy
W. IJ. licatson, M. A., Fellow of Pembroke College. Small
Svo. 6s.

PLATO. The Apology of Socrates and Crito, with Notes.
critical and excgetical, by Wilhelm Wagner, Ph. D. Small
Svo. 4^. 6&amp;lt;/.- The Phaedo. \Vitli Notes, critical and cxegetical,
and an Analysis, by Wilhelm Wagner, Ph. I). Small Svo.

5*. 6&amp;lt;/.- The Protagoras. The Greek Text revised, with
an Analysis and English Notes. Hy W. Wayte, M.A., Fellow
of King s College, Cambridge, and Assistant Master at Eton.

Svo. SKOH&amp;lt;/ edition, ^s. bd.

PLAUTUS. Trinummus. With Notes, critical and cxc-

gctical. 15y Wilhelm Wagner, Ph. D. Small Svo. 4*. 6&amp;lt;/.
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SOPHOCLIS TRACKING. With Notes and Pro
legomena. Ity Alfred Pretor, M.A., Fellow of St. Catherine s

College, Cambridge. [Preparing.

TERENCE. With Notes, critical and explanatory. By
Wilhelm Wagner, Ph. D. Post 8vo. los. 6d.

THEOCRITUS. With Short Critical and Explanatory
Latin Notes.

P&amp;gt;y
F. A. Paley, M. A. Second edition, cor

rected and enlarged, and containing the newly discovered Idyll.
Crown 8vo. 4-s. 6d.

Others in preparation.

Critical ant) annotated (ZEDitiong.

AETNA.
Revised, emended and explained by H.

A. J. Munro, M.A., Fellow of Trinity College, Cam
bridge. Svo. 3-c. 6d.

ARISTOPHANIS Comoediae quae supersunt cum perdi-
tarum fragments tertiiscurisrecognovitadditisjulnotationecritica
summariis descriptione metrica onomastico lexico Hubertus
A. Ilolden, LL. D. [Head-Master of Ipswich School

; Classical

Examiner, University of London.] Svo.

Vol. I. containing the Text expurgated with Summaries and
critical notes, iSs,

The Plays sold separately ; Acharnenses, 2s. Equites, is. 6J.

Nubes, is. 6i/. Vespac, 2s. Pax, is. 6d. Aves, 2s. Lysis-
trata, et Thesmophoriazusae, 3.!-. Ranae, 2s. Ecclesiazusae et

Plutus, 3-r.

\ ol. II. Onomasticon Aristophaneum continens indicem

geographicum et historicum. 5^. 6&amp;lt;/.

Pax, with an Introduction and English Notes. By
F. A. Paley, M. A. Fcap. Svo. 4J-. 6J.

EURIPIDES. Fabuloe Quatuor. Scilicet, Hippolytus
Coronifer, Alcestis, Iphigenia in Aulide, Iphigenia in Tauris.
Ad fulein Manuscriptorum ac veterum Editionum emendavit et

Annotationibus instruxit J. II. Monk, S.T.P. Edith nwa.
8ro. Crown Svo. 12s.

Separate } Hippolytus Cloth, 5.?. Alcestis. Sewed, 4^. 6&amp;lt;i.

HORACE. Quinti Horatii Flacci Opera. The text re

vised, with an Introduction, by II. A. J. Munro, M.A.,
Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge, Editor of &quot;Lucretius.&quot;

Illustrated from antique gems, by C. W. King, M. A., Fellow
of Trinity College, Cambridge. Large Svo. I/, is.
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L1VY. Titi Livii Historic. The first five Uooks, with

English Notes. By J. Prcndcville. Eighth edition. 121110.

roan, 5*. Or Books I. to III. 3J. 6&amp;lt;/. IV, and V. 3-r. 6&amp;lt;/.

LUCRETIUS. Titi Lucreti Cari de Rerum Natura
Eibri Sex. With a Translation and Notes. By II. A. J.

Munro, M.A., Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge. Third
edition n-i ised throughout. 2 voli. Svo. Vol. I. Text, \6s.

Vol.11. Translation, 6j. Sold separately.

OVID. P. Ovidii Nasonis Heroides XIV. Kdited,\vith

Introductory Preface and English Notes, by Arthur Palmer, M. A.,
Fellow of Trinity College, Dublin. Demy Svo. 6s.

PLAUTUS. Aulularia. With Notes, critical and exc-

getical, and an Introduction on Plautian Prosody. By Wilhclm

Wagner, Ph. D. Svo. rjs.

PROPKRTIUS. Sex. Atirolii Propcrtii Carmina. The
Elegies of Properties, with English Notes. By F. A. Paley,

M.A., Editor of &quot;Ovid s Fasti,&quot;
&quot;

Select Epigrams of Martial,&quot;

&amp;lt;\:e. Second edition. Svo. cloth. 9.^.

J HUCYDIDKS. i he History of the Peloponncsian
War. With Notes and a careful Collation of the two Cam
bridge Manuscripts, and of the Aldinc and Juntine Editions.

By Richard Shilleto, M. A., Fellow of S. Peter s College,

Cambridge. Book I. Svo. 6s. 6,/. Book 1 1 . in the
p&amp;gt;

yjj.

C1RKKK. TKSTAMI-A T. With a Critically revised Text
;

a digest of Various Readings ; Marginal references to

verbal and idiomatic usage ; Prolegomena ; and a critical

and exegetical commentary. For the use of theological
students and ministers. By Henry A 1 ford, D. D., late Dean of

Canterbury. 4 vols. Svo. Sold separately.

Vol. I., .S-r;//// Edition, the Four Gospels. I/. S/. Vol. II.,

.v/.r/// Edition, the Acts of the Apostles, Epistk-s to the Roman-,
and Corinthians. I/. 4^ Vol. III., ftjth Edition, the EpUllc-,
to the Galatians, Ephesians, Philippians, Colossians, Thessa-

lonians, to Timotheus, Titus, and Philemon. iSj. Vol. IV.
Part I., Fourth edition. The Epistle to the Hebrews : The
Catholic Epistles of St. James and St. Peter. iSj. Vol. I V.

Part 1 1., l-onrth edition. The EpistK-s of St. John and St. Jude,
and the Revvlation. 14^ Or Vol. IV. in one Vol. 32/.
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A LATIN GRAMMAR. By T. Hewitt Key, M.A.,
F. R. S., Professor of Comparative Grammar, and Head Master

of the Junior School, in University College. Sixth Thousand,
with IICM corrections and additions, 1 ost Svo. 8j.

latin ant) reek Class I6ook0.

CHURCH (A. J.) Latin Prose Lessons. By Alfred
1 J. Church, M. A., Head Master of the Grammar School,

Retford. A nciu edition. Fcs.p. Svo. 2s. 6d.

DAVIS and BADDELEY. Scala Gneca : a Series of

Elementary Greek Exercises. By the Rev. J. W. Davis,
M. A., Head Master of Tamworth Grammar School, and R. \V.

Baddeley, M. A. Second edition, Fcap. Svo. cloth. 2s. 6d,

FROST (P.) Eclogre Latinre : or Eirst Latin Reading
Book, with English Notes and a Dictionary. By the Rev.

1*. Fro.-.t, M. A., St. John s College, Cambridge. New edition.

Fcap. Svo. 2s. 6&amp;lt;/.

- Materials for Latin Prose Composition. New
edition, Fcap. Svo. 2s. 6&amp;lt;t.

Key. 4J.

- A Latin Verse Book. An Introductory Work on
Hexameters and Pentameters. Fcap. Svo. $s. A\iu edition,

revised and enlarged,

Key. $s.

Analecta Graeca Minora, with Introductory Sen
tences, English Notes, and a Dictionary. A\iv edition, rez ised

and enlarged, Fcap. Svo. 3.f. 6&amp;lt;/.

- Materials for Greek Prose Composition. Con
structed on the same plan as the &quot; Materials for Latin Prose

Composition.&quot; Fcap. Svo. 3-v. 6d,

Key. SJ.

GRETTON (F. E.) A First Cheque Book for Latin
Verse Makers. By the Rev. F. E. Gretton, Head Master
of Stamford Free Grammar School, sometime Fellow of St.

John s College, Cambridge, i.e. 6&amp;lt;i.

A Latin Version for Masters. 2s. 6rf.

- Reddemla
;

or Passages with Parallel Hints for

Translation into Latflii Prose and Verse. Crown Svo. 4.^. 6d.
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GKKTTOX (F. K.) Reddenda Reddita; or Passages
from English 1 oetry with a Latin Verse Translation. Crown Svo.

6s.

HOLDFX (H. A.) Foliorum Silvula. Part I. Being
Passages for Translation into Latin Elegiac and Heroic Verse,
edited by Hubert A. Holden, LL.l)., late Fellow of Trinity

College, Head Master of Queen Elizabeth s School, Ipswich.
Si.r//i edition. Post Svo. Js. 6&amp;lt;/.

- Foliorum Silvula. Part II. Being Select Passages
for Translation into Latin Lyric and Comic Iambic Verse. Ity

Hubert A. Holden, LL. IX Third edition. Post Svo. Ss -

Foliorum Silvula. Part III. Being Select Passages
for Translation into Greek Verse, edited with Notes by
Hubert A. Holden, LL. I). Third edition. Post Svo. S.r.

- Folia Silvula:, sive Kclogie Poetarum Angliconim
in Latinum et Gnvcum converse quas disposuit Hubertus A.

Holden, LL.l). Volumen Prius continens Fasciculos I. II.

Svo. los. 6&amp;lt;/. Volumen Alterum continens Fasciculos III.

IV. Svo. 12s.

Foliorum Centurine. Selections for Translation
into Latin and Greek Prose, chiefly from the University and

College Examination Papers. ]5y Hubert A. Holden, LL. I).

I- ittli edition. Post Svo. Ss.

KFY (T. II.) A Short Latin (Grammar, for Schools.

Ily T. II. Key, M. A., I- . S. A., Professor of Comparative
Grammar in University College, London, and Head Master of

the School. Kighth edition. Post Svo. Jr. 6&amp;lt;/.

MACLFAXK (A. J.) Selections from Ovid: Amores,
Tristia, Heroidcs, Metamorphoses. With English Notes, by
the Rev. A. J. Macleanc, M. A. New edition. Fcap. is. (*/.

MASON (C. P.) Analytical I.itin Fxercises
;

Acci
dence and Simple Sentences, Composition and Derivation of
Words and Compound Sentences. Jty C. P. Mason, 11. A.,
Fellow of University College, London. Post Svo. 3.*. (xf.

PRKSTOX (C.) (Ireek Verse Composition, for the use
of Public Schools and Private Students. lleing a revised

edition of the &quot;Greek Verses of Shrewsbury School.&quot; Ity George
Preston, M.A-, Fellow of Magdalene College. Crown Svo.
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Classical Cables.

REEK VERBS. A Catalogue of Verbs, Irregular
t

-J-
and Defective

;
their leading formations, tenses in use, and

dialectic inflexions, with a copious Appendix, containing

Paradigms for conjugation, Rules for formation of tenses, c.

&c. By J. S. Baird, T. C. D. A cw edition, raised. 2s. 6d.

GREEK ACCENTS (Notes on). On Card, bd.

HOMERIC DIALECT. Its Leading Forms and Peculi
arities. By J. S. Baird, T. C. D. is. 6d.

GREEK ACCIDENCE. By the Rev. P. Frost, M.A. is.

LATIN ACCIDENCE. By the Rev. P. Frost, M.A. is.

LATIN VERSIFICATION, is.

NOTABILIA QU^EDAM : or the Principal Tenses of
most of the Irregular Greek Verbs and Elementary Greek,
Latin, and French Constructions. A\&quot;a&amp;gt; edition, is. 6d.

RICHMOND RULES TO EORM THE OVIDIAN
DISTICH, &c. By J. Tate, M. A. Aw edition, is. 6&amp;lt;i.

THE PRINCIPLES OF LATIN SYNTAX, is.

Cranslations, Selections, ana

tratcli (ZEDitions.

%* Many of the following books are well adapted for school

prizes. See also pages 87-90.

AESCHYLUS.
Translated into English Prose, by E.A.

Faley, M. A., Editor of the Greek Text. Second edition,

revised. 8vo. 7-r.
6d.

- Translated by Anna Swanwick. With Introductions

and Notes. Neiv edition. Crown 8vo. 2 vols. I2s.

- Folio Edition with Thirty-three Illus

trations from Flaxman s designs. Price 2 2s.

ANTHOLOGIA GR^ECA. A Selection of Choice Greek

Poetry, with Notes. By Rev. F. St. John Thackeray,
Assistant Master, Eton College. A r

i~(&amp;gt; edition, corrected.

Fcap. 8vo. is. 6(f.

ANTHOLOGIA LATINA. A Selection of Choice Latin

Poetry, from Naivius to Boethius, with Notes. By Rev. F. St.

John Thackeray, Assistant Master, Eton College. A Tew

edition, enlarged. Fcap. 8\o. 6.v. ()d.
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ARISTOPHANES, The Peace. The Greek text, and a
metrical translation on opposite pages, with notes and intro

duction, A:c. By Bcnj. Bickley Rogers, M.A., late fellow of

Wadham College, Oxford. Fcap. 410. &quot;js.
6&amp;lt;/.

- The Wasps. Text and metrical translation, with
notes and introduction. By Benj. B. Rogers, M.A. Kcap. Svo.

is. 6./. [/// the Press.

CORPUS POKTARUM LATINORUM. Edited by
Walker. I thick vol. 8vo. Cloth, iS.f.

Containing : CATULLUS, LIXRKTIUS, VIRGII.IUS, Ti-

i;t i.i.rs, I ROI KRTIUS, Ovimus, HORATIUS, PHAF.DRUS,
LrCA.Nl S, I KRSH S, JtlVENAI.IS, MARTIALIS, Sl LPICIA,

STATIUS, Sn.ifs IiAi.icfs, VALERIUS FLACCUS,CALPURNIUS
Sici i.us, AusoNirs and CLAUDIANTS.

IK)RACE. The Odes and Carmen Saeculare. Trans
lated into English Verse by the late John Conington, M. A.,

Corpus Professor of Latin in the University of Oxford. I-ljth

Aiilu ii. Fcap. 8vo. 5-r. 6&amp;lt;/.

The Satires and Epistles. Translated in English
Verse by John Conington, M.A. Third edition. 6.r. 6&amp;lt;/.

- Illustrated from Antique Gems by C. W. King,
M. A., Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge. The text

revised with an Introduction by II. A. J. Munro, M. A.,
Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge, Editor of Lucretius.

Large 8vo. ji is.

MYS/E ETONEXSES sive Carminvm Ktonae Condi-
torvm iJelectvs. Series Nova, Tomos Dvos complectens.
Klidit Ricardvs Okes, S. T. I . Coll. Regal, apvd Cantabri-

gienses Prxpositvs. 8vo. 15^.

Vol. II., to complete Sets, may be had separately, price 5?.

PROPERTIUS. Verse translations from Book V. with a
revised Latin Text and brief English notes. By F. A. I aley,
M. A. Fcap. Svo. 3*.

PLATO. Gorgias, literally translated, with an Intro

ductory Essay containing a summary of the argument. By the

late E. M. Cope, M. A., Fellow of Trinity College. Svo. -]s.

- Philebus. Translated with short Explanatory Notes
by F. A. I aley, M. A. Small Svo. 4^.

Theaetetus. Translated with an Introduction on
the subject-matter, and short explanatory notes. By F. A, I aley,
M.A. Small Svo. ^r.
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PLATO. An Analysis and Index of the Dialogues. With
References to the Translation in Bohn s Classical Library. By
Dr. Day. Post Svo. 5.*.

REDDENDA REDDITA ; or, Passages from English
Poetry with a Latin Verse Translation. By F. E. Gretton,

Head Master of Stamford Free Grammar School. Crown Svo.

6s,

SABRING COROLLA in hortulis Regiae Scholae

Salopiensis contexuerunt tres viri floribus legendis. Editio

tcrtia. Svo. 8s. 6J.

SERTUM CARTHUSIANUM Floribus trium Seculo-

rum Contextum. Cura Gulielmi Ilaig Brown, Scholce Carthu-

siance Archididascali. Svo. 14.?.

THEOCRITUS. Translated into English Verse by C.

S. Calverlcy, M. A., late Fellow of Christ s College, Cambridge.
Crown Svo.

&quot;js.
6tf.

TRANSLATIONS into English and Latin. By C. S.

Calverley, M. A., late Fellow of Christ s College, Cambridge.
Post Svo. js. 6(f.

- Into Greek and Latin Verse. By R. C. Jebb,
Fellow of Trinity College and Public Orator in the University
of Cambridge. 4to. cloth gilt. io.f. 6&amp;lt;f.

VIRGIL in English Rhythm. With Illustrations from
(he British Poets, from Chaucer to Cowper. By the Rev. Robert

Corbet Singleton, first Warden of S. Peter s College, Radley.
A manual for master and scholar. Second edition, re-written

and enlarged. Large crown Svo. Js. 6^.

A HISTORY OF ROMAN LITERATURE. By W. S.

Teuffel, Professor at the University of Tiibingen. Translated,
with the Author s sanction, by Wilhelm Wagner, Ph. D., of the

Johanneum, Hamburg. Two vols. Demy Svo. 2\s.

&quot;Professor Teuffel skilfully groups the various departments
of Roman literature according to periods and according to sub

jects, and he well brings out the leading characteristics of each.&quot;

Saturday Review.

THE THEATRE OF THE GREEKS. A Treatise

on The History and Exhibition of the Greek Drama, with a

Supplementary Treatise on the Language, Metres, and Prosody
of the Greek Dramatists, by John William Donaldson, D. D.,

formerly Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge. With numerous

Illustrations from the best ancient authorities. Ki-ghth edition.

Post Svo.
5.r.
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MATHEMATICAL AND OTHER CLASS

BOOKS.

Cambridge cbool anD College Cert

A Series of Momentary Treatises adapted for the use of students

in the I niversities, Schools, and candidates for the Public Examina
tions. I niformly printed in Foolscap 8vo.

ARITHMETIC. By Rev. C. Elsee, M. A., late Fellow
of St. John s College, Cambridge ; Assistant Master at

Rugby. Intended for the use of Rugby School, Fcap.
Svo.. 1 iftli edition. 3*. 6&amp;lt;/.

ELEMENTS OF ALGEBRA. By the Rev. C. Elsee,
M. A. Second edition^ enlarged. AS.

ARITHMETIC. For the Use of Colleges and Schools.

l!y A. Wrigley, M. A. 3*. 6,/.

AX INTRODUCTION TO PLANE ASTRONOMY.
For the Use of Colleges and Schools. Hy P. T. Main, M. A.,
Fellow of St. John s College. Second edition. 4.?.

ELEMENTARY CONIC SECTIONS treated Geome
trically. I5y W. II. Bcsant, M. A., Lecturer and late Fellow of
St. John s College. 4^. 6&amp;lt;/.

ELEMENTARY STATICS. By the Rev. Harvey Good-
win, D. D.

, Bishop of Carlisle. Neio edition, m ised. 3r.

ELEMENTARY DYNAMICS. By the Rev. Harvey
(loodwin, D.I)., Bishop of Carlisle. Second edition. 3?.

1-LEMENTARY HYDROSTATICS. By W. H. Besant,
M. A., late Fellow of St. John s College. Sixth edition. 4?.

AN ELEMENTARY TREATISE ON MENSURA
Tie )\. Hy H. T. Moore, M. A., Fellow of Pembroke College.
With numerous Examples. 51.

THE FIRST THREE SECTIONS OF NEWTON S
PRINCIPIA, with an Appendix ; and the Ninth and Eleventh
Sections. lly John II. Evans, M.A. The Fifth Edition,
edited by P. T. Main, M. A. AS.
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ELEMENTARY TRIGONOMETRY. With a Collec
tion of Examples. By T. 1 . Hudson, M. A., Fellow of Trinity

College. 3.r. 6t/.

GEOMETRICAL OPTICS. By W. S. Aldis, M. A.,

Trinity College. 2&amp;gt;

s- 6d.

COMPANION TO THE GREEK TESTAMENT.
Designed for the Use oi Theological Students and the Upper
Forms in Schools. 15y A. C. I .arrett, A. M., Caius College.
Third edition, revised and enlarged. Fcap. 8vo.

5.?.

AN HISTORICAL AND EXPLANATORY TREA
TISE ON THE BOOK OF COMMON PRAYER. ]Jy W.
(/. Ilumpliry, 1&quot;. I). Fifth edition revised, Yc&p. Svo. 4.?. 6&amp;lt;/.

MUSIC. IJy 11. C. Panister, Professor of Harmony
and Composition at the Royal Academy of Music. TItird

edition, revised. 5-r.

Others in Preparation,

H
autfjmetic anti algebra.

IND (J.) Principles and Practice of .Arithmetic.

Comprising the Nature and Use of Logarithms, with the

Computations employed by Artificers, ( laugers, and Lnnd

Surveyors. Designed for the Use of Students, by j. Hind, M. A.,

formerly Fellow and Tutor of Sidney Sussex College. Ninth

edition, with Questions. 4.?. 6&amp;lt;/.

A Second Appendix of Miscellaneous Questions (many of

which have been taken from the Examination Tapers given in

the University during the last few years) has been added to the

present edition of this work, which the Author considers will

conduce greatly to its practical utility, especially for those who
are intended for mercantile pursuits.

#% Key, with Questions for Examination. Second edition. $s.

- Elements of Algebra. Designed for the Use of
Students in Schools and in the Universities.

P&amp;gt;y J. Hind,
M.A. Sixth edition, revised. 540 pp. Svo. icu. 6r/.

NYATSON (J.) A Progressive Course of Examples in

Arithmetic. With Answers. ]y James Watson, M. A., of

Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, and formerly Senior Mathe
matical Master of the Ordnance School, Carshalton. Second

edition, revised and corrected. Fcap. Svo. 2s. 6i/.
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A
ann

LDIS (T. S.) Text Book of Geometry. By T. S.

Aldis, M. A., Trinity College, Cambridge. Small Svo.

4_r. (xi. Part I. Angles Parallels Triangles Equiva
lent Figures Circles. 2s. &/. Part 1 1. Proportion. Just pub
lished. 2s. Sold separately.

The object of the work is to present the subject simply and

concisely, leaving illustration and explanation to the teacher,
whose freedom text-books too often hamper. Without a teacher,

however, this work will possibly be found no harder to master
than others.

As far as practicable, exercises, largely numerical, are given
on the different Theorems, that the pupil may learn at once the

value and use of what he studies.

Hypothetical constructions are throughout employed. Im

portant Theorems are proved in more than one way, lest the

pupil rest in words rather than things. Problems arc regarded

chiefly as exercises on the theorems.

Short Appendices are added on the Analysis of Reasoning
and the Application of Arithmetic and Algebra to Geometry.

EUCLID. The Elements of Euclid. A new Text
based on that of Simson, with Exercises. Edited by II. J.

Hose, formerly Mathematical Master of Westminster School.

Fcap. Svo. 45. 6ti. Exercises separately, is.

COXTKNTS : Hooks I. VI.
;
XI. 121

;
XII. I, 2.

- The Elements of Euclid. The First Six Books, with
a Commentary by Dr. Lardner. Tenth edition. Svo. 6s.

The First Two Books Explained to Beginners ; by
C. P. Mason, B. A. Second edition. Fcap. Svo. 2s. 6d.

- The Enunciations and Figures belonging to the

Propositions in the First Six and part of the Eleventh Hooks of

Euclid s Elements (usually read in the Universities), prepared
for Students in Geometry. Hy the Rev. J. Brasse, I). D. Nfiv
edition. Fcap. Svo. is. On cards, in case, 5-f. 6r/.

Without the Figures, Cxi.

McDOWELL (J.) Exercises on Euclid and in Modern
Geometry, containing Applications of the Principles and Pro
cesses of Modern Pure Geometry. Hy J. McDowell, H. A.,
Pembroke College. Crown Svo. 8s. M.

BESANT (W. H.) Elementary Geometrical Conic
Sections. Hy W. II. He-ant, M. A. 4*. &/.

3 A
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TAYLOR (C.) The Geometry of Conies. Second edition

revised and enlarged. By C. Taylor, M.A., Fellow of St.

John s College. 8vo. 4J-. 6&amp;lt;/.

Pages 80 to H2 to complete the First edition may be had

separately, price u.

GASKIN (T.) Solutions of the Geometrical Problems,
consisting chiefly of Examples, proposed at St. John s College,
from 1830 to 1846. With an Appendix on the General Equa
tion of the Second Degree. By T. Gaskin, M. A. Svo. \2s.

Cricjonomctrg,

ALUOUS
(J. C. P.) The Shrewsbury Trigonometry.

A Step to the Study of a more complete treatise. By
J. C. P. Alclous, Jesus College, Cambridge, Senior Ma
thematical Master of Shrewsbury School. 2s.

HUDSON (T. P.) Elementary Trigonometry. With
a Collection of Examples. By T. P. Hudson, M. A., Fellow
and Assistant Tutor of Trinity College. 3-r. 6&amp;lt;/.

HIND (J.) Elements of Plane and Spherical Trigo
nometry. With the Nature and Properties of Logarithms
and Construction and Use of Mathematical Tables. Designed
for the use of Students in the University. By J. Hind, M.A.
Fifth edition. I2mo. 6.c.

MOORE (B. T.) An Elementary Treatise on Mensura
tion. By B. T.Moore, M. A., Fellow of Pembroke College.
With numerous Examples. $s.

analytical (Scomcttg ana Differential

Calculu.s.

TURNBULL
(W. P.) An Introduction to Analytical

Plane Geometry. By W. P. Turnbull, M.A. Fellow of

Trinity College. 8vo. 12s.

O BRIEN (M.) Treatise on Plane Co-ordinate Geome
try. Or the Application of the method of Co-ordinates to

the solutions of problems in Plane Geometry. By M. O Brien,
M.A. Svo. Q.V.

VYVYAN (T. G.) Elementary Analytical Geometry
for Schools and Beginners. By T. G. Vyvyan, Fellow of
Gonville and Cains College, and Mathematical Master of

Charterhouse. Second edition^ rc~i ifcd. Crown Svo. Js. 6&amp;lt;/.
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WALTON (\V.) Problems in illustration of the Principles
of Plane Co-ordinate Geometry. By W. Walton, M.A. 8vo. i6/.

WHITWORTH (W. A.) Trilinear Co-ordinates, and
other methods of Modern Analytical Geometry of Two Di
mensions. An Elementary Treatise. By W. Allen Whit-

worth, M. A., Professor of Mathematics in (Queen s College,

Liverpool, and late Scholar of St. John s College, Cambridge.
8vo. 16*.

A LUIS (W. S.) An Elementary Treatise on Solid

Geometry. Revised. By W. S. Aldis, M.A. Second eilitwn,

rci-iscd. 8vo. 8.f.

GREGORY (U. F.) A Treatise on the Application of

Analysis to Solid Geometry. By D. F. Gregory, M. A., and
\V. Walton, M. A. Second edition. 8vo. 12s.

PELL (M. 13.) Geometrical Illustrations of the Diffe

rential Calculus. By M. B. Pell. Svo. 2s. 6&amp;lt;/.

O BRIEN (M.) Elementary Treatise on the Diffe

rential Calculus, in which the method of Limits is exclusively
made use of. By M. O Brien, M. A. Svo. los. 6&amp;lt;/.

BESANT (\V. II.) Notes on Roulettes and Glissettes.

By W. II. Besant, M. A. Svo. 31. &/.

a^ccbanic.s ana jQatural Ipbilooopby*

EARNSHAW
(S.) Treatise on Statics: Containing

the Theory of the Equilibrium of Forces, and numerous

Examples illustrative of the General Principles of the

Science. By S. Earnshaw, M.A. Fourth edition. Svo. IQJ. 6&amp;lt;/.

WIIEWELL (!)R.) Mechanical Euclid. Containing the
Elements of Mechanics and Hydrostatics. By the late \V.

\VliewclI, I). I). Fifth edition, ^s.

FENWICK. (S.) The Mechanics of Construction ;
in

cluding the Theories of the Strength of Materials, Uoofs
Arches, and Suspension Bridges. With numerous Example-.
By Stephen Fenwick, F. K. A. S., of the Royal Military

Academy, Woolwich. Svo. 12s.

GARNETT (W.) A Treatise on Elementary Dynamics
for the use of Colleges and Schools. By William (Jarnett, B. A.

(late Whitworth Scholar), Fellow of St. John s College, and
Demonstrator of Physics in the I niversity of Cambridge.
Crown Svo. 6s.

GOODWIN (Bp.) Elementary Statics. By II. Good
win, D. D., Up. of Carlisle. Fcap. Svo. A r

&amp;lt;7t edition, y. cloth.
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GOODWIN (Bp.) Elementary Dynamics. By H. Good
win, DD., Bishop of Carlisle. Fcap. Svo. second edition. 3*. cloth.

WALTON (W.) Elementary Problems in Statics and
Dynamics. Designed for Candidates for Honours, first three

days. By W. Walton, M. A. Svo. icxr. 6&amp;lt;/.

POTTER (R.) An Elementary Treatise on Mechanics.
For the use of Junior University Students. By Richard

Potter, A.M., F. C. P. S., late Fellow of Queens College,

Cambridge. Professor of Natural Philosophy and Astronomy
in University College, London. Fourth edition, revised. 8s. 6&amp;lt;/.

Elementary Hydrostatics Adapted for both Junior
University readers and Students of Practical Engineering. By
R. Potter, M. A. js. 6tt.

BESANT (W. H.) Elementary Hydrostatics. By W.
H. Besant, M. A., late Fellow of St. John s College. Fcap.
Svo. Sixth edition. &,s.

A Treatise on Hydromechanics. By W. H. Besant,
M. A. Svo. New edition in the press.

GRIFFIN (W. N.) Solutions of Examples on the Dyna
mics of a Rigid Body. By W. N. Griffin, M. A. Svo. 6s. 6tt.

LUNNQ. R.) Of Motion. An Elementary Treatise. By
J. R. Limn, M.A., late Fellow of St. John s, Camb. Svo. Js. bit.

BESANT (W. H.) A Treatise on the Dynamics of a

Particle. Preparing,

ALDIS (W. S.) Geometrical Optics. By W. S. Aldis,

M.A., Trinity College, Cambridge. Fcap. Svo. 3^. 6&amp;lt;/.

A Chapter on Fresnel s Theory of I )ouble Re
fraction. By W. S. Aldis, M.A. Svo. 2s.

POTTER (R.) An Elementary Treatise on Optics.
Part I. Containing all the requisite Propositions carried to

first Approximations ;
with the construction of optical instru

ments. For the use of Junior University Students. By
Richard Potter, A.M., F.C. P. S., late Fellow of Queens
College, Cambridge. Third edition, revised, gs. 6d.

An Elementary Treatise on Optics. Part II.

Containing the higher Propositions with their application to

the more perfect forms of Instruments. By Richard Potter,
A. M., F.C. P. S. \2s.6d.

Physical Optics ; or, the Nature and Properties
of Light. A Descriptive and Experimental Treatise. By
Richard Potter, A. M. , F. C . P. S. 6s. M.
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POTTER (R.) Physical Optics. Part II. The Corpus
cular Theory of Light discussed Mathematically. By Richard

Totter, M. A. 7-r. &/.

HOPKINS (W. B.) Figures Illustrative of Geometri-
cal Optics. From Schelbach. By W. 1?. Hopkins, B. D.

Folio. Plates, icxr. &/.

MAIN (P. T.) The First Three Sections of Newton s

Principia, with an Appendix ;
and the Ninth and Eleventh

Sections. By John II. Evans, M. A. The J-i/lh edition,

edited by P. T. Main, M. A. 4*.

An Introduction to Plane Astronomy. For the

use of Colleges and Schools. By P. T. Main, M. A., Fellow
of St. John s College. Fcap. 8vo. cloth, 4.?.

MAIN (R.) Practical and Spherical Astronomy. For
the Use chiefly of Students in the Universities. By R. Main,
M. A., F.R.S., Radclifle Observer at Oxford. 8vo. 14^.

- Briinnow s Spherical Astronomy. Part I. Includ

ing the Chapters on Parallax, Refraction, Aberration, Preces

sion, and Nutation. Translated by R. Main, M. A., F. R. S.,

Radcliffe Observer at Oxford. 8vo. 8j. 6&amp;lt;/.

GOODWIN (B?.) Flementary Chapters on Astro

nomy, from the &quot;Astronomic Physique&quot; of Biot. By Harvey
Goodwin, D. I)., Bishop of Carlisle. 8vo. 3*. &/.

Elementary Course of Mathematics. Designed
principally for Students of the University of Cambridge. By
Harvey Goodwin, D.I)., Lord Bishop of Carlisle. Sixth

edition^ revised and enlarged by P. T. Main, M. A., Fellow
of St. John s College, Cambridge. 8vo. i6j.

- Problems and Examples, adapted to the &quot; Ele

mentary Course of Mathematics.&quot; By Harvey Goodwin,
D.I). With an Appendix, containing the (Questions proposed
&amp;lt;luring

the first three days of the Senate-House Examination,

by T. G. Vyvyan, M. A. Third edition. Svo.
5.1-.

Solutions of Goodwin s Collection of Problems
and Examples. By W. W. Hutt, M. A., late Fellow of Gon-
villc and Caius College. Third edition^ revised and enlarged.

By T. G. Vyvyan, M. A. Svo. gs.

SMALLEY (G. R.) A Compendium of Facts and For-
mul in Pure Mathematics and Natural Philosophy. By (

&amp;gt;. K.

Sunll.y, F.K.A. S., of St. John s Coll., Cam. Fcap. 8vo.3f. 67.
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TAYLOR (JOHN). A Collection of Elementary
Examples in Pure Mathematics, arranged in Examination

Papers ;
for the use of Students for the Military and Civil Service

Examinations. By John Taylor, late Military Tutor, Wool
wich Common. 8vo. 7.. 6d.

FILIPOWSKI (H. E.) A Table of Anti-Logarithms.
Containing, to seven places of decimals, natural numbers

answering to all logarithms from ooooi to 99999, and an im

proved table of Gauss Logarithms, by which may be found the

Logarithm of the sum or difference of two quantities. With Ap
pendix, containing a Table of Annuities for 3 joint lives at 3
percent. By H. E. Filipowski. Third edition. 8vo. 15^.

BYRNE (O.) A system of Arithmetical and Mathe
matical Calculations, in which a new basis of notation is

employed, and many processes, such as involution and evolu

tion, become much simplified. Invented by Oliver Byrne.
- Dual Arithmetic; cr, the Calculus of Concrete Quan
tities, Known and Unknown, Exponential and Transcendental,
including Angular Magnitudes. With Analysis. Part I. 8vo. 145.

In it will be found a method of obtaining the logarithm of

any number in a few minutes by direct calculation
;
a method

of solving equations, which involve exponential, logarithmic
and circular functions, &c. &c.

Dual Arithmetic. Part II. The Descending Branch,
completing the Science, and containing the Theory of the Appli
cation of both Branches. 8vo. icxr. 6it.

- Dual Tables (Ascending and Descending Branches).
Comprising Dual Numbers, Dual Logarithms, and Common
Numbers

; Tables of Trigonometrical Values, Angular Magni
tudes, and Functions, with their Dual Logarithms. 410. 2 i.e.

ELLIS (LESLIE). The Mathematical and other

Writings of Robert Leslie Ellis, M. A., late Fellow of

Trinity College, Cambridge. Edited by William Walton,
M. A., Trinity College, with a Biographical Memoir by Har
vey Goodwin, D. D., Bishop of Carlisle. Svo. 165-.

CHALLIS (PROF.) Notes on the Principles of Pure
aid Applied Calculation, and Applications to the Theories of

Physical Forces. By Rev. J. Challis, M. A., F. R. S., &c.
,
Plumian

Professor of Astronomy, Cambridge. Demy Svo. 15^.

- The Mathematical Principle of Physics. An
Essay. By the Rev. James Challis, M.A., F.R.S. Demy
Svo.

5-r.
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B

MISCELLANEOUS EDUCATIONAL WORKS.

rpistorp, Copogtapfjp, (jc.

URN (R.) Rome and the Campagna. An Historical

and Topographical Description of the Site, Buildings, and

Neighbourhood of Ancient Rome. By Robert Burn,
M. A., late Fellow and Tutor of Trinity College, Cambridge.
\Yith Eighty-five fine Engravings by Tewitt, and Twenty-five

Maps and Plans. Handsomely bound in cloth. 410. 3/. 3.?.

DYER (T. H.) The History of the Kings of Rome.
By Dr. T. H. Dyer, Author of the &quot;History of the City of

Rome;&quot;
&quot;

Pompeii : its History, Antiquities,&quot; &c., with a

Prefatory Dissertation on the Sources and Evidence of Early
Roman History. 8vo. i6s.

&quot;

It will mark, or help to mark, an era in the history of the

subject to which it is devoted. It is one of the most decided as

well as one of the ablest results of the reaction which is now in

progress against the influence of Nicbuhr.&quot; Pall Mall Gazette.

- A Plea for Livy, throwing a new light on some
passages of the first Book, and rectifying the German doctrine

of the imperative mood. 8vo. i.r.

- Roma Regalis, or the Newest Phase of an Old
Story. 8vo. 2s. 6&amp;lt;/.

An examination of the views and arguments respecting Regal
Rome, put forth by Professor Seeley in a recent edition of
&quot;

Livy,
f Book I.

The History of Pompeii; its lUiildings and An
tiquities. An account of the city, with a full description of the

remains and the recent excavations, and also an Itinerary for

visitors. Edited by T. II. Dyer, LL. 1). Illustrated with

nearly Three Hundred W&amp;lt;xxl Engravings, a large Map, and a

Plan of the Eorum. Third edition, brought down to iSyj.
2 vols. post 8vo. [/// the

f&amp;gt;rcss.

-Ancient Athens: Its History, Topography, and
Remains. By Thomas Henry Dyer, LL. IX, Author of &quot;The

History of the Kings of Rome.&quot; Super-royal 8vo. cloth, \l. $s.

This work gives the result of the excavations to the present
time, and of a recent careful examination of the localities by the

Author. It is illustrated with plans, and wocxl engravings taken
from photographs.
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LONG (G.) The Decline of the Roman Republic. 8vo.

Vol. I. From the Destruction of Carthage to the End of the

Jugurthine War. 14^.

Vol. II. To the Death of Sertorius. 14.!-.

Vol. III. Including the third Mithridatic War, the Catiline

Conspiracy, and the Consulship of C. Julius Cecsar. 14^.

Vol. IV. History ol Ccesar s Gallic Campaigns and of the

contemporaneous events in Rome. 14-f.

Vol. V. Concluding the work. 14^.

&quot;If any one can guide us through the almost inextricable

ma/es of this labyrinth, it is he. As a chronicler, he possesses
all the requisite knowledge, and what is nearly, if not quite as

important, the necessary caution. He never attempts to explain
that which is hopelessly corrupt or obscure : he does not con
found twilight with daylight ;

he warns the reader repeatedly
that he is standing on shaking ground ;

he has no framework of

theory into which he presses his facts.&quot; Saturday Review.

PEARSON (C. H.) A History of England during the

Early and Middle Ages. By C. II. Pearson, M. A., Fellow
of Oriel College, Oxford, and Lecturer in History at Trinity

College, Cambridge. Second edition, revised and enlarged.
8vo. Vol. I. to the Death of Cceur cle Lion. i6s. Vol. II.

to the Death of Edward I. I4.c.

Historical Maps of England. By C. H. Pearson.
Folio. Second edition, revised. 3 i.e. 6d.

An Atlas containing Five Maps of England at different

periods during the Early and Middle Ages.

BOWKS (A.) A Practical Synopsis of English History ;

or, A General Summary of Dates and Events for the use of

Schools, Families, and Candidates for Public Examinations.

By Arthur Bowes. Fourth edition. 8vo. 2s.

BEALE (I).) Student s Text-Book of English and
General History, from u. c. 100 to the Present Time, with

Genealogical and Literary Tables, and Sketch of the English
Constitution. By D. Beale. Crown Svo. 2s. 6d.

STRICKLAND (AGNES). The Lives of the Queens of

England ;
from the Norman Conquest to the Reign of Queen

Anne. By Agnes Strickland. Abridged by the Author for

the use of Schools and Families. Post Svo. Cloth. 6s. dd.
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HUGHES (A. W.) Outlines of Indian History: com
prising the Hindu, Mahomcdan, and Christian Periods (down to

the Resignation of Sir J. Laurence). With Maps, Statistieal

Appendices, and numerous Examination (Questions. Adapted
specially for Schools and Students.

l&amp;gt;y

A. W. Hughes, Bom.
Uncov. Civil Sen-ice, ami Gray s Inn. Small post Svo. 2s- 6&amp;lt;/.

HELPS (SIR A.) The Life of Hernando Cortez, and
the Conquest of Mexico. Dedicated to Thomas Carlyle. 2

vols. crown Svo. 15*.

- The Life of Christopher Columbus, the Discoverer
of America. l-onrtJi edition. Crown Svo. 6.r.

- The Life of Pi/arro. With Some Account of his

Associates in the Conquest of Peru. Second edition. Cr. Svo. 6.c.

- The Life of Las Casas, the Apostle of the Indies.

Third edition. Crown Svo. 6s.

TYTLKR (PROF.) The Elements of General History.
-\ &amp;lt;T&amp;lt; edition. Revised and brought down to the present time.

Small post Svo. $s. Oi/.

ATLASES. An Atlas of Classical Geography ; Twenty-
four Maps by W. Hughes and George Long, M. A. A &amp;lt;7&amp;lt;:

edition, with coloured outlines. Imperial Svo. I2.r. 6&amp;lt;/.

This Atlas has been constructed from the best authorities by
Mr. \V. Hughes, under the careful supervision of Mr. Long.
The publishers believe that by this combination they have

secured the most correct Atlas of Ancient Geography that has

yet been produced.

- A Grammar School Atlas of Classical Geography.
Containing Ten Maps selected from the above. Imperial
Svo. A&amp;lt;7i edition.

5.f.

CONTKNTS : The Provinces of the Roman Umpire. Gallia.

Italia. Graecia (including Kpirus and Thessalia, with part of

Macedonia). The Coasts and Islands of the Aegaean Sea.

Asia Minor, and the Northern part of Syria. Palaestina, with

part of Syria, Assyria, and the Adjacent Countries. Sicilia;

and a Plan of Rome.
- Eirst Classical Maps. P&amp;gt;y

the Rev. J. Tate, M.A.
Third edition. Imperial Svo. Js. 6&amp;lt;t.

- Standard Library Atlas of Classical Geography.
Twenty ~tiw&amp;gt; large Coloured Maps according to the latent anthori-

//f. With a complete Index (accentuated), giving the latitude

and longitude of every place named in the Maps. Imperial Svo.

7--. 6,/.
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RICHARDSON
(DR.) New Dictionary of the Eng

lish Language. Combining Explanation with Etymo
logy, and copiously illustrated by Quotations from the best

Authorities. New edition, with a Supplement containing addi

tional words and further Illustrations. The Words, with
those of the same family, are traced to their origin. The Ex
planations are deduced from the primitive meaning through
the various usages. The Quotations are arranged chrono

logically, from the earliest period to the present time. In
2 vols. 410. ,4 I4.r. 6&amp;lt;/.

;
half-bound in russia, 5 15.?. 6&amp;lt;/.

;

in russia, 6 12s. The Supplement separately, 410. 12s.

An 8vo. Edition, without the Quotations, 15^. ;
half- russia,

2O.r.
; russia, 24-f.

ADAMS (DR.) The Elements of the English Language.
By Ernest Adams, 1 h. I). Thirteenth edition. Post Svo. 4.*-. 6&amp;lt;/.

KEY (PROF.) Philological Essays. By T. Hewitt

Key, Professor of Comparative Grammar in University College,
London. Svo. lOs. 6t/.

Language, its Origin and Development. P&amp;gt;y
T.

Hewitt Key, Professor of Comparative Grammar in University

College. Svo. i^s.

This work is founded on the Course of Lectures on Compa
rative Grammar delivered during the last twenty years in I ni-

versity College. The evidence being drawn chiefly from two of

the most familiar members of the Indo-European family,
Latin and Greek, especially the former, as that to which the

writer s hours of study, for half a century, have been almost

wholly devoted.

DONALDSON (J. W.) Varronianus. A Critical and
Historical Introduction to the Ethnography of Ancient Italy and
to the Philological Study of the Latin Language. Third edition,

revised and considerably enlarged. By J. W. Donaldson, D.I).
8vo. i6s.

SMITH (ARCHDN.) Synonyms and Antonyms of the

English Language. Collected and Contrasted by the Yen.
C. J. Smith, M. A. Second edition. Post Svo. 5.?.

- Synonyms Discriminated. Showing the accurate

signification of words of similar meaning. By the Yen. C . J.
Smith. Demy Svo. l6.r.

PHILLIPS -(DR.) A Syriac Grammar. I3y G. Phillips,
D. IX, President of Queens College. Third edition, rx-iseJ

and enlarged* Svo.
&quot;js.

6&amp;lt;f.
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BEAMONT (W. J.) A Concise Grammar of the Arabic

Language. By the Rev. W. J. Beamont, M. A. Revised by
Sheikh AH Nacly el Barrany, one of the Sheikhs of the El

Azhar Mosque in Cairo. 121110. Js.

WEBSTER. A Dictionary of the English Language.
By Dr. Wel*ter. Re-edited by N. Porter and C. A. Gocdrich.

The Etymological portion being by Dr. C. V. Mahn, of Berlin.

With Appendix and Illustrations complete in one volume.

jTi us. 6&amp;lt;/.

Besides the meaning and derivation of all words in ordinary

use, this volume will be found tc contain in greater fulness than

any other Dictionary of the English Language hitherto published,
scientific and technical terms, accompanied in many instances by

explanatory woodcuts and an appendix giving supplementary
lists, explanations, and 70 pages of elaborate diagrams and illus

trations. In its unabridged form as above, it supplies at a

moderate price as complete a literary and scientific reference

book as could be obtained in the compass of a single volume.
&quot; For the student of English etymologically Wedgwood, Ed.

Muller, and Malm s Webster arc the best dictionaries. While
to the general student Malm s Webster and Craig s Universal

Dictionary are most useful.&quot; Athtnannt.

&quot;TlIK BUST PRACTICAL K.NCI.ISH DICTIONARY EXTANT.&quot;

Quarterly

Dtoinitp, amoral Ipbilosopbp, uc.

SCRIVENER
(DR.) Novum Testamentum Grascum,

Textus Stephanici, 1550. Accedunt varia- lectioncs edi-

tionum Bcznc, Elxeviri, Lachmanni, Tischendorfii, et Trc-

gellesii. Curante E. II. Scrivener, A.M., LL. J&amp;gt;. l6mo.

4-r. 67.

An Kiiition with -side Margin for Notes, is. 6&amp;lt;/.

This Edition embodies all the readings of Trcgellcs and of

Tischendorf s Eighth or Latest Edition.- Codex Bczne Cantabrigiensis. Edited, with Pro

legomena, Notes, and Facsimiles, by E. II. Scrivener, M. A.

410. 26j.

- A Full Collation of the Codex Sinaiticus, with

the Received Text of the New Testament ;
to which is prefixed

a Critical Introduction. My E. II. Scrivener, M. A. Stcotid

edition, ri-i istd. Ecap. 8vo. 5-f.

&quot; Mr. Scrivener has now placed the results of Tischendorf s

discovery within reach of all in a charming little volume,
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which ought to form a companion to the Greek Testament in the

library of every Biblical student.&quot; Reader.

SCRIVENER (DR.) An Exact Transcript of the
Codex Augiensis, Graeco-Latina Manuscript in Uncial Letters
of St. Paul s Epistles, preserved in the Library of Trinity Col

lege, Cambridge. To which is added a Full Collation of Fifty

Manuscripts containing various portions of the Greek New Tes
tament deposited in English Libraries : with a full Critical In
troduction. By F. II. Scrivener, M. A. Royal 8vo. 26s.

The CRITICAL INTRODUCTION is issued separately, price $s.

A Plain Introduction to the Criticism of the New
Testament. With Forty Facsimiles from Ancient Manu
scripts. Containing also an account of the Egyptian versions,
contributed by Canon Lightfoot, D.I). For the use of Biblical

Students. By F. II. Scrivener, M. A., LL. D. Prebendary of

Exeter. 8vo. Neiu edition. i6s.

Six Lectures on the Text of the New Testament,
and the MSS. which contain it, chiefly addressed to those who
do not read Greek. By Rev. F. II. Scrivener. \Yith fac

similes from MSS. Crown Svo. 6s.

ALFORD (DEAN). Greek Testament. See p. 9.

BARRETT (A. C.) Companion to the Greek Testament.
For the use of Theological Students and the Upper Forms in

Schools. By A. C. Barrett, M. A., Gains College; Author
of &quot;A Treatise on Mechanics and I lydrostatics.&quot; Third edition,

enlarged and improved. Fcap. Svo. $s.

This volume will be found useful for all classes of Students
who require a clear epitome of Biblical knowledge. It gives in

a condensed form a large amount of information on the Text,

Language, Geography, and Archceology ; it discusses the alleged
contradictions of the New Testament and the disputed quotations
from the Old, and contains introductions to the separate books.
It may be used by all intelligent students of the sacred volume ;

and has been found of great value to the students of Training
Colleges in preparing for their examinations.

SCHOLEFIELD (J.) Hints for Improvement in the
Authorized Version of the New Testament. By the late J.

Scholefield, M. A. Fourth edition. Fcap. Svo. 4?.
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TERTULLIAN. Liber Apologeticus. The Apology of

Tertullian. With English Notes and a Preface, intended as an

introduction to the Study of Patristical and Ecclesiastical

Latinity. By II. A. Woodham, LL. 1). Second edition.

Svo. S.T. 6&amp;lt;/.

PEROWNE (CANON). The Book of Psalms; a New
Translation, with Introductions and Notes, Critical and Expla
natory. By the Rev. J. J. Stewart Perowne, B. 1)., Fellow
of Trinity College, Cambridge ;

Canon Residentiary ofLlandafT.

Svo. Vol. I. Third edition. iSs. Vol. II. Third edition,

l6s.

The Piook of Psalms. Abridged Edition for Schools.

Crown Svo. IOT. (xl.

WELCHMAN (ARCHDN.) The Thirty-Nine Articles

of the Church of England. Illustrated with Notes, and con

firmed by Texts of the Holy Scripture, and Testimonies of

the Primitive Fathers, together with References to the Passages
in several Authors, which more largely explain the Doctrine

contained in the said Articles. By the Ven. Archdeacon
\Vclchman. Attc edition. Fcap. Svo. 2s. Interleaved for

Students. 3.r.

PEARSON (BISHOP). On the Creed. Carefully printed
from an Early Edition. With Analysis and Index. Edited by
E. \Valford, M. A. Po&amp;gt;t Svo. 5*.

HUMPHRY (W. (J.) An Historical and Explanatory
Treatise on the Book of Common Prayer. By \V. G.

Humphry, B. I)., late Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge,
Prebendary of St. Paul s, and Vicar of St. Martin s-in-the-

Fields, Westminster. Fifth edition^revised and enlarged. Small

post Svo. 4_f. 6&amp;lt;/.

- The New Table of Lessons Explained, with the

Table of Lessons and a Tabular Comparison of the Old and
New Proper Lessons for Sundays and Holy-days. By W. G.

Humphry, B. I)., Fcap. is. 6&amp;lt;/.

DENTON (W.) A Commentary on the Gospels for the

Sundays and other Holy Days of the Christian Vear. By the

Rev. \V. Denton, A. M., Worcester College, Oxford, and
Incumbent of St. Bartholomew s, Cripplegatc. A rw edition.

3 vols. Svo. 54-r.

Vol. I. Advent to Easter. iS.r.

Vol. II. Easter to the Sixteenth Sunday after Trinity. iS.r.

Vol. III. Seventeenth Sunday after Trinity to Advent; and
I My Days. i8.r.
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DENTON (W.) Commentary on the Epistles for the

Sundays and other Holy Days of the Christian Year. By the Rev.

W. Denton, Author of &quot;A Commentary on the Gospels,&quot; &c.

Vol. I. Advent to Trinity. 8vo. iS.r.

Vol. II. Trinity and Holy Days. i8.r.

Commentary on the Acts. By the Rev. W. Denton.
Vol. I. Svo. iS.c. Vol. II. in preparation.

JEWEL (Br.) Apology for the Church of England,
with his famous Epistle on the Council of Trent, and a Memoir.

32111O. 2S.

BARRY (!)R.) Notes on the Catechism. For the use
of Schools. By the Rev. A. Barry, D. D., Principal of King s

College, London. Second edition^ revised. Fcap. 2s.

BOYCE (E. J.) Catechetical Hints and Helps. A
Manual for Parents and Teachers on giving instruction to Young
Children in the Catechism of the Church of England. By Rev.
E. J. Boyce, M. A. Second edition. Fcap. 2s.

Examination Papers on Religious Instruction.
Sewed, i.e. 6&amp;lt;/.

MONSELL (DR.) The Winton Church Catechist.

Questions and Answers on the Teaching of the Church Cate
chism. By Rev. J. S. B. Monsell, LL.D., Author of

&quot; Our
Is ew Vicar.&quot; Third Edition. Cloth, 35.; or in Four Parts,

sewed, price &amp;lt;)d.
each.

SADLER (M. E.) The Church Teacher s Manual of
Christian Instruction. Being the Church Catechism Expanded
and Explained in Question and Answer, for the use of the

Clergyman, Parent, and Teacher. By the Rev. M. F. Sadler,
Rector of Iloniton. Third edition. 2s. Cxi.

KEMPTHORNE (J.) Brief Words on School Life.

A Selection from short addresses based on a course of Scripture

reading in school. By the Rev. J. Kempthornc, late Fellow
of Trinity College, Cambridge, and Head Master of Blackhcath

Proprietary School. Fcap. 35. 6d.

SHORT EXPLANATION of the Epistles and Gospels
of the Christian Year, with Questions for Schools. Royal 321110.

2s. 6d.
; calf, 4-r. 6&amp;lt;/.

BUTLER
(Bi&amp;gt;.) Analogy of Religion; with Analy

tical Introduction and copious Index, by the Rev. Dr. Steere,

Bishop in Central Africa. Fcap. A\&quot;a.&amp;lt; edition.
3.?. 6&amp;lt;/.
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]J t TLKR ( UP.) Three Sermons on Human Nature, and
Dissertation on Virtue. Edited by W. Whewell, D.I). With
a 1 reface and a Syllabus of the Work. Fourth t.nd cheaper
edition. Ecap. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

WHEWELL (DR.) Lectures on the History of Moral

Philosophy in England. By W. Whewell, D.I). New and

improved edition^ with Additional Lectures. Crown 8vo. 8..

** The Additional Lectures sold separately. Crown Svo.

Trice
3&amp;lt;&quot;.

6&amp;lt;/.

- Elements of Morality, including Polity. l&amp;gt;y

W.
Whcwell, D. 1). New edition, in Svo. I5.r.

- Astronomy and General Physics considered with

reference to Natural Theology (Bridgewatcr Treatise). A &amp;lt;t.

edition, with new preface^ uniform with the Aldinc Editions. 5.*.

DONALDSON (!)R.) Classical Scholarship and Clas-

sical Learning considered with especial reference to Com
petitive Tests and University Teaching. A Practical Essay
on Liberal Education.

l&amp;gt;y
[. W.Donaldson, 1). D. Cro\\ n

Svo. 5.?.

- The Theatre of the Greeks. NCK&amp;gt; and cheaper
edition. Post Svo. 5r.

STUDENTS GUIDE TO THE UNIVERSITY OK
CAMBRIDGE. Rn-isAt and corrected in accordance with the

Infest reflations. Third edition. Ecap. Svo. 6s. C&amp;lt;/.

This volume is intended to give useful information to parents
desirous of sending their sons to the University, and to indicate

the points on which to seek further information from the tutor.

Suggestions arc also given to the younger members of the

University on expenses and course of reading.
&quot;

Partly with the view of assisting parents, guardians, school

masters, and students intending to enter their names at the

University partly also for the benefit of undergraduates them
selves a very complete, though concise, volume has ju.-,t been

issued, which leaves little or nothing to be desired. Eor lucid

arrangement, and a rigid adherence to what is positively useful,
we know of few manuals that could compete with this Student s

Guide. It reflects no little credit on the University to which it

supplies an unpretending, but complete, introduction.&quot; Sufttr-

tftJV A i7Y&amp;lt;7i .

RENTS Commentary on International Law, revised
with Notes and Cases brought down to the present time.

Edited by J. T. Aluly, LI.. D., Barristci at-Law, Regius Pro
fessor of Ixiws in the University of Cambridge. Sv&amp;lt;&amp;gt;. l(xi.
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LEAPINGWELL (G.) A Manual of the Roman Civil

Law, arranged according to the Syllabus of Dr. Hallifax,

Designed for the use of Students in the Universities and Inns of
Court. IJy G. Leapingwell, LL.D. Svo. 12s.

MAYOR (REV. J. 13.) A Guide to the Choice of Clas
sical Books. By J. I). Mayor, M. A., Professor of Classical

Literature at King s College, late Fellow and Tutor of St.

John s College, Cambridge. Crown Svo. 2s.

FRENCH, GERMAN, AND ENGLISH CLASS
BOOKS.

jForeign Classics,
A carefully edited series for use in schools, with English nole.-i,

grammatical and explanatory ,
and renderings of difficult idiomatic

expressions. Fcap. Svo.

CHARLES
XII. par Voltaire. Edited by L. Direy.

Third edition
t
revised. 3^. 6&amp;lt;/.

GERMAN BALLADS from Uhland, Goethe, and
SchilleY

;
with Introductions, copious and biographical notices.

Edited by C. L. Bielefeld.
3.*-.

&/.

AVENTURES DE TELEMAQUE, par Eenelon. Edited
by C. J. Delille. Second edition, revised, 4.v. 6^/.

SELECT FABLES of La Fontaine. Edited by F. Gasc,
Ntii edition, recited, 3.c.

PICCIOLA, by X. B. Saintinc. Edited by Dr. Dubuc.
Fourth edition, revised, 35. 6&amp;lt;/.

SCHILLER S Wallenstein. Complete Text, comprising
the Weimar Prologue, Lager, Piccolomini, and Wallcnstein s

Tod. Edited by Dr. A. Buchhcim, Professor of German
in King s College, London. Rei iscd edition. 6s. (Jd. ( /-the

Lager and Piccolomini, 3.?. 6&amp;lt;/. Wallenstein s Tod, 3.*-.
(jd.

- Maid of Orleans; with English Notes by Dr.
Wilhelm Wagner, Editor of Plato, Plautus, &c.

,
and Translator

of Teuffel s
&quot;

History of Roman Literature.&quot; 3-c. 6&amp;lt;/.

GOETHE S HERMANN AND DOROTHEA. With
Introduction, Notes, and Arguments. P.y E. P.ell, B.A.,
Trinity Collrge, Cambridge, and E. Wolfcl. 2.*-. 6&amp;lt;/.
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JFrcncf) Class 1i5oofts.

BRKBNKR (W.) Twenty Lessons in French. With
double vocabulary giving the pronunciation of French words,
notes, and appendices. By W. Brebner. Post 8vo. 4^.

CLAPIN (A. C.) French Grammar for Public Schools.
I .y the Rev. A. C. Clapin, M. A., St. John s College,

Cambridge, and Bachelier-es-lettres of the University of

France. Fcap. 8vo. Second edition greatly enlarged. 2s. 6d.

Or in two parts separately. Part I. Accidence, 2s. Part II.

Syntax, is. (xi.

GASC (F. K. A.) First French Book; being a New,
I radical, and Easy Method of Learning the Elements of the
French Language. Fcap. 8vo. AV?i/ edition, is. bd.

Second French Book
; being a Grammar and

Exercise Hook, on a new and practical plan, and intended as a

sequel to the &quot;First French Book.&quot; NCM edition. Fcap. 8vo.
2s. 6&amp;lt;/.

- Key to First and Second French Books. Fcap.
8vo. 3*. 6&amp;lt;/.

- French Fables, for Beginners, in Prose, with an
Index of all the Words at the end of the work. NrM ciiition.

I2ino. -is.

- Select Fables of I,a Fontaine. New edition, revised.

Fcap. 8vo. $s,

Histoires Amusantes et Instructivcs
; or, Selec

tions of Complete Stories from the best French modern
authors, who have written for the young. With English
notes. Xew edition. Fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6&amp;lt;/.

- Practical Guide to Modern French Conversa
tion : containing : I. The most current and, useful Phrases in

Every-day Talk; II. Everylxxly s Necessary Questions and
Answers in Travel-Talk. Fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6&amp;lt;/.

- French Poetry for the Young. With English
Notes, and preceded by a few plain Rules of French Prosody.
Fcap. 8vo. 2s.

- Materials for French Prose Composition ; or,
Selections from the best English Prose Writers. With copious
foot notes, and hints for idiomatic renderings. A r.u edition.

Fcap. 8vo. 4f. 6&amp;lt;/. KKY, Os.

- Prosateurs Contemporains ; or, Selections in
Prose chiefly from

contcmj&amp;gt;orary French literature. With
English notes. 121110. 5*.
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GASC (F. E. A.) Le Petit Compagnon ;
a French Talk-

Book for Little Children. i6mo. 2s. 6d.

- An Improved Modern Pocket Dictionary of the

French and English Languages ;
for the every-day purposes

of Travellers and Students. Containing more than Five Thou
sand modern and current words, senses, and idiomatic phrases
and renderings, not found in any ether dictionary of the two

languages. A ncio edition with additions and corrections.

161110. Cloth, 4-r.

Modern French and English Dictionary, with

upwards of Fifteen Thousand new words, senses, &c.
,
hitherto

unpublished. Demy 8vo. i5-f.

GOMBERT (A.) The French Drama
; being a Selection

of the best Tragedies and Comedies of Moliere, Racine, P.

Corneille, T. Corneille, and Voltaire. With Arguments in

Fnglish at the head of each scene, and notes, critical and

Explanatory, by A. Gombcrt. Sold separately at is. each.

C O N T E N T S.

MOUKRK :

*Le Misanthrope. Les Precieuses Ridicules.

L Avare. L Ecole des Femmes.
*Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme. L Ecole des Maris.

*Le Tartuffe. Le Medecin malgre Lui.

Lc Maladc Imaginaire. M. de Fourceaugnac.
Les Femmes Savantcs. Amphitryon.
Les Fourberies de Scapin.

RACINE :

La Thebaide, ou les Frcres , Bajazet.
Ennemis. Mithridalc.

Alcxandrelc Grand. Iphigenie,

Andromaque. Phedre.

Les Plaideurs. Esther.

Britannicus. *Athaltc. (/;/ the
press.&quot;)

Berenice.

P. CoUNKii.i.E :

Lc Cid. Horace. Polyeucle.
Cinna. Pompee.

T. CORNEILLE :

Ariane.

VOLTAIRE :

Brutus. Zaire. Merope.
Alzire. Orestes. La Mort de Cesar.

Le Fanatisme. Semiramis.
* New Editions of those marked with an asterisk have lately been issued,

carefully revised by the Rev. W. Holme* and M. Case. l cap. 8vo. Neatly
bound in cloth, is. each. Others will follow.
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LE NOUVEAU TRESOR : or, French Student s Com-
panion ; designed to facilitate the Translation of English into

French at Sight. By M. E. S. Sixteenth edition. Fcap. 8vo.

CONTKNTS : Grammatical Introduction, 100 Lessons, Voca

bulary. Conversational Sentences, Alphabetical Arrangement
of the Verbs. General Table of Reference.

&?also &quot;

Foreign Classics,&quot; p. 96.

B

crman Class TSoofc.s.

UCHHEIM (!)R. A.) Materials for German Prose

Composition ; consisting of Selections from Modern

English writers, with grammatical notes, idiomatic ren

derings of difficult passages, and a general introduction. By
J)r. Buchheim, Professor of German Langxiage and Literature

in King s College, and Examiner in German to the London

University. Third edition
^
rtfised. Fcap. 4_r. (xt.

In this edition the notes in Part I. have been entirely revised

and increased in accordance with the suggestions of experienced
teachers.

CLAIM X (A. C.) A (ierman Grammar for Public
Schools. By the Rev. A. C. Clapin, Compiler of a French
Grammar for Public Schools, assisted by F. Holl-Mullcr, Assis

tant Master at the Bruton Grammar School. Fcap. 2s. (x/.

KOTZEBUK. Der Gefangenc (the Prisoner). Edited,
with English Notes Explanatory and Grammatical, by Dr. \V.

Stromberg. The first of a selection of German Plays, suitable

for reading or acting, is.

^tv also &quot;Foreign Classics,&quot; p. 96.
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Class

ADAMS
(DR. E.) The Elements of the English

Language. By Ernest Adams, Ph. D. TJiirteentli edition.

Post Svo. 4s. 6d.

The Rudiments of English Grammar and Analysis.
AT

c~:v edition, enlarged. Fcap. Svo. 23.

MASON (C. P.) First Notions of Grammar for Young
Learners. By C. P. Mason, 15. A., Fellow of University

College, London. Fcap. Svo. Cloth, S&amp;lt;/.

First Steps in English Grammar, for Junior Classes.

Demy 181110. New edition, enlarged, is.

Outlines of English Grammar for the use of Junior
Classes. Cloth, is. 6d.

English Grammar : including the Principles of Gram
matical Analysis. Nineteenth edition, with a new Etymological
Appendix. Post Svo. 3.^. 6d.

The Analysis of Sentences applied to Latin. Post
Svo. 23. 6&amp;lt;/.

Analytical Latin Exercises : Accidence and Simple
Sentences, Composition and Derivation of Words, and Com
pound Sentences. Post Svo. 3.?. 6&amp;lt;/.

- The First Two Books of Euclid explained to Begin
ners. Second edition. Fcap Svo. 2s. 6d.

Edited for Middle- Class Examinations.

With notes on the Analysis and Parsing, and explanatory
remarks.

- Milton s Paradise Lost, Book I. With a Life of
Milton. Third edition. Post Svo. 2s.

- Milton s Paradise Lost. Book II. With a Life of
the Poet. Second edition. Post Svo. 2s.

- Milton s Paradise Lost. Book III. With a Life
of Milton. Post Svo. 2s.

- Goldsmith s Deserted Village. With a Short Life
of the Poet. Post Svo. is. 6&amp;lt;/.
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MASON (C. P.) Cowper s Task. Book II. With an
Outline of the Poet s Life. Post 8vo. 2s.

Thomson s
&quot;

Spring.&quot;
With a short Life. Post 8vo.

23.

Thomson s &quot;Winter.&quot; With short Life. Post 8vo. 2s.

MENKT (J.) Practical Hints on Teaching. Containing
Advice as to Organization, Discipline, Instruction, and Prac
tical Management. By the Rev. John Menct, M. A. Perpetual
Curate of Hockenll, and late Chaplain of the Huckerill Train

ing Institution. Fourth edition. Containing in addition Plans
of Schools which have been thoroughly tested, and are now being
adopted in various localities. Crown 8vo. Cloth, 2s. &/. ;

paper cover, 2s.

TEST LESSONS IN DICTATION, for the First

Class of Elementary Schools. This work consists of a series

of extracts, carefully selected with reference to the wants of the
more advanced pupils ; they have been used successfully in

many Elementary Schools. The book is supplementary to the
exercises given in the &quot;Practical Hints on Teaching.&quot; Paper
cover, is. 6&amp;lt;/.

SKEAT (W. W.) Questions for Examinations in English
Literature ;

with a Preface containing brief hints on the

study of English. Arranged by the Rev. W. \V. Skeat, late

Fellow of Christ s College. 2s. 6&amp;lt;/.

This volume will be found useful in preparing for the various

public examinations, in the universities, or for government
appointments.

DELAMOTTE (P. II.) Drawing Copies. 15y P. II.

Delamotte, Professor of Diawing in King s College and School,
London. Containing 48 outline and 48 shaded plates. Oblong
8vo. 12s. ; sold also in parts at Is. each.

This volume contains forty-eight outline and forty-eight
shaded plates of architecture, trees, figures, fragments, land

scapes, lx&amp;gt;ats,
and sea-pieces. Drawn on stone by Professor

Delamotte.

POETRY for the School Room. Nciv edition. Fcap.
8vo. is. &/.

GATTY (MRS.) Select Parables from Nature, for Use
in Schools. By Mrs. Alfred Catty, l- cap. 8vo. Cloth, is.
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SCHOOL RECORD for Young Ladies Schools; a
useful form of Register of Studies and Conduct. 6d,

GEOGRAPHICAL TEXT-BOOK; a Practical Geo-
graphy, calculated to facilitate the study of that useful science, by
a constant reference to the Blank Maps. By M. K . . . S
I2mo. 2s.

II. The Blank Maps done up separately. 410. 2s,

coloured.

JOHNS (C. A.) A First Book of Geography. By the
Rev. C. A. Johns, B.A., F.L.S., Author of &quot;Botanical Ram
bles,&quot; &quot;Flowers of the Field,&quot; &c. Illustrated. I2mo. 2s. 6&amp;lt;/.

LOUDON (MRS.) Illustrated Natural History. NKV
edition. Revised by W. S. Dallas, F. L. S. With nearly 500
Engravings. Js.

Handbook of Botany. Newly Edited and greatly
enlarged by David Wooster. Fcap. 2s. 6&amp;lt;/.

HAYWARD. The Botanist s Pocket-Book, containing
in a tabulated form, the Chief Characteristics of British Plants,
with the botanical names, soil or situation, colour, growth,
and time of flowering of every plant, arranged under its own
order

;
with a Copious Index. By W. R. Hayward. Crown

8vo. Cloth limp, 4^. 6&amp;lt;i.

STOCKHARDT. Experimental Chemistry, founded on
the Work of Dr. Julius Adolph Stbckhardt. A hand-book
for the study of the science by simple experiments. By C. W.
Ileaton, Professor of Chemistry in the Medical .School of

Charing Cross Hospital. Post 8vo. $s.

BONNEY (T. G.) Cambridgeshire Geology. A Sketch
for the use of Students. By T. G. Bouncy, F.G.S., &C., Tutor
and Lecturer in Natural Science, St. John s Coll. Cambridge
8vo. 3J.

FOSTER (B. W.) Double Entry Elucidated. By B.
W. Foster. Seventh edition. 410. 8s. (xf.

CRELLIN (P.) A New Manual of Book-keeping, com
bining the Theory and Practice, with Specimens of a set

of Books. By Phillip Crellin, Accountant. Crown 8vo. $s. Cii.

This volume will be found suitable for merchants and all

classes of traders : besides giving the method of double entry,
it exhibits a system which combines the results of double entry
without the labour which it involves.
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PICTUKK SCHOOL BOOKS. Written in simple language, and

with numerous illustrations. Royal 161110.

SCHOOL PRIMER. 6&amp;lt;/.

SCHOOL READER. l!y J. Tilleard, lion. Member of ami
Kxaminer to the College of Preceptors. Numerous Illustration.-., u.

POETRY BOOK EOR SCHOOLS, if.

THE LIEE OF JOSEPH, is.

Till: SCRIPTURE PARABLES. By the Rev. J. E.

Clarke, is.

THE SCRIPTURE MIRACLES. By the Rev. J. E.

THE NEW TESTAMENT HISTORY. By the Rev.

J.G. Wood, M.A. is.

THE OLD TESTAMENT HISTORY. By the Rev. J.
(J. Wood, M.A. :s.

THE STORY OE BUNYAN S PILGRIM S PRO-
GKKSS. is.

THE LIEE OF CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS. By
Sarah Crompton. is.

THE LIFE OE MARTIN LUTHER. By Sarah Cromp
ton. if.

GRANT. Course of Instruction for the Young, by the late Horace
Grant.

Arithmetic for Young Children. A Series of Exercises ex

emplifying the manner in whicli Arithmetic should Ijc taught to Young
Children. is. txi.

Arithmetic. Second Stage. For Schools and Families,

exemplifying the mode in which Children may be led to discover the main

principles of Figurative and Mental Arithmetic. i8mo. 3*.

Exercises for the Improvement of the Senses, and providing
instruction anil amusement lor Children who arc loo young to learn to read
and write. i8mo. is.

Geography for Young Children. \\ith Illustrations for
1 .1 -iucnt.iry i lan Drawing. 181110. is.

These are not cl;i*s-lxx&amp;gt;ks, hut arc
csj&amp;gt;cciallv adapted for use by teachers

who wish to create habits of observation in their pupils and to teach them
to think.

LOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS. In Eight Parts. Limp
Cloth. &/. each ; or extra binding, is. each.

Part I. contains simple stories told in monosyllables of not more than four

letters, which are at the same time sufficiently interesting to preserve the
attention of a child. Part II. exercises the pupil by a similar method in

slightly longer easy words ; and the remaining parts consist of storis
graduated in difficulty, until the learner is taught to read with ordinal y
facility.



IO4 George Bell and Sons Educational Books.

TBell s meaning; TBoofes

For Schools and Parochial Libraries.

The popularity which the Series of Reading-Books, known as
&quot; Books for Young Readers,&quot; has attained is a sufficient proof that

teachers and pupils alike approve of the use of interesting stories

with a simple plot in place of the dry combinations of letters and

syllables, making no impression on the mind, of which elementary

reading-books generally consist. There is also practical testimony
to the fact that children acquire the power of reading much more

rapidly when the process involves something more than the mere
mechanical exercise of the faculties of sight and memory.

The publishers have therefore thought it advisable to extend the

application of this principle to books adapted for more advanced

readers ;
and to issue for general use in schools a series of popular

works which they venture to think will in practice be found more

adapted for the end in view than the collections of miscellaneous

and often uninteresting extracts which are generally made to serve

the purpose.

These volumes will be printed in legible type, and strongly bound
in cloth, and will be sold at IJT. or is. 6rf. each, post Svo.

The first of the series, vi/. CAPTAIN MARRYAT S MASTERMAN
READY, which was written expressly for young people, is now

ready, condensed, price is. 6&amp;lt;/. ; also,

MRS. GATTV S PARABLES FROM NATURE (selected),

foolscap, Svo., price is.

The following are in preparation :

ROBINSON CRUSOE.

OUR VILLAGE. By Miss MITFORD (selections).

GRIMM S GERMAN TALES.

ANDERSEN S DANISH TALES.

FRIENDS IN EUR AND FEATHERS.

( HISWICK 1 RESS ! PRINTED bY WHITTINGHAM AND \VILKINS,

TOOKS COURT, CHANCERY LANE.
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